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A Simplified High-Performance Superhet
One of the first radio equipped Biological Stations in the world, VE1IN made remarkable use of a COLLINS 30FXB transmitter during its 1935 expedition.

In less than 3 months (June, July and August) approximately one thousand contacts were made with stations in every United States district and in Spain, Hungary, Russia, England, Holland, Switzerland, France, Germany, Cuba, Mexico and Jamaica.

Daily reports of the expedition's work were sent to the college at Brunswick, Maine and schedules were maintained with W3SN, the Army Signal corps at Baltimore, Maryland; and W1JL, West Acton, Massachusetts. VE1IN operates on frequencies of 1783, 3515, 3860, 3996.5, 7083, 14060, 14288 and 14392 kilocycles.

The record of VE1IN illustrates the consistent performance which is being obtained every day with Collins transmitters.
HIRAM PERCY MAXIM
1869...1936

Burgess honors
the memory of
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beloved gentleman

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
MARINE RADI0 COMPANY

1000 WATT PHONE and C.W.
A powerful 1000 watt phone and C.W. transmitter. Built for the amateur, with specifications demanded of commercial transmitters.

Write for descriptive catalog material and photographic illustrations on this and other models. In our complete line of transmitters for all purposes from 20 watts upward. The Marine deferred payment plan will help you enjoy your hobby with your present income.

MARINE TRANSMITTERS
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The Hammarlund "Super Pro," the new, special amateurprofessional receiver, is replete with striking features. It is designed to meet every rigid, precision specification of the professional operator and advanced amateur. For the utmost in efficiency, the following precision controls have been incorporated: accurately calibrated tuning dial in megacycles and kilocycles; band spread tuning dial (illuminated); five-band switchy audio frequency gain; radio frequency gain; intermediate frequency gain; selectivity; beat frequency; tone control; speaker-phone switch; send-receive switch; AVC-Manual switch, and CW-Modulation switch. The tuning unit (illustrated at right) is an engineering triumph of compactness and precision. It includes the main tuning and band spread condensers, and their respective dial assemblies; the band-changing switch; and all antenna coupling, radio frequency and high frequency oscillator coil assemblies.

Other features of the "Super Pro" are — electrostatically shielded input; two tuned R.F. stages on all bands; four air-tuned I.F. transformers; continuously variable selectivity; three audio stages; silver plated five-band switch; visible tuning meter; separate power supply unit, and separate grid bias supply. The tuning dial arrangement (illustrated at right) the main tuning dial is accurately calibrated in megacycles in ranges of 2.5 to 5; 5 to 10; and 10 to 20, and in kc, from 540 to 1160 and 1160 to 2500. This dial has an ingenious mechanical shutter which operates in conjunction with the band-changing switch making visible only the frequency band in actual use. The high frequency ranges each have a 2 to 1 frequency range which places the three amateur bands at the same setting of the main tuning dial.

The band-changing switch (cutaway view shown at right) is an exclusive Hammarlund development and is a radical departure from switches commonly used for this purpose. Its design incorporates the well-known knife switch principle, actuated by eccentric cams. Specially designed bakelite sections with silver-plated phosphor bronze knife blades gradually slide into silver plated phosphor bronze spring clips, forming a 6-point positive contact. As stated above the power supply (shown at left) is a separate unit. Here two rectifiers are used. A 5Z3 is used for the plate voltage, and a 1-V for the grid voltage. This unit supplies individual C-bias and B voltage. Due to the special filtering system employed, positive humless output is available. This unit is connected to the receiver by way of a special 10-lead cable. The speaker field connections are also obtained from this unit.

Unusual tuning coils assemblies formulate still another feature of the "Super Pro." Coils are wound on the highest grade bakelite available and mounted on isolantite bases. Each of the units has an inductance adjuster (as shown at right), which aligns the circuits at the low frequency end of the band. A variable trimming condenser is used to align the circuits at the high frequency end of the band. This makes it possible to obtain not only perfect alignment in both circuits, but it also permits exact tracking of the calibrated dial. The variable air transformers (cutaway view shown at left) constitute another of the many important features of the "Super Pro." These transformers permit continuous variation of the mutual inductance between the primary and the secondary throughout a wide range of values without otherwise affecting circuit constants. The approximate range of variation is from ½ critical coupling to over 3 times critical coupling. Any intermediate value is at the disposal of the operator at all times merely by turning a knob on the front panel.

Write dept. Q-4 for further details.

THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC.
424-438 W. 33 Street, New York
Canadian Office: 41 West Avenue, No.,
Hamilton, Ontario

Say You Saw It in QST — it Identifies You and Helps QST
All positions in the League's field organization are made by the proper S.C.M., elected by members in each Section listed. Mail your S.C.M. (on the 16th of each month) a postal covering your radio activities for the previous 30 days. Tell him your QTH, plans for experimenting, results in 'phone and traffic. He is interested, whether you are an A.R.R.L. member or get your QST at the newsstand; he wants a report from every active ham. If interested and qualified for O.R.S., O.P.S., or other appointments he can tell you about too.
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The American Radio Relay League, Inc., is a non-commercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The League is non-commercial and no one commercially engaged in the manufacture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur," it numbers within its ranks practically every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; ownership of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not prerequisite. Correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary.
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Fog lay low on the hilltops of the east. The middle west groaned under its fourth successive blizzard in as many weeks; the air lines were grounded; a Canadian crystal-gazer prophesied the end of the world; the Supreme Court said the TVA would get by; Halle Selassie was reported suing for peace. That week in middle February the heavy hand of the Great Operator reached out and threw the switches that meant QRT for those two grand old men who were the much-loved leaders of the American Radio Relay League, Hiram Percy Maxim, our president, and Charles H. Stewart, our vice-president. Thus passed into immortal history the man who founded our society and gave it its name and who has been constantly our leader and our inspiration, and the man who was our legislative expert and who gave of his services in a fashion never excelled in our annals.

It is with an impossibly heavy heart that we address ourselves to the sad task of chronicling in these pages something of the debt that amateur radio owes these two men. As we sit before our typewriter we wonder whether, in the sorrow we feel, it will be possible for us to find anything like adequate words. That they should leave us at the same time is an appalling loss. It is the loss of friends and of wise and experienced leaders, of men who had the vision clear, a loss that will be felt through the entire structure of amateur radio.

Charles Stewart was the first to go. He had not been in good health for several years, his troubles dating from an occasion when he ran to catch a train and strained his heart. He was unable to attend last year's Board meeting but by last autumn was greatly improved. He was put in a hospital on February 8th, just to obtain a rest, and there passed on suddenly on the 12th. He was 63 years old. We helped to bury him in beautiful West Laurel Hill, in suburban Philadelphia, on the 15th, under a blanket of roses bearing the letters A.R.R.L. in flowers, and surrounded by innumerable floral tributes from amateur clubs.

The Old Chief, Hiram Percy Maxim, was journeying to the southwest on a vacation with his wife. He was removed from the train dangerously ill and put in a hospital there, his children summoned. These events took place on the very day that Charles Stewart passed on. Despite every modern medical aid ... despite two days of encouraging progress ... the grand old fellow who gave us birth passed on to join his fathers, on February 17th. He was 66 years old. A few days later, at Hagerstown, Maryland, a wretched group of us upon whose lives Mr. Maxim's had had so profound an influence joined his family in the last sad duties—while amateurs around the world hushed key and mike with bowed heads and many an honest tear.

The widow of our founder-president was not long to survive him. On February 26th she too passed on. Mrs. Maxim was a lovable and remarkable woman, a brilliant one, actively interested in the civic matters of her community; as befitted the daughter of a former governor of Maryland. She was a pioneer suffragist, a leader in the affairs of women, and a member of several of Hartford's city commissions. In Paris in 1925 she acted as interpreter for the American amateurs at the meetings resulting in the formation of the International Amateur Radio Union.

February was a sorrowful month ... Fog lay low on the hilltops of the east ...
A gentleman of the old school and a sterling citizen, Mr. Stewart also found time to serve his community faithfully and efficiently. For fourteen years he was the secretary of the Radnor Township Board of Commissioners, eight years the secretary of his local Board of Health, always active in civic affairs. He was also prominently identified with early journalism in his vicinity.

He served voluntarily during the war with the famous Yale Unit No. 1, organized in July of 1916 by Trubee Davison and Robert Lovett. In October of that year the unit went to Palm Beach for flying training. There Mr. Stewart built and equipped a central radio station, installed equipment in all the planes, instructed every pilot in radio operating. When the unit moved to Long Island in 1917 he went along, completed his instruction of the thirty members, making them expert operators. He also gave his services to the air corps as an expert adviser on the purchasing of radio equipment.

The study of radio legislation was a hobby with Mr. Stewart and in that field, as concerns amateur radio, he was the undisputed expert of his

ally. For as far back as we can remember, he was 3ZS. He had a remarkably pretty fist, the smooth clean sending of the skillful old-timer. During much of his radio career he was intensely active from the operating standpoint. He was of course a member-station on the pre-war League trunk lines. Not all of you fellows to-day will remember that the S.C.M. plan is only eleven years old in A.R.R.L. Before that, we had division managers, with district superintendents assisting them, and Charles Stewart was manager of what is now the Atlantic Division from the post-war reorganization of the League until the first of 1925, monthly turning in the operating report for that entire populous region. He was elected an A.R.R.L. director in September of 1919 and vice-president of the League in February of 1922, a post which he filled continuously for fourteen years. After Mr. Maxim, he was the dean of this year's Board.
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ally. For as far back as we can remember, he was 3ZS. He had a remarkably pretty fist, the smooth clean sending of the skillful old-timer. During much of his radio career he was intensely active from the operating standpoint. He was of course a member-station on the pre-war League trunk lines. Not all of you fellows to-day will remember that the S.C.M. plan is only eleven years old in A.R.R.L. Before that, we had division managers, with district superintendents assisting them, and Charles Stewart was manager of what is now the Atlantic Division from the post-war reorganization of the League until the first of 1925, monthly turning in the operating report for that entire populous region. He was elected an A.R.R.L. director in September of 1919 and vice-president of the League in February of 1922, a post which he filled continuously for fourteen years. After Mr. Maxim, he was the dean of this year's Board.
day. This is both a dry and a complicated subject and amateur radio must be lastingly indebted to a man who found it so interesting that he gave years of his life to watching and studying it. He was chairman of the League’s Legislative Committee and this was, moreover, a field of work delegated to him by the president, so that for years he was our guardian and adviser on such subjects, and annually rendered a report to the Board of Directors on its manifold detail. But Charles Stewart was more than the League’s legislative representative: he was the prime early champion of amateur rights. In February of 1910, four and a half years before A.R.R.L. was formed, he appeared in Washington at the hearings on what was called the Robert’s Resolution, on behalf of himself and three other Philadelphia amateurs, the first radio amateur ever to represent our cause at congressional hearings. In the intervening years, until a cohesive national organization had been formed, he was the principal and in many cases the single-handed champion of amateur radio. In March of 1912 he represented the Wireless Association of Pennsylvania, whose chairman he was at the time, at the hearings on what became the Radio Act of 1912. That too was before the formation of A.R.R.L. There were, in fact, thirteen radio bills in Congress that year and they all received his attention. Early 1917 found him fighting another legislative threat alongside A.R.R.L. representatives, and he again represented the W.A.P. in the memorable fight against the Navy-control bill in late 1918, after the Armistice. A member of A.R.R.L. from the first, Mr. Stewart’s recognized ability secured him a place on our Board after the war, and until 1928 he was in charge of all of our Washington representation and our participation in all regulatory bodies. The various Poindexter and White bills, the Department of Commerce Conference Committee from which much of the actual regulatory structure of radio eventually came, the four Hoover National Radio Conferences, the hearings culminating in the Radio Act of 1927, the countless sessions of the National Coordinating Committee,—these all fell to his lot; and he was also A.R.R.L.’s principal representative at the international conference in Washington in 1927. Tireless in the defense of amateur rights, he had a wide acquaintance amongst the national legislators, and to his efforts and influence we owe much of the splendid position of amateur radio today.

Up to 1928 he gave an unbelievable amount of his time to A.R.R.L. in this work. We had occasion recently to review some of his work for the League in this field and were greatly impressed with the list of the instances upon which he had been our representative. Some idea of the dimensions may be gathered when we say that his traveling expenses over this period ran into several thousands of dollars. For these he obtained reimbursement from the League, of course, but for his services themselves, never a penny—these he gave to the amateur radio he loved.

We have ourselves participated in many a battle shoulder to shoulder with Charles Stewart in the days before amateur radio was fully recognized and upon later occasions when our rights were imperiled. He was an excellent strategist and he never said “done.” Recollections of fighting days at Washington flood through our memory as we write these lines. Our coworker is gone, but he will never be forgotten. He set an example of service and self-sacrifice, of unfailing courtesy and human kindness, that will ever inspire us.

How can our poor words convey adequately our emotions towards the man who gave organized amateur radio its life? For Hiram Percy Maxim was more than the president of A.R.R.L.: he was its founder, the one who first envisioned its glorious possibilities as a field for good in human life—the one who formed the organization, breathed into it the breath of life and was its constant inspiration. The amateurs of America would have no other president, those of the world no other leader.

But Mr. Maxim was more than the presiding genius of amateur radio. He was one of the greatest men of our times, a man whose superlative qualities have left their impress upon many diverse walks of life. We are not alone in mourning him; many an art, many a group of doers and thinkers, both in this country and abroad, feels his loss even as we.

The Maxim family were French Huguenots who came to this country in the middle seventeenth century to escape religious persecution, landing first at Plymouth, then moving to Maine. Hiram Percy was born in Brooklyn, September 2, 1869. His father was the late Sir Hiram Stevens Maxim, inventor of the Maxim machine gun, his uncle the late Hudson Maxim, inventor of high explosives. He attended Brooklyn schools and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, graduating from the School of Mechanical Arts there in 1886, the youngest member of his class. He was a practicing engineer at the age of seventeen!

Let us put to one side for a moment Mr. Maxim’s radio career and touch first upon some of his other accomplishments. He was an inventive genius by inheritance. In all, fifty-nine patents issued in his name, in many of the mechanical arts. He was not, however, an inventor of implements of warfare, as incorrectly reported in the press recently. He is perhaps best-known as the inventor of the Maxim Silencer. Originally a
highly ingenious gun silencer, the Maxim Silencer of to-day finds its application in industry, upon the exhausts of motors and the intakes of compressors. They run from small gadgets to great brutes intended for Diesels, shipped in sections on flat cars. Mr. Maxim was a pioneer in visualizing silenced air conditioning for buildings and homes, and in 1930 demonstrated an ingenious development of his organization, the Maxim window silencer, a box-shaped affair that went in a window and permitted ventilation while excluding street noise. An authority on acoustics, humanity is indebted to him for many developments that will make complex urban life more bearable.

He was an enthusiastic motion-picture amateur and gave to this field the same ardent support that he did to amateur radio. In 1926 he had noticed the same necessity for organization in this field that he had previously noted in amateur radio, and as a result of his personal efforts there came into being the Amateur Cinema League, an amateur organization similar in structure to our A.R.R.L., of which he was also the founder and only president. Countless movie amateurs honored Mr. Maxim as their chief, the same as we do, and A.C.L. and A.R.R.L. are one in this loss.

He was greatly interested in aviation. A pioneer glider enthusiast, he badly injured a knee in a glider accident in his younger years. He was one of the originators of the Aero Club of Hartford, was for many years chairman of Hartford’s Aviation Commission, and was the man who first envisioned Hartford’s municipal aviation port, Brainard Field, where W1MK is now located.

Mr. Maxim was one of the pioneers in the development of the automobile. While in his early twenties, superintendent of the American Projectile Company in Lynn, Mass., he conceived the possibility of propelling a vehicle by means of a gasoline engine. Knowing nothing of the famous Selden patent, he built an engine and experimented with it, eventually mounting it upon a second-hand tandem tricycle and securing a machine that would run. This work led to contact with the Pope Manufacturing Company of Hartford, famous early manufacturers of bicycles, and Mr. Maxim moved to Hartford to become manager of the new motor-carriage department of that company. As a result, there came into existence the famous Columbia automobiles, first gasoline, later electric, designed and built under Mr. Maxim’s direction. He had the distinction of participating in what was probably the first automobile race in America, between his Columbia and a Stanley, both pitifully inadequate devices, over a distance of five miles. Mr. Maxim won the race: the Stanley couldn’t be started! For a while he was vehicle motor engineer forDesire-custom house at East Pittsburgh, later returning to his Electric Vehicle Company in Hartford, where he remained until the organization of the Maxim Silencer Company. He had many rare tales to tell of early automobile days. Harper’s are to produce soon his book of recollections of the horseless-carriage days. Incidentally, he was the man responsible for transferring automobile controls from the right-hand side of cars to the left-hand. You may not remember that American cars once had right-hand drive, but your father will.

Astronomy interested him and in his later years he became quite well informed upon the subject, writing and lecturing upon it, including the philosophical implications of the cosmos. His
always active mind was intrigued with the possibilities of life on other planets and his scientific interest caused him to assemble all available data on the surface conditions existing on the planets. He created a mild stir some years ago with his book, "Life's Place in the Cosmos," in which he speculated upon these possibilities. He was immensely interested in the new 200-inch reflector and witnessed its pouring at Corning. One of the objectives of his last trip was a visit to the Percival Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff, Arizona, where he had been invited to make observations. He was particularly interested in the planet Mars and had a globe of his own making on which he had transferred all the mysterious markings on the face of that planet, to facilitate study.

He was also an enthusiastic yachtsman, a former director of the Hartford Yacht Club, and the skipper of the power cruiser Moby Dick. Accompanied by his daughter, he once made a trip of several months through the rivers and lakes of Canada in a folding canvas canoe with outboard motor.

Recently he had been devoting much time to writing and lecturing, mostly on scientific subjects. He had a lucid and entertaining style that delighted his lay audiences. His father had been a remarkable man and concerning that unusual parent Mr. Maxim wrote a book, also soon to be published by Harper's, two installments of which appeared last autumn in Harper's Magazine.

He was immensely active in all his chosen fields. He was the founder and first president of the Hartford Engineers Club, member of the Executive Committee of the M.I.T. Alumni, permanent toastmaster of his class at M.I.T., longtime chairman of the Hartford branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, one-time chairman of the Connecticut Section of the Society of Automotive Engineers, president of the Hartford Amateur Cinema Club, and a member of too many technical societies to list. Colgate honored him with the degree of Doctor of Science.

He was a retired lieutenant-commander in the U.S.N.R.

We quote from an editorial in The Hartford Times:

"Death found the shining mark it loves in Hiram Percy Maxim. Hartford had, perhaps, in this generation, no keener mind, no man who had a greater catholicity of interests, who sought more eagerly new knowledge in whatever field. Everything about life interested him. He had a vast range of knowledge, yet was utterly unostentatious and gifted with a personal magnetism which caused him to be eagerly sought after as a companion. Life was a romance for him and he had a great zest for everything about it. . . . There was almost no field which his keen and alert mind did not wish to explore, whether it had to do with social science, philosophy, astronomy,
THE NAVY DAY BROADCAST
Mr. Maxim at W1MK, A.R.R.L.'s headquarters station, where he annually sent the Navy Day broadcast.

industrial development or whatever it might be. Everything interested him, every man’s experience, every happening of any nature. . . . He had a boundless enthusiasm for everything that was new. Unlike most scientists he was not content with a purely materialistic view of the universe. In recent lectures he had said that the more one familiarized himself with all that science had discovered the greater his respect for the orderliness of it all and the stronger the conviction that behind the order must be some supreme force. Knowledge made him neither discontented nor pessimistic. Life remained for him to the end a great and exhilarating adventure. He was a remarkable man, a choice spirit.”

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM entered amateur radio in 1910 through the interest of his son Hiram Hamilton. He was past forty years of age when he learned the code. Their first station, excellent for that day, enjoyed the call SNY. With the coming of the law Mr. Maxim became 1WH and, later, the special-license station 1ZM. After the war and until the final QRT he was 1AW.

IN HIS SILENCER LABORATORY
Mr. Maxim was an authority on acoustics, the inventor of the Maxim Silencer. He is here shown in his experimental laboratory. The ‘phone and log are reminiscent of amateur radio.

STUDENT OF THE COSMOS
Mr. Maxim wrote and lectured on scientific subjects, particularly astronomy. He was greatly interested in Mars and had constructed a globe bearing all the known data on the markings appearing on that planet. (Photo by R. B. Bourne, W1ANA).

The story of our A.R.R.L. beginnings has been often told: how Mr. Maxim foresaw the need for national unity in amateur matters, sought carefully for a basis for organizing, found it in the idea of relaying, and then, with the collaboration of that brilliant Hartford youth, Clarence D. Tuska, launched our League, first as a committee within the old Radio Club of Hartford, then on its own in 1914; and how, the following year, together with Tuska, he started our magazine, QST. From that day to this, he has been our mentor, our inspiration. The character of Mr. Maxim can be summed up in a few crisp words: he stood for the very highest principles in everything. He was universally respected and no one would think of letting down so grand a chief. With one exception he presided over every meet-
ing of the A.R.R.L. Board of Directors ever held and over 139 meetings of the Executive Committee held under the present constitution. It was always a marvel to us how a man of so many diverse activities could find the time for them all; yet in the affairs of our League he was always ready, willing and eager, and he directed our councils with the wisdom of long experience in the affairs of men.

This is an appropriate time and place for us to disclose a little-appreciated facet of the Maxim personality. We spoke above of Mr. Maxim as an author. We tell now a sad secret, one zealously preserved over many a year: H.P.M. was T.O.M. Yes, fellows the Old Chief himself was The Old Man, that most trenchant observer of amateur practices! It will show our readers, as nothing else could, that The Chief was as keen an amateur as ever lived, that he surely knew his stuff! Surrounded by affairs and living in an atmosphere that required most of the time a considerable measure of dignity, obliged most of the time to express himself in formal language, we have known with what delight the boss had refuge to a pen-name for an opportunity to cut loose and swing cleanly from the shoulder with the language of another world, coupled with good horse-sense talk about our operating foibles. T.O.M. was conceived in the knowledge that homely talk in an amusing vein, employing ridicule as a weapon, would be much more effective in opening the eyes of amateurs to their weaknesses than columns of editorial preachments. His many yarns have been the most talked-of feature in QST. The benign despot who was T.O.M. has ruled our hearts for many years. May he ever do so in memory, while his mysterious instrument, the Wouff-Hong, remains close to hand, ready if needed to preserve the traditions he established!

IAW of the old days was as fine a spark station as ever existed. You remember T.O.M.'s rotary gap, Old Betsy? Well, sirs, Old Betsy herself was at IAW, cunning product of a mechanical engineer, generator of a tone famous throughout the country in the old days. Old Betsy ran 8,000 r.p.m., belt-driven from a half-horse motor. She was in a box in the corner of the cellar and she was decorated with two large oil drip-cups. From seven o'clock until one a.m. she did her stuff nightly in those glorious days, punctuated only by a trip to the cellar mid-evening to replenish the oil. She is now to be preserved in the A.R.R.L. Museum. The reader may know with what enthusiastic delight such a person as Mr. Maxim sat down at his amateur station. The editor, during his first bachelorear year in Hartford, was the junior operator at IAW, and did we put Old Betsy through her paces! Mr. Maxim believed in message traffic and in relaying, and nothing gave him more operating pleasure than to hook up with a good clean fist and clear the traffic hooks in both directions. IAW was on one end of almost all

---

On February 17th
Across the jeweled curving dome of night
He flashed these words to me, "Maxim . . . is dead."
And then his key was silent.
So was mine.

There was nothing more to say,
Nothing we could do . . . but listen—
Listen to that sombre lighting play
Around the spinning globe, as ham told ham
"Our President is dead."

Slowly I drew the veil, muting the set
'Till all the signals died, and silent
Burned the pilot light, beacon of grief,
A candle for the dead.

Great men have died before,
Kings, and Princes.
The news ne'er moved me deep, and yet
This abyss where my heart has gone
Plumbs all.

Maxim! Yours was the vital spark
Which kindled for us all
Ten thousand friendships
Endured with love alike, exchanging keys
To one another's hearts, and homes.

The loom you made has spun a mighty weave
* Notting the whole wide world with threads invisible,
Patterned the miracle each age so long has prayed for,
Nation and creed forgotten . . . as man called man his brother.

Henceforth this date all amateurs have marked
As yours. In silent tribute 'tween the frozen poles
The night will muted be,
So that the stars will wonder.
—Michael J. Caveney, VE3GG

April, 1936
our early A.R.R.L. records and we recall many a thrilling evening there with Mr. Maxim and Fred Schnell when something hot was on. Early amateurs will remember the record-breaking “transcons,” when messages were relayed across the continent via several stations and the reply returned from the opposite coast. Six and a half minutes, the record was, and with 1AW the eastern terminal. And do you remember the record of four minutes, eighteen seconds, for a round-trip message from Hartford to Hawaii with only one relay at Sleepy Eye, Minn., away back when? Again, 1AW. Not particularly active the last several years, the Chief still sat in at some of our stations an occasional evening and he regularly sent the Navy Day broadcast from W1MK.

After the opening of international amateur communication Mr. Maxim quickly foresaw the need for international unity. By means of two visits to Europe he brought about the formation in 1925 of the International Amateur Radio Union, a worldwide federation of national societies like our A.R.R.L. As in the case of our League, he was the Union’s first and only president. The amateurs of all the world have lost their leader in his passing.

The man who founded A.R.R.L. would never shirk in his defense, and in that field H.P.M. had a brilliant record. The first instance of A.R.R.L. influence at Washington was his appearance before the Commissioner of Navigation in late 1914, as our president, where he secured the concession of operating selected A.R.R.L. relay stations on 425 meters instead of the usual 200—to facilitate long-distance relaying. He directed our fight and personally headed our delegation to Washington in late 1918 when we were having an awful battle with the Navy, which wanted the control of all radio. That was the occasion upon which A.R.R.L.’s famous “blue card” went out, devised and written by Mr. Maxim. The story of that battle is a thrilling tale in itself. Suffice it here to say that the Old Chief won. The next year there was more of the same, with the League, under Mr. Maxim, finally getting the war-time ban lifted and orders issued which permitted the resumption of amateur radio. He attended, we believe, all of the national radio conferences and of course took an active part in our representation at the Washington International Conference in 1927. He is the author of that splendid brief on amateur radio that was delivered before the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee in 1930 when the Dill bill was under consideration; it was printed in QST at the time.

Little memories come back vividly at such a time as this. Despite his technical attainments, it was human qualities that prevailed in Mr. Maxim’s make-up, and these were such as to endear him to all who knew him. He was, for instance, a rare traveling companion. He and your reporter were together on many a trip, to a Washington hearing or to speak at conventions and club meetings. Barnstormers, he called us, when we would be hopping to several conventions in the same week. He was a most entertaining conversationalist and had a price-less store of anecdotes from his long engineering experience. Mornings in hotel rooms he would take setting-up exercises, in a manner that perpetually amazed us. Where the average person thinks he is accomplishing something when he bends from the waist and touches fingertips to rug, T.O.M. could put his entire palms on the floor. In memory we can still see him, in his pajamas, getting his morning exercise by galloping around a hotel room on all fours. Then he always took a cold tub bath. Tub half full of cold water, he would perch on the back of the tub, get all set with a deep breath, and slide down the incline all-at-once, to a tremendous flailing of arms and legs and yelling bloody murder, while the bathroom floor got an inch of water to the subsequent dis­pair of chambermaids. Let no one think there is a note of disrespect in these anecdotes; they are born of the very fact that T.O.M. was a warm and vital person, rich in the human qualities that make a real companion.

One of Mr. Maxim’s major services to A.R.R.L. was his constant insistence, down through the years, upon the highest ethics and standards in our organization. The organization must not be selfish; it must have orderly government in terms of majority opinion; it must work for the greatest good to the greatest number; it must not lend itself to personal axe-grinding. These principles are epitomized in a little article he wrote for QST in September, 1927, which we reproduce at the end of next page, commending it to the attention
of all. Exponent of the charm and the spirit of adventure of amateur radio, champion of our rights and wise leader, Hiram Percy Maxim lives on in the hearts of the world’s amateurs!

LEAGUE headquarters gratefully acknowledges the receipt of hundreds of expressions of sympathy upon the passing of our leaders from individual amateurs, radio clubs, foreign amateur societies, and other organizations in the vast radio world. We publish here just one, from the Federal Communications Commission at Washington:

"The Commission has learned with a great deal of sorrow of the recent death of your president, Hiram Percy Maxim, and your vice-president, Charles Stewart. In their relations with the communication world generally and the government particularly, both of these leaders in amateur radio showed a breadth of vision and an understanding of the broader aspects of regulatory problems which went far in the achievement of a position of leadership for amateur radio. Please present our deepest sympathy to your Board of Directors and to the families of Mr. Maxim and Mr. Stewart.

"Anning S. Prall, Chairman"

The Old Chiefs have passed on. We shall QSO again in that land where signals never fade. No organization ever had leaders of which it could be more proud. Their names go down in our history as men who fought wholeheartedly, unselfishly and successfully for a cause that they saw grow from nothingness to an important force in behalf of science and civilization. They must be continuing models for us and inexhaustible springs of inspiration. We, the living, must carry on the work they have thus far so nobly advanced. Let us now highly resolve that the lessons we have learned at their feet shall never be forgotten, and that no act of ours shall ever impede the great march of amateur radio—"Of, by and for the amateur"!

K. B. W.

The Reason Why

By Hiram Percy Maxim, President A.R.R.L.

(Reprinted from QST for September, 1927)

SITTING back in the old armchair, with the last issue of QST read from cover to cover and with everybody else in the house asleep hours ago, I fell to thinking of amateur radio to-day and amateur radio of other days. As the blue smoke curls slowly upward from the old pipe, visions of early A.R.R.L. Directors’ Meetings float before me. I see those old-timers grappling with problems of organization, with QRM, with trunk-line traffic and rival amateur leagues. I see sinister commercial and government interests at work seeking to exterminate amateur radio. They were dark days, those early ones.

To-day I see Amateur Radio an institution, recognized by our American government and on the road to recognition by the other governments of the world. I see a fine, loyal A.R.R.L. membership of 20,000 standing shoulder to shoulder and believing in each other and still blazing the way in radio communication. I see a rapidly developing world-wide amateur radio brotherhood taking shape, in the form of our I.A.R.U.

And as the last embers of the old pipe turn to grey ash, I ask how it all came about: that the A.R.R.L. should have succeeded and all its opponents failed. The answer is clear. It is because with our opponents there was always some kind of a selfish motive to be served for someone, whereas in our A.R.R.L. we insisted from the beginning that no selfish motive for anybody or anything should ever prevail. Everything that A.R.R.L. undertakes must be 100% for the general good. That policy bred loyalty and confidence. With those two things an organization can prosper forever.
More Developments in the Noise-Silencing I.F. Circuit

Noiseless Reception with Crystal-Type S.S. Receivers—Circuits For Single I.F. Stage Types

By James J. Lamb,* W1AL

The noise silencer unit, at the right, combines with the crystal filter of the S.S. receiver to make C.W. telegraph reception practically immune to electrical noise interference.

The silencer-amplifier and input coupling transformer are at the left, with the noise amplifier, diode coupling transformer and noise rectifier at the right. The threshold adjustment control is on the front panel, at the lower right.

The signal loses its identity completely. The crystal is highly effective in cutting down background noise such as tube hiss, motor "hiss," and even "machine-gun" type interference such as automobile ignition interference of relatively low amplitude. This it accomplishes by virtue of straightforward circuit selectivity. But when interference of large amplitude relative to the signal level is encountered, the high-selectivity circuit appears to undergo a radical change in character. Let the ignition system of the oil burner in the basement start up, or a hard-working bus pass immediately in front of the house, and all is lost but the noise.

The explanation of what happens under such conditions was given in the first article on the noise silencer development in February QST. Shock excitation of the low-decrement crystal circuit results in prolonged wave trains of relatively small damping. These are of intermediate frequency, of course, and pass on to the second detector where they beat with the c.w. oscillator voltage to give audio output which sounds almost as if an actual c.w. carrier with some weird kind of modulation were being received. With sufficiently small time interval between the interference pulses (say one-hundredth second or less), the individual wave trains actually overlap, and really cause a continuous signal.

EVERY user of a crystal-filter S.S. receiver is familiar with the drastic reduction in background noise and ordinary electrical interference racket which can be obtained with the crystal switched in circuit. By measure, this improvement in signal-noise voltage ratio runs to ten times and higher (20 db or more), as compared with the straight two-stage i.f. noise ratio in typical superhets. But every user of such a receiver is also familiar with the apparent failure of the crystal filter to maintain this performance under conditions of extraordinary electrical interference—the kind that sets the crystal to "pinging" and makes the noise.


FIG. 1—POSSIBLE METHODS OF ADAPTING THE SILENCER CIRCUIT TO RECEIVERS HAVING ONE OR TWO I.F. STAGES
audio-frequency beat-note in the output of the second detector with the c.w. oscillator on for code reception. In Fig. 3 (which will come up for detailed discussion later), oscillograph sketches E and F illustrate what happens in crystal filter reception with this kind of interference—when the crystal is not protected from shock excitation. Such behavior of the crystal filter suggests that we could devise a c.w. transmitter that had no vacuum-tube oscillator, a high-frequency buzzer being used to shock-excite a crystal filter circuit at sufficiently small time intervals to give a succession of overlapping wave trains which would be essentially continuous—after

which it would be just a matter of amplification! But such c.w. generating action serves no useful purpose in our receivers. It’s something to be discouraged rather than encouraged. Introduction of a little effective noise silencing is indicated.

Application of a silencer circuit to a crystal-filter type receiver so that the crystal will be protected from shock excitation involves a somewhat different technic than shown for the “straight” superhet in the February QST article, however. To be effective, the silencer must precede the filter in the circuit line-up. There are two angles to this reasoning. In the first place, the silencer is practically ineffective in taking out interference of the prolonged train form which is characteristic of the output of a crystal circuit with shock excitation. As was shown in the previous article, the silencer circuit must be able to get at the noise pulses of intermediate frequency while they still have their short-time character. From the other angle, the high-amplitude type of pulse interference against which the silencer is most effective is the very kind against which the high-selectivity circuit is ineffectual. Together, the silencer and the crystal filter should make an ideal team for combating noise interference generally. And they work out to be just that—when they are properly harnessed so that the silencer gets first crack at the high-amplitude pulses which exceed the signal level which it would be just a matter of amplification! But such c.w. generating action serves no useful purpose in our receivers. It’s something to be discouraged rather than encouraged. Introduction of a little effective noise silencing is indicated.

Application of a silencer circuit to a crystal-filter type receiver so that the crystal will be protected from shock excitation involves a somewhat different technic than shown for the “straight” superhet in the February QST article, however. To be effective, the silencer must precede the filter in the circuit line-up. There are two angles to this reasoning. In the first place, the silencer is practically ineffective in taking out interference of the prolonged train form which is characteristic of the output of a crystal circuit with shock excitation. As was shown in the previous article, the silencer circuit must be able to get at the noise pulses of intermediate frequency while they still have their short-time character. From the other angle, the high-amplitude type of pulse interference against which the silencer is most effective is the very kind against which the high-selectivity circuit is ineffectual. Together, the silencer and the crystal filter should make an ideal team for combating noise interference generally. And they work out to be just that—when they are properly harnessed so that the silencer gets first crack at the high-amplitude pulses which exceed the signal level which it would be just a matter of amplification! But such c.w. generating action serves no useful purpose in our receivers. It’s something to be discouraged rather than encouraged. Introduction of a little effective noise silencing is indicated.

Application of a silencer circuit to a crystal-filter type receiver so that the crystal will be protected from shock excitation involves a somewhat different technic than shown for the “straight” superhet in the February QST article, however. To be effective, the silencer must precede the filter in the circuit line-up. There are two angles to this reasoning. In the first place, the silencer is practically ineffective in taking out interference of the prolonged train form which is characteristic of the output of a crystal circuit with shock excitation. As was shown in the previous article, the silencer circuit must be able to get at the noise pulses of intermediate frequency while they still have their short-time character. From the other angle, the high-amplitude type of pulse interference against which the silencer is most effective is the very kind against which the high-selectivity circuit is ineffectual. Together, the silencer and the crystal filter should make an ideal team for combating noise interference generally. And they work out to be just that—when they are properly harnessed so that the silencer gets first crack at the high-amplitude pulses which exceed the signal level which it would be just a matter of amplification! But such c.w. generating action serves no useful purpose in our receivers. It’s something to be discouraged rather than encouraged. Introduction of a little effective noise silencing is indicated.
and the crystal filter follows to take care of the low-amplitude hiss, hash and general background which is beneath the capabilities of the silencer.

As is well known, the crystal inherently works best at relatively low i.f. signal level and therefore must be placed not more than one stage behind the first detector. While it might be thought that the first detector could serve as the tube in which silencing action occurs, a second look shows this to be impracticable. The noise amplifier-rectifier section must have input taken off at a point in the circuit ahead of the silencer (6L7) stage. Hence, if the first detector were to be used as the silencer stage, it would be necessary to pick off noise voltage at signal frequency (ahead of the first detector). This would entail either a separate signal-input circuit for r.f. noise prior to rectification, or at least a separate converter circuit to change the r.f. noise voltage to a fixed intermediate frequency before rectification. Furthermore, the first detector has enough work to do as a mixer and has its available grids pretty well occupied at this job without further complication. Although the separate noise input and converter circuits are entirely possible, simpler and more economical arrangements which are better adapted to existing types of receivers will be of greater immediate interest.

Two possible methods of fitting in a silencer circuit to operate ahead of the crystal filter of current types of S.S. receivers are shown in the block diagrams of Fig. 1. Either of these would be adaptable to a receiver already having two i.f. amplifier stages, adding three tubes to the set’s complement. Similar arrangements also are adaptable to receivers having a single i.f. stage, the arrangement of Fig. 1-A requiring three additional tubes, while that of B would add four of the metal variety. The single i.f. stage type receiver will be discussed in detail further on.

Although these arrangements both use a first i.f. stage as the silencer-amplifier, they differ in that the first shows only one stage of noise amplification while the second includes two noise amplifier stages. This difference is accounted for by the fact that the 6L7 silencer-amplifier in A is operated at reduced gain, with higher than normal cathode-drop bias (approximately 10 volts) on both No. 1 and No. 3 grids. Accordingly, less additional rectified negative noise voltage on the No. 3 (silencing) grid is required for cut-off of this stage. Hence, less noise voltage amplification ahead of the full-wave rectifier is necessary to give full silencing action, as compared with the 6L7 stage operating at normal bias. The screen voltage on the low-gain stage also may be considerably lower than usual (40 to 60 volts instead of the normal 90 to 100 volts). Even if noise control considerations did not require this reduction in gain of the 6L7 with the single-stage noise amplifier, stabilization of the i.f. circuit (prevention of regeneration) would make reduced amplification advisable with the usual two-stage i.f. amplifier. There is no need for additional over-all gain. Thus reduced gain in the silencer-amplifier is sound practice from both points of view. It also keeps the input to the following crystal filter at the relatively low level previously pointed out as desirable.

In the arrangement of Fig. 1-B, where the crystal filter is moved one stage farther back in the normal two-stage i.f. line-up, the first amplifier would have to be maintained at normal gain in the (Continued on page 78)
Building a Simplified High-Performance Superhet
An Inexpensive Receiver Designed on a Results-Per-Dollar Basis

By George Grammer,* WIDF

Hams who are in the habit of dashing through QST, looking at the pictures and then deciding that most of the gear is planned for millionaires, might pass up this receiver because it looks expensive. It will be their gain.
This new receiver is no freaky, hybrid contraption. Its performance has not been handicapped by obliging two or three tubes to take a crack at half a dozen functions. Instead, the design is a piece of sound engineering in which an almost unbelievable amount of performance per dollar has been obtained.
Show us one receiver that can be built for less than forty dollars and give a performance like this one and we'll show you a dozen freak three and four tubers that should have been dumped in the ash-barrel at birth.

—EDITOR

ONE has only to look through the descriptions of amateur radio stations in several issues of QST to realize that the trend is more and more to manufactured receiving equipment. It must be admitted that the arguments in favor of buying rather than building a receiver are numerous and compelling. Nevertheless, there are still some amateurs who attempt the construction of receivers a bit more complicated than the two or three tube regenerative rig. Home construction not only saves some money, but also permits wide freedom in choice of circuits and components, whereas the purchaser of a receiver has to take what is offered at the price he can afford to pay.

The receiver described here was built with the idea of getting as much as possible in the way of performance for every dollar of cost, while still keeping the construction within the capabilities of the amateur who has successfully built regenerative-type receivers and who understands what a superhet is all about. The parts in the set total less than forty dollars; add about six for tubes and the cost is well below the price of any amateur-band receiver of reliable make. In sensitivity and selectivity the receiver is, under average operating conditions, about equivalent to a straight superhet employing a preselector stage and two i.f. stages with air-core transformers; if necessary, its performance can be pushed to a still higher level without any particular operating difficulties.

SETTING UP REQUIREMENTS

Any receiver reflects to a considerable extent the personal preferences of its builder, insofar as

* Assistant Technical Editor.
those preferences can be exercised with available materials. In our opinion a receiver to be used daily in station operation must have a good deal more than the sensitivity and selectivity which seem to be considered of paramount importance. These are essential, of course, but in addition we want stability, so the signal will stay put while we’re listening to it; we want a tuning system that is smooth and easy in action, with band-spread which makes tuning non-critical on all bands, not giving five dial divisions per kilocycle on 80 meters and 5 kilocycles per dial division on 20.

And we want to get these things without too much constructional difficulty. For this reason, coil switching would seem to be out of the question, since a switching system capable of meeting the extremely exact band-spread requirements would be excessively complicated in design and difficult to tailor. On the other hand, plugging in more than two coils is more of a job than we want in changing bands. Besides, it is always desirable to keep down the number of stages, when possible, to avoid oscillation troubles.

These requirements can be met by making use of some of the newer components available to amateurs, and by using circuit arrangements which the commercial people cannot touch because of manufacturing difficulties and the necessity for putting out a receiver which a person who knows nothing at all about radio can handle. With iron-core i.f. transformers, for example, it is possible to get in one stage selectivity as good as, if not better than, with two stages of air-core transformers. The gain in one stage is comparable to that with two air-core stages. Since there is no place for preselection with only two plug-in coils, a regenerative first detector or mixer can be used to get the necessary selectivity. Needless to say, this also gives a marked increase in receiver gain, and is especially valuable at 14 and 28 mc. in comparison with the ordinary non-regenerative r.f. amplifier.

Stability and positive control can be secured by careful construction and the use of a tuning mechanism of the type specified in this receiver. While it costs a bit more than a pair of condensers and a dial, it is certainly more than worth the difference—even in a set where economy is a prime consideration. We’re after a high performance-cost ratio, not merely low cost.

We’ve made no attempt to economize on tubes, believing that much better results can be secured by performing separate functions with separate tubes. To do the same job, the same number of circuits would be required anyway. While at least two tubes could be eliminated by using multi-purpose types, the money saving would be negligible and the constructional and operating difficulties multiplied. This is no “stunt” receiver, but a job designed for practical, everyday ham operation.

**Tube Complement**

As the circuit diagram, Fig. 1, shows, a total of eight tubes is used in the receiver. One of these, the 6E5 tuning indicator, is not essential to the operation. The tube line-up is as follows: 6L7 regenerative first detector or mixer, 6D6 high-frequency oscillator, 6L7 i.f. amplifier with iron-core transformers, 6H6 diode second detector-a.v.c. rectifier, 6D6 beat oscillator, 76 first audio, and 42 power output. The choice of tubes probably requires some explanation, since metal and glass types are mixed together.

The 6L7, as most amateurs know, is a five-grid tube designed especially for mixer work, and is reputed to be better than any of the older types for the purpose, particularly at the higher frequencies. There is no equivalent glass type. Electron coupling to the h.f. oscillator is provided through a second control grid, No. 3, which retains the advantages of suppressor oscillator-voltage injection without requiring the large r.f. oscillator voltage demanded by ordinary r.f. pentodes. We could see no advantage in using metal tubes for the h.f. and beat oscillators. The 6D6 and 6K7 types (the latter would be the logical tube to use for these purposes if the receiver were to be all-metal) have exactly the same characteristics except for input and output capacities; since the glass type is less expensive we decided on glass.

For the i.f. amplifier, the 6L7 was again chosen because of characteristics peculiar to this type alone, unduplicated in the glass line. The high μ of the No. 3 grid makes this tube cut off at a relatively low control-grid bias when the same bias is applied to No. 1 and No. 3 simultaneously. The variable-µ action is retained, however, so that the tube will give more effective a.v.c. action than the regular pentode types when only one stage can be controlled, as is the case here. So far as amplification alone goes, the 6L7 is about equivalent to the 6D6.

Any number of different types of duo-diode tubes could replace the 6H6-76 combination shown in the diagram. However, there are good reasons for using separate tubes for this combination job. For one thing, each of the diodes in the 6H6 has its own cathode, while in the duo-diode type a single cathode must serve for all the individual element groups. This complicates the biasing, since cathode bias puts the same d.c. voltage on the a.v.c. rectifier as on the control-grid of the audio amplifier, thus delaying the a.v.c. action. It is possible to get around this state of affairs by using fixed bias on the audio grid, but this held out no particular appeal for us. Of greater importance, however, is the fact that it is practically impossible to prevent r.f.

from getting to the audio grid with existing duo-diode tubes. A certain amount of internal coupling between diode plates and control grid exists in all these types, and no amount of r.f. filtering in the external circuit will reduce it. It is hardly necessary to say that r.f. on the audio grid is undesirable, causing distortion and blocking effects. It can be avoided by using a separate diode rectifier—again available only in metal—and a separate audio amplifier. For the audio circuits the metal tubes offer no particular advantages over the glass types, and the latter are again less expensive.

The 6E5—the famous "magic eye"—offers some advantages not possessed by the conventional "R" meter, even though the shadow movement is limited to an arc of less than 90 degrees. As used in this receiver, it indicates relative signal strength on both "phone and c.w. signals, and in addition serves as an overmodulation indicator. It is invaluable for lining-up purposes, and is considerably less expensive and less troublesome to install than a d.c. instrument. Tube, socket, and resistor cost only a little over a dollar.

CIRCUIT DETAILS

In oscillator-mixer coupling, the circuit is similar to the one given for the 6L7 in a recent QST issue. Originally we had hoped to be able to use coupling to the No. 3 grid of the 6L7 from the plate of the oscillator, to secure as much isolation as possible. This method worked satisfactorily at 7 mc. and lower frequencies, but at 14 mc. was not capable of delivering enough voltage to the mixer for satisfactory conversion. It became necessary, therefore, to couple as shown. Unfortunately, there is some interaction between mixer tuning and oscillator frequency with this type of coupling, despite the electron injection. This pulling is negligible at 14 mc. and lower, however, and even at 28 mc. does not introduce serious operating difficulties when the coils are properly adjusted.

To get adequate band-spread on all bands, the main tuning condensers are tapped across portions of the coils, the band-setting being done by air trimmers. This is the only method which will give any desired degree of band-spread without requiring a large number of trimmer condensers. Regeneration in the mixer circuit is secured by means of a coil in the cathode circuit inductively coupled to the grid coil. A shunting variable resistor gives control. While this method causes a slight tuning effect at the higher frequencies, it has the advantage that electrode voltages on the mixer are constant, which means that the tube is working efficiently regardless of the setting of the regeneration control. In practice it has been found that the control is quite smooth and effective.

The 6L7 is given about 6 volts bias and the screen is operated at 150 volts. This type of operation is recommended for high-frequency service to avoid grid-current effects. Screen voltage is secured through a dropping resistor. A voltage divider is used for the oscillator screen in the interests of frequency stability.

I.F. CIRCUITS

Only two points need be mentioned in connection with the i.f. amplifier circuit. The No. 3 grid of the 6L7 is connected in parallel with No. 1 for d.c., but not for r.f., and a voltage divider instead of a simple series resistor is used for obtaining screen voltage. As shown in the diagram, the No. 3 grid is returned to the ground.
FIG. 1—THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

The current consumption is about 5 µfd. (in each C, BO, B.0. unit).

C1—2.8 µfd. variable (Hammarlund CA-120) coupling condenser.

C21—250-µfd. midget variable (Hammarlund C21—250-µfd.).

C22—250-µfd. midget variable (Hammarlund C22—250-µfd.).

C31—5-µfd. paper condenser.

C32—0.002-µfd. mica condenser.

C4—250-µfd. electrolytic condenser.

C5—30-µfd. electrolytic condenser.

C6—25-µfd. electrolytic condenser.

C5—6.3-v. 6.3-v. heater transformer for rectifier.

C6—6.3-v. 6.3-v. heater transformer for rectifier.

R1—50,000 ohms, ½ watt.

R11—100,000 ohms, ½ watt.

R12—15,000 ohms, ½ watt.

R13—10,000 ohms, ½ watt.

R14—50,000 ohms, ½ watt.

R15—50,000 ohms, ½ watt.
strength on weak signals when the a.v.c. is switched in.

The i.f. beat oscillator operates at low plate voltage and is very loosely coupled to the detector. A weak b.h.o. signal is favorable for the reception of weak signals, tends to limit the beat response on strong ones, and permits using the a.v.c. for c.w. reception. This is helpful in holding down the loud signals when tuning over a band.

The diode load circuit consists of the resistors $R_{18}$ and $R_{19}$ in series. $R_{19}$ serves as an r.f. attenuator, backed up by $R_{20}$ for further attenuation. $C_{26}$, across the 76 grid, is a further aid to keeping r.f. out of the audio circuits and gives some tone-control action to reduce noises of high audio frequency.

The grid of the 6E5 tuning indicator is connected to the audio-diode load rather than to the a.v.c. line. This method of connection permits using the tube as a strength indicator on c.w. signals, since the shadow movement is instantaneous. Carrier shift and overmodulation also show up very readily.

The audio circuits require no particular comment. The gain is such that a 'phone signal whose carrier barely moves the tuning indicator will give good loud-speaker strength. Headphone signals are rather more than comfortable level with the audio gain wide open. If a "rattling the diaphragms" signal is wanted, the 'phones could be connected in the pentode output through a suitable transformer or choke.

CONSTRUCTION

Decidedly not all of the performance of a receiver is in its circuit diagram. Mechanical construction is of at least equal importance, especially when stability is a prime consideration. It is in the mechanics of set building that commercial manufacturers have a very definite advantage over the home constructor. The fabrication of special chasses, mountings, brackets and the like is beyond the facilities of most of us. We have to use what we can get.

The chassis on which this receiver is built is a standard cadmium-plated steel affair measuring 12 by 10 by 3 inches. The same thing can be obtained in special radio metal which is somewhat easier to work. In our opinion, all the ready-made chasses we have seen are much too flimsy for the job, and this one is no exception. As shown in the bottom view of the receiver, some additional bracing has been applied under the r.f. circuits by means of half-inch L girders of aluminum. Brass probably would be better, but was not available at the time. This bracing is sufficient to prevent the chassis from bending when coils are plugged in, but the whole assembly is still far from rigid when picked up by one corner. If we were doing it over again we'd be tempted to make our own chassis out of aluminum at least an eighth inch thick, or else have one cast or made up of heavy gauge metal, braced and welded so that it would be really rigid.

Mechanical stability was one of the reasons for the selection of the National PW tuning unit. It also explains the use of the coil sockets supported at four corners, and likewise the air trimmers, also four-corner supported. The tuned-circuit wiring is all with No. 14 tinned wire with the exception of the leads to the grids of the tubes. Even these should be given attention, especially that to the oscillator. It was found that a marked improvement in stability resulted when the oscillator grid lead ran through a rubber grommet in the tube shield cap rather than simply being led through the slot. With the lead so supported, it is possible to thump the receiver and causes only an instantaneous frequency flutter, the beat note immediately returning to its original tone. Without the grommet, the flutter was considerably more pronounced, lasted longer, and often caused a permanent change in beat note.

All of this simply means that the more attention is paid to even small mechanical details, the better will be the stability of the receiver.

R.F. LAYOUT

The arrangement of the receiver can be followed quite readily from the various photographs. Referring to the top view, the tuning-condenser assembly is centrally mounted, the oscillator condenser being that at the left and the mixer at the right. The air trimmers, $C_3$ and $C_4$, are directly behind the tuning condensers, followed in each case by the coil sockets and finally by the tubes. The coil and socket pin arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. This arrangement becomes of some importance at the higher frequencies if the receiver and coils are to be duplicated, since the lead lengths have their influence on the coil design. A baffle shield measuring 4½ inches high by 6 inches long runs down the center of the chassis from the dial gear box to the rear edge, shielding the oscillator and mixer circuits from each other. A similar baffle, 4½ by 4½ inches, encloses the oscillator on the other side. This shielding seems to be sufficient to prevent coupling between the two tuned circuits, since the mixer tuning has absolutely no effect on the oscillator frequency when $C_{26}$ is disconnected from the oscillator cathode.

Connections from the condenser rotors and from the ground ends of the coils should be made to the chassis with the shortest possible leads. In this case we also have ground leads through the tuned circuit paralleling the chassis grounds to insure good conductivity. But the short, direct grounds to the chassis itself are of prime importance if the set is to be stable in operation, especially with regeneration on the mixer. Despite the fact
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that the mixer is working in about the same fashion as a regenerative detector when the regeneration is pushed to the critical point, there is no body capacity at the set itself or in the power and 'phone cords, nor is there a change in frequency when the chassis is touched. Those who have operated regenerative detectors coupled to an antenna at 28 mc. will appreciate this.

The same principle holds for ground connections in the under-chassis wiring in the r.f. circuits. Instability encountered when the set was originally wired up with all ground returns made to a single point was entirely cleared up when all grounds were made separately with short, direct connections to the chassis. Evidently the chassis possesses negligible reactance in comparison to even an inch or two of wire.

Wiring for the oscillator and mixer circuits occupies the rear center section of the chassis, as shown in the bottom view. The parts are simply wired in so that short connections can be made, using insulating soldering-lug strips wherever necessary. The antenna-ground post assembly is mounted on the back near the mixer socket, with a shielded lead running through a hole in the chassis to the antenna post on the coil socket.

The regeneration control resistor, \( R_4 \), is mounted on a home-made bracket near the back of the chassis. A flexible coupling and a piece of \( \frac{3}{4} \)-inch round brass rod bring the control out to the front panel. The bracket should be made so that the resistor shaft will line up with the panel hole when ready for mounting. A bearing, actually the sleeve portion of a discarded 'phone jack, keeps the extension shaft in place on the panel and helps make the control smooth-turning. It was necessary to mount the regeneration control in the position shown so that the r.f. trimmer, \( C_6 \), could be mounted close to \( C_1 \), and thus make possible a short stator connection between the two. The lead from the mixer cathode to \( R_4 \) is therefore comparatively long, but no particular harm results from having it so.

**I.F. AMPLIFIER**

The first i.f. transformer is in the rear right corner of the chassis. Progressing toward the front, next in line is the 6L7 i.f. amplifier tube, second i.f. transformer, 6H6 duo-diode rectifier, and 76 audio tube, the latter being in a shield. Sub-chassis wiring, shown to the left in the bottom view, is again simply a matter of fitting in a considerable number of small parts so that short leads are possible. Ground leads once more should be short and directly to the chassis. The use of midget tubular paper by-passes and the new-type insulated resistors simplifies the space and insulation problems.

In the bottom view, the audio volume control is at the extreme left. It is the right-hand control in the right-side-up views, and is mounted on the front of the chassis directly below the audio tube socket. A shielded lead runs from the plate of the 76 along the left-hand bracing girder to the back of the chassis, thence to the right along the rear edge to the 'phone jack. The shield is grounded at several points to prevent r.f. pickup.

A word about the iron-core transformers before leaving the i.f. section. These transformers are adjusted at 465 kc. especially for the tube combination used. They are obtainable under the type numbers given in Fig. 1. Under each transformer is a chassis hole about the size of a tube-socket hole to allow plenty of room for bringing out leads. Close bunching of leads is undesirable.

**BEAT-OSCILLATOR AND AUDIO**

The left-hand section of the chassis (top view) contains, in order from front to back, the beat-oscillator transformer, b.o. tube and power output tube. These parts are at the right in the bottom view. The control in the far corner is the r.f. gain control—the only rotating control, incidentally, whose position is not critical with respect to length of connecting leads.

The National beat-oscillator transformer used in the receiver is furnished complete with tuning condenser, grid condenser and grid leak, so that it is only necessary to connect the tube and supply the plate circuit resistors and condensers. If the oscillator circuit is made up from different parts, the values given in Fig. 1 will be satisfactory. The lead from the plate of the b.o.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COIL TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oscillator, La</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Band</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 mc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 mc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 mc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 mc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 mc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifications are given to the nearest tenth of a turn. The tenths can be measured off quite accurately by making a paper scale equal in length to the circumference of the coil form and dividing it into ten equal parts. Spacing between turns should be adjusted to be as uniform as possible, and the turns doped in place after the coil is finished. Coil forms are National 6-prong, with corresponding coil sockets.
tube runs in shielded wire—grounded at several points—to the diode detector plate, coupled through a small condenser mounted right on the appropriate tube-socket prong. This condenser is a home-made affair consisting of two thin brass plates, separated about a sixteenth inch, the facing areas being about a half-inch square. It was made by removing the center lug from an insulating strip having three lugs, then soldering one brass plate to each of the remaining lugs, on opposite sides of the strip. The size is not critical, but the capacity should be small both to keep down the beat-oscillator signal and to avoid adding any appreciable shunt capacity to the diode circuit.

The output tube is mounted in the rear corner of the chassis rather than being centered, chiefly to keep it as far as possible from the oscillator coil. The shield between the oscillator circuit and the 42 is more of a baffle for heat than electrostatic shield.

The cathode-ray tuning indicator is mounted on home-made brackets of brass strip so that the top of the tube projects slightly through the panel. The 1-meg. resistor is mounted right on the socket, and the necessary leads are twisted into a cable and carried down through the chassis on the detector side of the central baffle shield. The length of these leads does not matter particularly. Be sure to mount the tube with the target side downward (heater pins to the right when viewed from the top) so that the shadow will be at the bottom where it is most easily seen.

The three switches are mounted as follows: At left in panel view, beat oscillator on-off switch; below the tuning dial, B cutoff switch; at right above the audio gain control, a.v.c. on-off switch.

One last point in wiring—keep the filament wires in the corners of the chassis; this is a help in preventing hum.

I.F. ADJUSTMENT

It is always a good plan in building a superhet receiver to get everything behind the first detector working before attempting the job of lining up the r.f. circuits. Probably the best way to do this is to borrow a test oscillator so that the i.f. amplifier can be put on the right frequency with some degree of certainty. To line up the i.f., clip the oscillator leads on ground and the 6L7 mixer grid coils out of their sockets—set the oscillator to 405 kc., and adjust the trimmers to give maximum deflection of the 6E5. If the “eye” closes entirely, decrease the test oscillator output or reduce the r.f. gain control so that a definite maximum point can be passed through on each trimmer.

If no test oscillator is available, the c.w. beat oscillator can be used for the purpose. To set the b.o. on the proper frequency, connect a wire to its plate and bring it near the lead-in to the home broadcast receiver. Tune the latter to 930 kc. and adjust the beat oscillator until its second harmonic is at zero beat with the station heard. This should be fairly easy, since 930 seems to be a rather popular channel. Then couple the b.o. output to the grid of the mixer—simply taking a turn around the grid cap should be enough—connect the grid to ground through a resistor of a megohm or so, and line up as already described.

The i.f. should show no tendency to oscillate with all circuits at resonance, provided the shells of the metal tubes are grounded. Since it doesn’t pay to take anything for granted, test the shell against ground with an ohmmeter to make sure there is actually a connection between the shell and its pin inside the tube. We’ve found several that had no such connections, and if such a tube is used the i.f. will oscillate merrily. The last remnant of instability can be cleared up by installing C30, which is a main by-pass across all plate supply circuits.

If the i.f. and a.f. amplifiers are properly constructed and adjusted, the receiver should be perfectly stable with the r.f. and a.f. gain controls wide open. With a good power pack, there should likewise be a complete absence of hum.

MAKING THE COILS

Really the hardest job in the set is making the coils give the desired band-spread and track properly. The problem is more acute than with non-regenerative r.f. stages, since regeneration makes the mixer tuning nearly as critical as that of the oscillator, especially at the point of maximum regeneration. To save cost and eliminate another cause of instability, no trimmers are provided on the coils, and it is therefore necessary to make the coils fit the trimmer condenser settings. Starting from scratch this was a time-consuming task, but with the specifications in the table as a guide it should not be nearly so difficult. The panel trimmer in the mixer circuit, C6, allows for some leeway; extreme accuracy is demanded only when one insists on being able to tune across the band without touching C6, with the regeneration control set at the critical point. Such accuracy in coil cutting is hardly necessary, since in usual operation the regeneration control will be well back from this point.
The padding condensers, $C_3$ and $C_4$, are left at the same settings for all bands. They provide a fixed minimum circuit capacity against which the coils can be designed. We recommend the following procedure in coil winding:

1. The high-frequency end should fall between 350 and 400.
2. Now set the dial again at mid-band and increase the regeneration control, simultaneously tuning $C_3$ to find resonance. This circuit will behave exactly like a regenerative detector as it is brought near the oscillating point. As resonance is approached, the background and signals will increase tremendously in strength, until finally the circuit breaks into oscillation. When this happens, let $C_3$ alone, back off the regeneration control a bit, and tune over the band with the main dial. The mixer circuit should stay in tune within reasonable limits over the whole range. Slight readjustment may be necessary occasionally with the regeneration near the critical point. Since the detector is coupled to the antenna, at some points in the tuning range there may be more of a tendency to oscillate than at others. This can hardly be avoided, although the small antenna coupling condenser, $C_5$, is helpful to some degree in smoothing out the dead spots. It is seldom necessary to work near critical regeneration, however, so that for all practical purposes the receiver is wholly single control if reasonable care is used in making the coils.

RESISTORS AND BY-PASS CONDENSERS UNDER THE CHASSIS ARE POSITIONED FOR SHORT, DIRECT CONNECTIONS RATHER THAN SYMMETRY

This under-chassis view gives a general idea of the wiring. Exact duplication of this section is not necessary, so long as r.f. leads are short and the precautions mentioned in the text are observed.

Make the 14-mc. set first. This is usually the hardest set to get lined up properly, and it is also the easiest set to duplicate from specifications. Follow the mechanical layout of the oscillator and detector circuits, particularly spacing between condensers and coil sockets so the lead lengths will be about the same as in the original receiver. Wind the 20-meter coils exactly as given in the table. Plug in the coils, set the regeneration control at the zero position (resistance all out), and set $C_5$ at half capacity. Set the tuning dial at about 250, couple on the antenna and tune $C_4$ carefully until amateur signals are heard. Make a final adjustment to $C_4$ to bring the low frequency end of the band at about 100 on the tuning dial. It is not advisable to go lower than 100 because the tuning starts to crowd at the maximum end of the condenser scale. This tendency can be avoided by using trimmers of about 40 $\mu$fd. capacity across each tuning condenser, but was not deemed worth while in view of the excellent mechanical band-spread available and the extra cost involved. With the low-frequency end at 100, be made to make certain that the oscillator is on the high-frequency side of the signal. Careful retuning of $C_4$, with the mixer circuit near critical regeneration, will show two definite points of maximum background. Use the one at the lower-capacity setting of $C_4$. If this is the same as the one previously found, the adjustment is finished; but if not, the whole process must be gone through again, using the new setting. There is enough selectivity in the i.f. to give a noticeable offset-tuning or single-signal effect when the beat oscillator is adjusted a kilocycle or so off the intermediate frequency peak. With the beat oscillator so adjusted, note which side of zero beat gives the loudest signal and adjust all the other oscillator coils so that the loudest signal falls on the same side of zero beat. The loud side will reverse itself on images, which makes an image easily identifiable.

When the trimmers are properly adjusted, they should be marked so that they can be returned to the same settings at any time. The correct settings will be found to be somewhere in the vicinity of half capacity.
With the 14-mc. range in working order, the other coils must be wound to fit the trimmer settings just found. Some slight modification of the specifications given may be necessary, but they should work out quite closely with reasonable care in duplication. If any particular band should turn out to be half on and off the dial, or missing entirely, the following hints will be helpful in putting it where it belongs:

Get the oscillator coil straightened out first. The band can always be centered on the dial by readjustment of \( C_4 \) as described above. If the new setting is found to be lower in capacity, take a bit off the grid end of \( L_2 \), a fraction of a turn at a time, until the band is in the right spot with \( C_4 \) set at the position previously determined for the 14-mc. band. If the new setting is higher in capacity, add to \( L_2 \) until it comes out right. If the band-spread is too great or too little, it can be reduced by moving the tap across which \( C_2 \) is connected toward the ground end, and increased by moving the tap toward the grid. A fraction of a turn usually will do the trick. It should not be necessary to touch this tap, however.

The mixer coil, \( L_1 \), can be adjusted in the same way, remembering that all adjustments should be made with the regeneration control near the critical point. This is important, since the tuning of the circuit is affected by the setting of \( R_4 \) as regeneration is decreased, although this effect is negligible in the normal operating range.

Should continual readjustment of \( C_5 \) be necessary to keep the circuits tracking, the band-spread tap should be readjusted. Note the settings of \( C_5 \) for resonance at the ends of the band. If \( C_5 \) is set at higher capacity at the low-frequency end of the band than at the high-frequency end, the band-spread tap should be moved toward the grid end of \( L_2 \) a fraction of a turn at a time until the circuits track without drastic resetting of \( C_5 \). If the reverse is true, the tap should be moved toward the ground end.

The specifications for the cathode coil or tickler in the mixer circuit should be followed closely. Very little coil is needed. Normally the circuit should break into oscillation with the regeneration control advanced a quarter to half-way from the off position. The setting will depend somewhat upon the characteristics of the antenna used. The receiver seems to be non-critical as to antennas, however, since the tracking and regeneration have been found to work equally well on several different antennas of widely differing characteristics. Coupling to the antenna is rather loose—a favorable condition for a regenerative stage. Should too much tickler be used, the regeneration control will be "backwards"; that is, maximum signal strength will be secured with the control set in the "off" position. Complete control of regeneration with the control moved in the normal direction is essential for best results, since the mixer should not be allowed to oscillate.

OPERATING POINTERS

By the time the coils are wound, the builder will have a very good idea of just how to operate the set to get the maximum results from it. In fact, the whole operating procedure has already been described in the section on making the coils. Normally there is little to do except turn the dial and listen to signals. When a set of coils is plugged in, a preliminary adjustment of \( C_5 \) and \( R_4 \) should be made to bring these controls to their optimum operating values. This is simply a matter of setting \( C_5 \) to resonance and bringing \( R_4 \) to the point where there is ample regenerative amplification without getting too near the critical point. If more amplification or selectivity is wanted on a particular signal, these controls can be brought into play again, but for random tuning or looking over the band it should not be necessary to touch them. Anyone who has handled a regenerative receiver will know without being told how to get the most out of the mixer circuit.

Those contemplating building such a set will naturally want to know what it can do. As we have already said, the i.f. selectivity is as good as that of the usual super with two air-core stages. There is ample gain for the weakest signals, even without pushing the regenerative amplification to the maximum point. The image discrimination is such that we have yet to find an image strong enough to interfere with the weakest ham signal, even on the 14-mc. band, especially when the regeneration control is carefully manipulated. With an "average" setting of the regeneration control—quite far removed from maximum sensitivity and selectivity—it becomes necessary to hunt for images in the 20-meter band, where they are usually at their worst. Those who have listened to the set have remarked on its quietness, which probably results from the high amplification secured in the first tube. The audio system gives excellent quality on 'phone reception. The a.v.c., while limited in control, is sufficient to hold strong signals down to a reasonable level, and compensates to a fair extent for fading. It is equally effective on e.w. reception, since switching on the beat oscillator leaves the receiver with plenty of r.f. gain, although naturally not as much as with the a.v.c. off. The receiver is easy to tune, and signals stay put so you can have both hands free for copying.

We've been asked why we didn't make the i.f. regenerative so that full single-signal reception could be secured. The personal element enters again into the answer to this one. We prefer the crystal filter on general principles. We don't like the idea of having i.f. gain and selectivity tied up with each other. Furthermore, we have a belief that one regenerative circuit in a receiver is plenty. But as a matter of fact, it wouldn't be a practical combination, because with two regenerative circuits there would be no good place to put an r.f. gain control so that it would actually con-

(Continued on page 66)
A 28-Mc. Rotary Beam
Details of the System Used by an Outstanding 10-Meter Station
By H. J. Breuer, W6JN

We suppose nearly every amateur has at some time or another stood by for a change of antennas on the part of the fellow on the other end of a QSO. How many times could we honestly say that such a change made any noticeable difference? But here's one we'll vouch for from personal experience; the beam at W6JN, as compared with the former antenna used there—the average harmonically-operated antenna, well up in the air—has raised his ten-meter signals from the 'just another 6' level to being about the outstanding west-coast station. The low-angle radiation resulting from the vertical stacking undoubtedly has a lot to do with it—the combination of this with the power gain resulting from horizontal directivity would seem to be hard to beat.—EDITOR.

With the increased daily use of the 28-mc. band throughout the world, and with the keen competition brewing amongst those who have experienced the fine DX contacts available there during sunlight hours, there is no doubt that directional antennas will go a long way toward making more regular contacts. New ideas crop up faster than most of us can follow, some of them complicated, others simple, and it becomes a bewildering problem to decide just what to use. There are many ways of producing the desired effects, and most of the directional arrays described in the past have utilized horizontal elements. Keeping the fact in mind that low angle radiation is generally accepted as being most suitable for the higher frequencies, a description of the rotary beam antenna at W6JN might be helpful to those who have small backyards.

The array consists of three half waves in phase, stacked vertically end to end, with three half-wave parasitically-excited reflectors in the rear. The phasing sections are mounted horizontally between the two lines, thus giving a constant spacing even during high winds. The whole assembly is hung from a rope slanting downward from the top of a 100-foot mast, and the bottom terminates at a turning arrangement that is rotated directly from the operating bench. The shaft holding the hand wheel passes vertically through the center of a special chart of the world, mounted on the ceiling. The chart is centered on Emeryville (Oakland) California, and with the use of a pointer attached to the shaft, the beam can be swung through 360 degrees to any point on the earth, thus giving the exact bearing in degrees from true north, distances read directly from a mileage scale calibrated on the pointer, are given as well. The operation is somewhat like a shipboard radio compass, except that in this case the maximum rather than the minimum signal is desired. The chart is similar to two that are published by the U. S. Navy, titled "Chart of the World Showing Great Circle Distances and Azimuths from San Francisco (No. 5199-A) or from Washington, D. C. (No. 5199) to Points on the Earth's Surface." These can be purchased from firms handling nautical charts for about forty-five cents, and are a great asset to any amateur station. For all practical purposes, one could be used for the western half of the United States and the other for the eastern half, without too great a discrepancy in bearings for DX work. Those who would care to make theirs for any particular location could do so by applying spherical trigonometry, using a purchased chart for a guide.

The pictures of the various parts of the array show the general construction, all of which has been made as simple as possible. Wood was used throughout for mechanical parts to avoid absorption, and the ordinary backyard workshop can produce the required pieces without getting into much labor. Everyone has his own methods of building such things, and there is no special reason for following all the details so long as the

* 1284 W. 6th St., Emeryville, Calif.
The electrical part is unchanged. The wooden cross arms are of 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) by 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches section. The bottom arm has a 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) inch diameter shaft extending through holes in supporting blocks nailed to a 4 by 4 set in the ground. One rope drum mounts on the bottom of the shaft; the other drum is on the top end of the control shaft which rises through the chart to the peak of the roof. By winding four turns of rope around each drum, and cinching up tight, it is easy to produce one full circle turn of the beam with a corresponding turn of the hand wheel. The rope is wound reversed on one drum to accommodate correct pointer requirements on the chart. No. 8 cotton clothes line rope, impregnated with hot elastic varnish and stretched until dry, is used for the coupling between the two drums and has not given any trouble since installed on December 9.

When all construction was completed, the beam was oriented to magnetic north with a good compass, and the pointer on the chart adjusted to read north 18 degrees east—the deviation for this location. When the pointer was then swung to zero, the beam lined up with true north, and was finished. Night checks against the pole star can also be used.

The phasing stubs use Johnson 6-inch porcelain separators firmly pushed through the cross arms in holes drilled slightly smaller than the average diameter. The ends of the cross arms are tied to corresponding insulators in the vertical lines.
to some extent by the sharpening of the low angle concentration due to stacking the vertical elements. There is plenty room for experimenting here, and it would be foolish to make any fixed rules. From the chart plotted against actual measured carrier values taken at five miles air line across San Francisco Bay, it is noted that the shape of the field pattern resembles somewhat that made by a single reflector behind a single vertical element, except that the rapid drop at 90 degrees is more pronounced. This tallies with many reports showing a marked decrease with beam about 80 degrees off. The small rear lobe, shows radiation from reflectors.

Considering that a 12-15 db gain means about three R points difference, or a power gain of more than twenty, the apparent broadness of the pattern, giving maximum strength through one quadrant, makes it favorable for general communication—broad enough to include stations on both sides. Stations at 40 degrees off the beam reporting it as R8, for instance, might still say R8 with beam pointed directly toward them—but with a noticeable absence of fading. It is evident that the low-angle concentration is very helpful. Field patterns of horizontally-polarized beams having the same number of elements show sharper maximum points, but the two arrangements are not directly comparable. The vertical array could be sharpened by adding elements a half wave to each side of the present driving elements, but this would require a bulky rig, measuring eight times the present radius of 4 feet 1 1/2 inches.

It is necessary to use exactly the same length of wire in each phasing stub as in each active element. For 28,030 kc. the half wave was made 16 feet 6 inches, with reflectors set 8 feet 3 inches behind. There seems to be no great mismatch even at 28,800 kc., thus giving good flexibility. The power input does not change perceptibly when rotating through 360 degrees.

An interesting phenomena showed up on December 16 during a QSO with W9WC from 8:30 to 9:20 a.m. PST. While making a rotation test W9WC reported a decided echo from W6JN when the signal dropped down to R1 on "off 135 degrees," with reocurrences every time this position was assumed. The next morning the echo again showed up R1 on an R1 minimum signal, but in this case the beam was "off 105 degrees." The main radiation evidently was coursing north-westward around the top of the world and reaching W9WC via the back door.

Consistent reports are received from VP5PZ, LU9AX, VK3YP, and many W's along the Atlantic seaboard, and with the ease of swinging the beam to give them the greatest possible advantage, there is ample proof that sure-fire QSOs can be an everyday occurrence. It is only natural that the beam be used for reception as well, and it certainly shows a great advantage over ordinary receiving doublets. The effectiveness is marked on weak signals, these being heard only when "on beam", and dropping out entirely at right angles. Stations can be spotted for general location before they sign by swinging the beam for maximum strength. The ratio of maximum to minimum gives excellent results in cutting down interference from stations not in the beam quadrant. In the late afternoons, when working with ZL and VK, at a time when the W9's are strong, it is entirely possible to cut out
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Tuning the Crystal
Smooth QSY By Variable-Gap Mounting With Low-Drift Cuts

By J. Herbert Hollister,* W9DRD

A MATEUR radio has been exposed to three phases of quartz oscillator development. First we fought and worried our way through the rather discouraging era of crazy acting “flee flicker” Y-cut plates. Due largely to careless production and testing methods, and general abuses in application, the Y-cut crystal soon acquired a shady reputation which even contaminated the few really good specimens of the clan. The next move was to the X-cut plate, with its greater stability, more favorable temperature coefficient, but usually lower output. From about 1928 until this year, by far the greatest number of crystals used by amateurs have been of this popular cut.

In the early part of 1934 a few of the so-called “A” cut small temperature coefficient plates were released in this country for airways use. Prior to this time (about 1932), original research was being conducted in Japan by Dr. Issac Koga on zero temperature coefficient crystals, and in papers published in 1933 the story of this development was told.

It is not my purpose to extol the merits of this type crystal. I need only point out that low-drift plates may now be produced quite easily with less than one cycle frequency drift per million cycles per degree of temperature change—or less than 3.5 cycles per degree Centigrade in the case of a 3500-kc. plate. Another, and as far as the amateur is concerned, a more important advantage of the low-drift crystal is its extreme stability with high output. Hence the gradual trend toward the third phase of quartz oscillator development.

Because of its ready willingness to oscillate strenuously under unfavorable conditions, it was noted that a considerable frequency variation could be accomplished with a good A-cut crystal by using a high-C oscillator plate tank and varying the capacity for tuning effect. This range of variation was relatively limited, however, and resulted in a serious loss of output when the plate capacity was reduced very far below the value which caused maximum oscillation of the crystal. Still, it seemed that such an abundance of energy should be turned to advantage in some way. Recalling previous experiments with air-gap holders, and their subsequent shelving because of too much loss of output and lack of stability with X-cut crystals, the obvious thing to do was to try the effect of air-gap on the new crystal.

A little tinkering in the spring of 1935 soon brought out the following facts: A considerable range of airgap seemed to cause no loss of output with A-cut crystals, and its variation resulted in a smooth change in the crystal’s frequency of vibration. This useful range of frequency variation amounted to approximately six kilocycles at the fundamental frequency of a 3500-kc. crystal, or 12 kc. in the 7-mc. band, 24 kc. in the 14-mc. band, and 48 kc. in the 28-mc. band. It required no great inventive genius to imagine what a powerful weapon this gadget would be in the war on QRM if it could be controlled from the front panel of an amateur transmitter. The method of application was written all over the thing.

Accordingly, an A-cut crystal was mounted in a variable gap holder and the front-of-panel control

* Knox Road, Merriam, Kansas.


Some Manufactured Variable-Gap Holders

Left to right: General Radio; Koga, distributed by Mitsui and Co., 350 5th Ave., N. Y. C.; Bliley; Collins; National with front-of-panel control.
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was accomplished by means of a length of S.S. White Flexible Shafting. The unit was installed in the four-band exciter, replacing six crystals which were originally built into it, and W9DRD went merrily about its business of sliding around heterodynes instead of jumping blindly out of the skillet into the flames. “Planned” frequency control, the New Dealers might call it.

At about this time Jim Millen happened along, liked the idea, and agreed to develop it. One of the holders shown in the photograph is a production model of the new National device, and Fig. 1 shows an average curve of its performance with a properly finished A-cut crystal. If a crystal is ground, for instance, so that it has a fundamental frequency of 3550 kc. in an ordinary contact type holder, it may be tuned to something over 3555 kc. when mounted in the vari-gap mounting. At the second harmonic of this crystal, we cover the range of 7100—7112 kc., at the fourth harmonic, the range is 14,200—14,224 kc., and at the 8th harmonic, 28,400—28,448 kc. In actual operation this range is wide enough to permit evasion of heterodyne interference, and still not so wide that out-of-band operation becomes a hazard.

It is important that a carefully ground low-drift type crystal of proper design be used with the mounting described. Many crystals have been found to oscillate smoothly with an air-gap of more than three times the crystal thickness, while some crystals apparently good enough for use in contact-type holders have flatly refused to cooperate in the air-gap mounting.


---

**New England Division Convention**  
**Boston, Mass., April 18, 1936**

The official A.R.R.L. New England Division Convention is to be held in Boston, Mass., on April 18th, Hotel Bradford. The hosts are the Eastern Mass. Amateur Radio Association and the South Shore Amateur Radio Club. For the first time this well known convention will be a one day affair. The program will start promptly at 8:30 a.m. Saturday, and the committee advises all events will take place on time. The registration fee, $1.00; banquet, $2.50. All talks will be on practical problems and there will be an exceptionally fine list of speakers. For those who may reach Boston Friday evening the committee will be prepared to entertain them with “rag chews,” etc.

---

**Attention, M.D.’s**

Dr. Burton T. Simpson, W8CPC, Dr. Fitzgibbon, W7DNP, and Dr. Maytum, W9MXW, are promoting a meeting of the radio-amateur M.D.’s who attend the annual meeting of the American Medical Association at Kansas City, May 11th-15th. A dinner and a rag-chewing fest of the ham medicos present are planned. Will all M.D. amateurs who plan to attend please get in touch with one of the committee for details?

---

**Silent Keys**

It is with deep regret that we record the passing of these amateurs.

- Dr. L. A. Brown, W2HBW, Walden, N. Y.
- Jacob Content, W2CNN, North Bergen, N.J.
- Paul L. Krouse, W5EEQ, El Paso, Tex.
- Paul Kurilla, W8HBO, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
- Hiram Percy Maxim, W1AW, Hartford, Conn.
- C. J. McClure, W7NE, Leavenworth, Wash.
- Paul J. Potter, W6HXP, Los Angeles, Calif.
- W. W. Redfern, W2ARY, Brooklyn, N. Y.
- Charles H. Stewart, W3ZS, St. David’s, Pa.
- Rutherford B. Udell, W9NK, Wilmette, Ill.
- E. H. Weimer, W7HT, Cohagen, Mont.

---

**FIG. 1—OSCILLATOR OUTPUT POWER REMAINS PRACTICALLY CONSTANT OVER A FREQUENCY RANGE OF 6 KC. WITH A 3550-KC. CRYSTAL**

---

32 QST for
Conference Preparation

The United States preparation for the Bucharest meeting of the C.C.I.R. got under way in Washington on February 14th when the F.C.C. called a meeting of all interested parties at the request of the Department of State. A.R.R.L. was represented by Secretary Warner and Technical Editor Lamb. Four committees were formed, charged with the duty of assembling the United States material on the eighteen technical questions that are under study. Our representatives are participating in this work. Our headquarters, as the headquarters of I.A.R.U., is also centralizing the amateur study on some of these questions, for which direct contribution to the C.C.I.R. will be made by the Union.

Preparation for the Cairo conference has not yet commenced but it looms on the horizon. The United States proposals for Cairo must be ready to leave the country before the end of this year, so Cairo work will commence at Washington as soon as C.C.I.R. preparation is out of the way. Part of the work for which our A.R.R.L. Cairo Committee has been planning will therefore be taking definite form this coming summer.

F. C. C. Rules

The F.C.C. is engaged in a long program of modernizing the text of its rules and regulations. The first portion of the new job is now completed, treating largely of rules of practice and procedure. This text replaces many of the old F.C.C. rules having low numbers, although none of the amateur regulations as such. We note just one change affecting us: it is now required that when amateurs reply to citations by monitoring stations, they shall send the original of their reply to headquarters station expenses...

Finance

From the business standpoint our League had an excellent fourth quarter last year. Much of this is attributable to the appearance and distribution of our new Handbook. Net result for the year is a very satisfactory "first gain from operations." For the information of members the quarterly operating statement is here rendered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REVENUES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership dues</td>
<td>$16,265.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising sales, QST</td>
<td>20,252.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising sales, Handbook</td>
<td>5,229.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newdealer sales, QST</td>
<td>12,733.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook sales</td>
<td>22,361.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booklet sales</td>
<td>3,157.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator sales</td>
<td>1,901.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership supplies sales</td>
<td>2,594.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest earned</td>
<td>393.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash discounts received</td>
<td>215.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad debts recovered</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net revenues</strong></td>
<td>$78,123.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPENSES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication expenses, QST</td>
<td>$15,535.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication expenses, Handbook</td>
<td>17,239.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication expenses, calculators</td>
<td>692.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership supplies expenses</td>
<td>1,354.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>22,430.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QST forwarding expenses</td>
<td>737.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone and telegraph</td>
<td>1,347.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>2,703.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rent, light and heat</td>
<td>826.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling expenses</td>
<td>1,318.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Dept. field expenses</td>
<td>98.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headquarters station expenses</td>
<td>39.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad debts written off</td>
<td>573.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for depreciation of furniture, equipment and station</td>
<td>294.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on bonds purchased</td>
<td>45.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td>66,770.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Gain before Expenditures against Appropriations</strong></td>
<td>$1,353.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fees

Last month we mentioned that fees for licenses were again under consideration in Washington. QTA that now. The subject is dead for the rest of this year.

Ratifications

Just to keep the record straight, let us advise that Mexico, Turkey and the Dominican Republic are now parties to the Madrid convention and its radio...
regulations. Humorous note: France having ratified the Washington convention just last year, the governor of French Indo-China has now promulgated the same for his colony. At last report France had not yet ratified the Madrid treaty, although she has announced that she is applying the provisions of the Madrid radio regulations.

DIXIE JONES’ OWL JUICE

THIS here species of mammal known as pithecahammicus erectus which closely resembles the human type but is distinguishable by its shrill cry, “See Kew See Kew,” which it emits when excited, is in grave danger of becoming extinct. There are three generic classifications of this here faunal specimen, to wit: (1) Young squirts, which was born that way, (2) Ex-squirts, which somehow survived the age of squirthood, and (3) Old guys which got that way after growin’ up normal. This here editor is in Class 3, and the reason why our ranks is being depleted and we’ll soon go and join the dodo, the frizzly auk and the duck-billed platypus, is because as follows: ‘fake young squirts, for instance, that’s just beginning to learn how to think. They will hump over their haywire all night, every night, and they don’t git no sleep, and it undermines their stamina and purty soon they become extinguished and fill an early grave without ever having had either the ability or the opportunity to comply with certain Biblical instructions with reference to the procreation of their species. Older guys in Class 2 and 3 could, or might could, if they would but they ain’t got time.

Meanwhile, H. B. Minturn, Convention Chairman, 442 So. 23rd St., Salem, Ore., will gladly furnish further details on request.

A.R.R.L. QSL Bureau

FOR the convenience of its members, the League maintains a QSL-card forwarding system which operates through volunteer “District QSL Managers” in each of the nine U. S. and five Canadian districts. In order to secure such foreign cards as may be received for you, send your district manager a standard No. 8 stamped envelope. If you have reason to expect a considerable number of cards, put on an extra stamp so that it has a total of six-cents postage. Your own name and address go in the customary place on the face, and your station call should be printed prominently in the upper left-hand corner.

W1—J. T. Steiger, W1BOY, 35 Call Street, Willimansett, Mass.

W2—H. W. Yahuel, W2SN, Lake Ave., Hel­metts, N. J.

W3—R. E. Macomber, W3CZE, 418 10th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

W4—B. W. Benning, W4CBY, 520 Whiteford Ave., Atlanta, Ga.


W6—D. Cason Mast, W6KIH, 423 East E Street, Toronto, Calif.

W7—L. Q. Kelly, W7BPO, 4919 So. Prospect St., Tacoma, Wash.

W8—F. W. Allen, W8GER, 324 Richmond Ave., Dayton, Ohio

W9—George Dammann, W9JO, 319 Sherman Ave., Evanston, Ill.

VE1—J. E. Roux, VE1FB, 54 Spring Garden Rd., Halifax, N. S.

VE2—W. H. Oke, VE2AH, 5184 Mountain Sights Ave., N. D. G., Montreal, P. Q.

VE3—Bert Knowles, VE3QB, Lanark, Ont.

VE4—Dr. J. J. Dobry, VE4DR, Killam, Alberta.

VE5—E. H. Cooper, VE5BC, 2024 Carnarvon St., Victoria, B. C.

K4—F. McCown, K4RJ, Family Court 7, San­turne, Puerto Rico.

K7—Frank P. Barnes, K7DVF, Box 297, Wrangell, Alaska.
Cathode-Ray Monitoring of Received Signals

Pointers on Connecting the Oscilloscope to a Superhet

By Edwin C. Ewing,* W9HYO

At the time of this writing there are but few amateur 'phone stations which are equipped with cathode-ray oscilloscopes. Since most other methods of checking modulation are inaccurate or limited in value, there is a real need for a few receiver installations (besides those of the F.C.C.). An installation is not difficult to make, and besides being an exceptionally interesting piece of equipment, it can do a real service for our fellow amateur.

Now let's see what a c.r. tube on the receiver will do. It will permit reporting to other stations, with a good degree of accuracy, percentage of modulation as well as symmetry of pattern. It will show an over-peaked condition due to possible lack of neutralization and consequent self oscillation of a final amplifier. Or it may indicate a Class-B linear stage whose carrier excitation is excessive and whose power output has not been "quartered." This condition also may represent low filament emission or poor voltage regulation. The c.r. tube may show positive peaks which do not exceed the carrier amplitude and deep valleys, which would indicate carrier shift with downward modulation. It can show a jagged edge (with carrier only) which may indicate a noisy audio amplifier or a high-hiss carbon microphone. A.c. hum on the carrier is very pronounced and in this connection it is interesting to note the degree of visible hum which is not audible at normal loud speaker volume. If the a.c. nodes move slowly back and forth and do not stay synchronized with your 60-cycle sweep, you may be sure the carrier observed is outside your power distribution area. Besides these things there are undoubtedly many other analyses which the ingenuity of the operator will develop.

The cathode ray tube makes an excellent tuning indicator for the receiver. Fading will be readily observed. The c.r. tube can be calibrated in "strength units" by cutting and marking a celluloid scale and fixing it to the fluorescent screen. By means of this, quantitative measurements of fair accuracy can be made. Another use to which the c.r. tube can be placed is in checking real quality by transmission of tone, permitting examination of wave form, overall fidelity of transmitter, etc. In general, a cathode ray tube on the receiver will show everything and more than one on the transmitter with the exception of the triangle-trapezoid pattern (valuable, but limited in use).

We will now go into the method of connecting a c.r. tube to the receiver, as diagrammed in Fig. 1.

---

*1057 Pratt Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

(Continued on page 114)
An Automatic Tape Recorder for the Radio Amateur

Complete Construction of a Model That Can Be Built for Ten Dollars or Less

By F. H. Schnell, W9UZ

WISH you could have heard W9-so-and-so the other night. What a fist and how he could wiggle that bug! In that, like many another wish, there may be one of two meanings; either an unusually good fist or a poor one. But, how often has that expression been made? If only that fist could have been recorded so it could be seen! Ediphone and Dictaphone recordings have been made, but aural recordings fail to disclose those discriminating characteristics which stand out so clearly on the “visual automatic recorder.” It isn’t possible to examine the aural recordings with any degree of satisfaction. The human ear of the radio amateur is quite an accommodating piece of mechanism—in the sense that the optometrist speaks of eye accommodation. The ear makes it possible to hear not only exactly what is being transmitted, but by the inherent process of accommodation, it makes it possible to hear that which is intended to be transmitted. In other words, our ears hear what ought to come from the transmitter, even though that which is actually transmitted may not depart from the antenna in keying form exactly according to the best teachings of radio telegraphy.

And, it may be supposed that reference to the word “fist” is an outgrowth of modified slang that simply grew up with amateur radio. What really is meant is “manipulation.” Of course, that word is bulky to handle over the air; it is rather a large package in any form. However, the proper application concerns “key manipulation” when the expression “fist” is used.

Fortunately, an automatic recorder is well within the reach of the serious-minded radio amateur, and at a cost which is amazingly small by comparison with the equivalent commercial article. The home-constructed recorder should cost not more than eight to ten dollars at current amateur prices, or even less with sledge-hammer and chisel discounts. As a matter of fact, the few parts can be made from such discarded material as may be found in the usual amateur station. Careful workmanship, under any circumstance, is to be recommended if the best results are desired. It is to be observed that no hard and fast rules demand an exact duplication of this recorder. Ingenuity and experimentation make for improved devices of this type. For those who have no desire to enter into that branch of the art, let it be said that this recorder works satisfactorily and the illustration in “Fists I have
"Seen," March, QST, is an example of the results obtained. On that basis, then, the description of the automatic recorder at W9UZ follows.

Many hours of discussion were involved in this recorder design and useful suggestions made by Frank Borsody, W2AYN, have been incorporated. It is doubtful if the many things which have been simplified would have been possible without his timely aid, or without his lathe which was available any hour of the day or night.

PRINCIPLE OF THE RECORDER

The general sketch of Fig. 1B illustrates the essentials of the recording element. The field coil winding is energized with 100 volts at 100 ma., 10 watts d.c. The signal is supplied to the copper-oxide rectifier from the amplifier. The rectified or d.c. voltage is applied to the signal coil. This causes the signal coil to move upward until the pen arm hits the pen arm upper stop. The length of the upward stroke is governed by the position of the pen arm upper stop. The signal coil is linked to the pen arm by the connecting rod. The pen is soldered close to the end of the pen arm. The pen is ½ inch in length and consists of a piece of tubing which has an inside diameter of 0.001 of an inch. One end of the pen fits in the inkwell and the other end of the pen touches the paper tape lightly. The ink flows from the ink well through the capillary pen to the paper. When there is no signal, the pen arm spring forces the pen arm down until the pen arm hits the lower stop. The pen arm is made of a piece of copper strip, ½th of an inch wide and 1/32nd of an inch thick.

This type of recorder is capable of more than 40 cycles per second, which is equivalent to 100 w.p.m. The normal input to the signal coil is 6 to 10 volts, d.c. It will operate on 3 or 4 volts when the noise level in the receiver is low. The signal level is controlled by the volume control of the receiver or the one at the input of the 75 tube (of the audio amplifier), or both in combination.

The single-signal receiver is designed after the original Lamb model, using a 76 tube as output detector. Since there is no audio amplification in the receiver itself, the output of the 75 is supplied to the amplifier of which the 75 tube is the first stage, as shown in the circuit diagram (Fig. 8).

Fig. 2 illustrates the manner in which the tape puller and recorder are set up for operation, the amplifier being contained in the metal case which sits on top of the receiver. Immediately to the right of the receiver is the tape puller assembly in a metal case 8 3/4 inches wide, 8 3/4 inches long and 5 1/2 inches high. At the extreme right is the recorder assembly; the metal case is 5 1/2 inches wide, 5 inches high and 8 3/4 inches front-to-back.

The tape puller is powered by an induction motor, in this instance a General Electric turntable type such as is used in radio-phonograph combinations. Commutator type motors are to be avoided because of interference from sparking. The induction motor is of the variable-speed type, having a small governor for speed control, the speed range being from 5 or 6 r.p.m. to 150 r.p.m. The motor is mounted in the metal case for convenience and appearance. The shaft of the motor is turned down to a diameter of ¾ inch and the shaft projects through the top of the case (Fig. 2). The larger diameter disc (1 1/2 inches) is a piece of soft rubber ¾ inch thick. This is the idler. On the shaft which projects through the top of the case, a piece of brass is fitted. It is made from a piece of round brass rod, 3/8 inch in diameter. It is 15/16 inch long and has a 1/4-inch hole from end to end. A small set-screw holds it to the motor shaft. A groove is turned out which is 3/8 inch long and the diameter is 3/8 inch and this section is knurled. The tape passes between this knurled section and the rubber idler, the knurling and rubber idler preventing slippage.

The heart of the recorder is the magnetic...
system of a dynamic speaker. The voice coil and cone are not used; therefore, a discarded speaker can be employed. The core or pole piece is 1 ½ inches in diameter and the speaker "pot" is large enough to provide space for the field coil winding which consists of 13,400 turns of No. 30 enamelled wire—resistance, 1000 ohms. As previously stated, the field coil d.c. excitation is 10 watts, 100 volts at 100 ma. In this arrangement, the field coil is the first section of the filter unit of the amplifier power supply (see Fig. 8).

Instead of the original low-impedance voice coil, a special signal coil is used. The form for holding the wire is turned out of bakelite (or can be obtained from H. Olson, Micarta Fabricators, 4621 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, Ill.). The inside diameter is 0.010 inch larger than the (1 ½ inches + 0.010 inch) pole piece, for clearance. It is ¾ inch long and has a groove turned out which is 0.020 inch deep allowing two edges, one on either end, 1/32 inch wide. Into this groove, 1600 turns of No. 42 enamelled wire are wound—resistance, 1,000 ohms. On one end of the signal coil form (after the winding has been completed) a thin piece of bakelite is glued to which the two leads are secured. In the center of this thin piece of bakelite the connecting rod is secured. This connecting rod attaches to the pen arm, as illustrated. Fig. 4 shows the field coil

(Continued on page 58)

FIG. 7—LEFT-SIDE VIEW, SHOWING THE INK "STORAGE TANK" AND CONTROL FOR REGULATING INK LEVEL

FIG. 8—CIRCUIT OF THE AMPLIFIER

L1—1000-ohm speaker field.
L2—30-henry filter choke.
L3—1000-ohm signal coil (see text).
C1—0.05 µfd. 50-volt electrolytic condensers.
C2—0.02 µfd. coupling condenser.
C3—0.02 µfd. tone-control condenser.
C4—10 µfd. 500-volt electrolytic filter condensers.
C5—18 µfd. 500-volt electrolytic condenser.
C6—100-µfd. 500-volt electrolytic condenser.
C7—220-ohm cathode resistor.
R1—1-megohm input control.
R2—6000-ohm cathode resistor.
R3—100,000-ohm plate coupling resistor.
R4—30,000-ohm plate filter resistor.
R5—250,000-ohm grid resistor.
R6—50,000-ohm variable tone control.
R7—200-ohm cathode resistor.
R8—220-ohm cathode resistor.
R9—23,000-ohm 10-watt bleeder-divider.
T1—Push-pull interstage transformer.
T2—Output transformer (Thordarson 2408).
T3—350-volt type power transformer.

QST for
Have you ever added a power audio stage to your two- or three-tuber for loudspeaker operation? If you have you may be one of a surprisingly large number who seems to encounter difficulty in avoiding howling or motor-boating. So many letters on the subject have been received within the past few months that we thought it would not be a bad idea to look into the matter and determine how serious the trouble might be and, if possible, to remedy.

Accordingly, the two-tube a.c. receiver using a 58 detector and 56 audio described in the A.R.R.L. Handbook and QST for June 1934 was set up and a 2A5 pentode audio power stage resistance-coupled to the 56. No decoupling circuits were used and a 10-µfd. cathode resistance condenser was the only by-passing employed. The resistance used in the plate circuit of the 56 was the usual value of 50,000 ohms.

When the receiver was turned on, a low-frequency audio oscillation started immediately. The oscillation would cease only when the audio volume control was turned below about one-quarter way towards the full volume position. A decoupling network was then tried in the grid circuit of the 2A5. $R_3$, a resistance of 250,000 ohms, was inserted and the cathode by-pass condenser connected across both $R_3$ and $R_4$. After this change, the volume control could be advanced to mid-position without motor-boating. A decoupling network in the plate circuit of the 56 had no effect. A large plate by-pass condenser was next tried and when this capacity was increased to 16 µfds., it was possible to advance the volume control to almost maximum position.

At this point the value of $R_1$, the 56 plate circuit resistance, was reduced to 20,000 ohms. Although no reduction in gain could be noticed with the lower value of load resistance, the audio amplifiers were entirely stable at full volume. Later investigation showed that the plate by-pass capacity could be reduced to 8 µfds. with the lower value of plate circuit resistance.

Transformer coupling between the 56 and 2A5 was next tried. Tests with three or four different transformers showed that this type of coupling not only provided an appreciable improvement in gain over resistance coupling, which might be expected, but that the audio system was much more stable. With one or two of the transformers used no special measures were necessary to prevent oscillation; with others the decoupling resistor in the grid return circuit was necessary to permit full advance of the gain control. The decoupling resistor also served to eliminate a slight power supply hum which was first experienced.

Since any plate by-pass capacity added is effectively in parallel with the power pack filter condenser, the value needed to obtain complete stability may vary somewhat with the values of filtering capacity used in the power pack.

In using a loudspeaker with a regenerative receiver, more trouble is likely to be encountered from acoustic feed-back from speaker to detector tube than from instability in the audio circuits when proper precautions are taken. This sort of feed-back results in the well-known annoying howl which often builds up when loudspeaker

(Continued on page 38)
MISS NELLIE HART, O.R.S., S.C.M. Idaho, alternate D.N.C.S. Idaho 3rd district, has an interesting background to her ham career. Raised on a cattle ranch in Eastern Oregon, sixty miles from a railroad, she moved to Twin Falls, Idaho, at the age of 14. After attending the College of Idaho she was variously employed as a book binder and sound movie projectionist; but now she has retired. W7NH became interested in ham radio while visiting a friend who had a 'phone station. She describes it: "Got into an argument with VE4GM over my having microphone fright. He told me all women were alike and couldn't talk unless they had someone to talk back at them. So I took up radio to prove he was wrong. (Never got over my microphone fright but I don't stutter on the bug!)" Three transmitters are used at W7NH: a portable, with 40 watts to 46's, one with 300 watts to a pair of Eimac 50T's, and the old stand-by, a 212A with 400 watts on 80. The combination of fishing, hunting and ham radio sustain a high pitch of interest in Idaho life.

WE KNOW most good radio engineers were once radio amateurs; many still are. An outstanding example is J. E. Young, transmitter engineer of RCA Victor. An amateur since 1915, an early transatlantic worker, first 3rd district station to work 24AA, WAC, O.R.S., these impressive amateur achievements are paralleled only by his professional activity. Graduating a B.S. in E.E. from Drexel in 1928, he went to work for G.E. on the first "super-power" 50-kw. b.c. station, then being developed. Developmental design on the 5B and 50B rigs completed, Jack turned his hand to high-power s.w. b.c. transmitters, developing a linear amplifier for 2XAF with 160-kw. peak capacity—the highest-power s.w. b.c. transmitter in use at that time. In June, 1932, he transferred to RCA Victor's Engineering Department, where he has designed several transmitters for broadcast and government services, his ideas being distinguished by the combination of beauty and utility. He has been building a new station for the past three years; he estimates it will be completed by about the next minimum of the 11-year sun-spot cycle.

CAPT. FREDERIC B. WESTERVELT, M.C., admits to a bit of a past in ham radio—pre-war SATD, licensed in 1916 in Pittsburgh, post-war 8VE in 1919, 3AVG spark at Lancaster, Pa., combining with Parker Wiggin and c.w. in 1922 to form 8ZD, PRR emergency work (as a regional manager) with a McCullough ½-kw. bottle and sync, A.R.R.L. traffic manager for Alleghany, Butler and Washington counties, holder, as well, of the following additional calls: 8ZAH, 8PR, 3MY, W1DOO, and now W3CZO; graduated from Pitt with B.A. in 1925, as M.D. in 1930, accepting thereupon a commission in the Army Medical Corps; now stationed at Carlisle Barracks (Pa.) on duty with the 1st Medical Regiment (1st Div.) and instructing at the Medical Field Service School, while W3CZO with a Collins 30FX works the world on 7 and 14 mc.—but insists on a present and future, too. He looks back on the "good old days" when one spark in town made the rest give up, and takes ham radio today as leaving little to be desired.

DR. ENRIQUE DE MARCHENA, H16O, of Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, has two hobbies:
Open-Type Transmitter Construction for Small Floor Space
Tri-tet All-Band Excitation with Push-Pull 50T Final
By Byron Goodman,* W1JPE

In recent years, the trend in transmitter design has been more or less towards standardization of construction. That is to say, most transmitters are built in either a glorified breadboard arrangement or rack and panel. The advantages of either arrangement cannot be denied. The breadboard layout enables plug-in coils to be changed quickly, the equipment can be laid out following closely the wiring diagram with consequent short leads; and good efficiency, and trouble can, in most cases, be run down quickly. The rack and panel type of construction gives a professional air to the equipment, allows everything but controls and meters to be hidden, but does not lend itself well to flexibility and quick changes.

A quite definite problem had to be faced in the design of the transmitter to be described. The best and most logical location for the transmitter only allowed a space 12" x 18" x any-height-up-to-the-ceiling. With this limitation in mind we set about to lay out the rig.

It had been decided that the final would consist of two Eimac 50Ts in push-pull, since they would give moderate power and, because of their design features, work well on the high-frequency bands. At the same time, there were the advantages that any time ambition dictated a little more power it was simply a matter of increasing the plate voltage.

"open" type was returned to as the most logical and the one best suited to our needs. And the 50Ts worked into the picture nicely.

When it came to a consideration of the driver stage, another problem became apparent. Should an overgrown Type 10 or comparable tube be used at about 800 volts? It would no doubt drive the final stage nicely with voltages up to 2000 on the plates of the 50Ts, but probably wouldn't give much leeway when the voltage was raised still higher. A pair of 10's might do it, or one of the 1000-volt tubes like the 800. But why not go whole hog, and make sure that there was always adequate excitation? We could then raise the plate voltage on the final, or modulate it for phone work. And why not take advantage of the present-day medium-powered pentodes, with their low excitation requirements and ability to dispense with neutralization? Yes, that seemed like the best idea, with an RK20 as the logical tube; and since the plate lead is out the top, it could be mounted vertically and fit in beautifully with our type of construction.

An idea borrowed from Charles Perrine, W6CUH, started us off on the design. Some time ago he built a push-pull final amplifier that used a so-called "open" type of construction. The possibility of other arrangements was debated, including rack-and-panel in its various forms, but always the
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was followed, and then we'll get on with the description. We have often thought, and have found many to agree, that the same careful shielding employed in our receivers should be used in transmitter design, especially in the low-power stages. Using three pentodes as was intended, we could see no reason for not using some shielding. True, a transmitter can be regenerative and still lock in on the crystal frequency, but we wanted to eliminate the danger of self-oscillation. After a little pencil-scratching it was found that a quite satisfactory arrangement could be made using only a few pieces of aluminum as shielding, and they incidentally helped out in a structural way. Testing the transmitter after it was completed disclosed no trace of regeneration, and fully justified the use of shielding.

The frame of the transmitter was made by sawing a five-foot length of 1" X 12" pine down the center and fastening two 13½" crosspieces at top and bottom with flat-head wood screws. Strips of pine 1" X 2" were fastened along the inside back edge of this open box to support the panels of the transmitter. The whole was then given a coat of "flat black" paint, resulting in a cold, black frame that resulted in comments such as "coffin transmitter" and "do you call in pall-bearers to tune the thing?" But with the panels in place it took on a different aspect.

The panels are made of two pieces of ½" Lamtex, 13½" X 21". (Lamtex appears to betempered Masonite, finished on one side in black crackle.) They give a very pleasing effect and are strong enough to support most equipment that might be used. All of the gear is fastened directly to these panels, with the exception of the stand-off insulators that support the final tank coil. The panel used to mount the exciter unit, consisting of the RK20 and the two 802s, is backed up by a piece of ½" aluminum, to complete the shielding and furnish a good r.f. return. To eliminate long leads and consequent voltage drops, filament transformers are mounted on the panels directly in back of their respective tubes. We wanted to take no chances with shortened tube life due to incorrect filament voltage.

A CLOSE-UP OF THE EXCITER STAGES, SHOWING THE SHIELD PARTITIONS AND SHORT LEADS

The crystal is directly under the right-hand 802. By-pass condensers are mounted right at the sockets, to cut down the length of the r.f. returns. The switch to the left of the RK20 cuts in 50 volt positive bias on the suppressor grid.

The 802 lying horizontally is the buffer-doubler tube used to excite the RK20. The plate tank is adjacent to the plate terminal, and is link-coupled to the grid tank of the RK20. All by-pass condensers for the doubler 802 and the buffer RK20 are mounted right at the socket, for the reason given above.

The shield surrounding the lower part of the RK20 was made from an old coil shield, and there is absolutely no inclination for the pentode to be regenerative. A large (2½"-diameter) coil form
C1—100 µfd. (National ST-100).
C2—Split-stator 100-100 µfd. (Hammarlund MCD-100-M).
C3—50 µfd. (National ST-50).
C4—50 µfd. (Hammarlund MC-50-MX).
C5—50 µfd., 3000 volt (National TMC-50).
C6—Split-stator 70-70 µfd., 12,000 volt (Cardwell MT-70-GD).
C7—Split-stator 40-40 µfd., 12,000 volt (National TMA-40DC).
C8—0.01 µfd. paper, 600 volt (Aerovox Type 684).
C9—0.002 µfd. mica receiving (Aerovox Type 1450).
C10—0.001 µfd. mica, 5000 volt (Sangamo).
C11—0.001 µfd. mica, 5000 volt (Sangamo).
N—Neutralizing condenser (National NC-800).

R1—50,000 ohm, wire-wound, 10 watt (Ward Leonard).
R2, R8, R9—15,000 ohm, 10 watt wire-wound (Ohmite).
R3—20,000 ohm, 10 watt wire-wound (Ohmite).
R4—20 ohm, 10 watt wire-wound (Ohmite).
RFC—Radio-frequency choke, 435 ma. (National 100).
RFC1—Radio-frequency choke, 435 ma. (Hammarlund CH-500).

was at first used in the plate circuit, but there was a tendency towards oscillation. Replacing this coil by one of smaller diameter, and rearranging the by-pass condensers, eliminated regeneration completely.

The plate of the RK20 is link-coupled to the grid coil of the push-pull final amplifier, with single-turn links furnishing adequate coupling. The 50Ts, once neutralized, need no further attention on this score when changing coils, since a balanced circuit is used. All links on coils are permanently set so there is no need for adjusting them for various bands, and changing bands is merely a matter of plugging in the proper coils and resetting the condensers.

An 80-meter crystal is used for operation on 7 and 14 mc. On 28 mc. a 7-mc. crystal is used.

The driver stage is always operated as a straight amplifier—doubling is always done in the 802 stages.

With 425 volts on the plates of the 802s, a rectified grid current of 10 milliamperes is obtained through the 20,000-ohm grid leak of the RK20. This represents abundant excitation, and drives the RK20 hard enough so that the final amplifier is fully excited. A plate voltage of 1400 is used on the RK20, and the rectified grid current of the 50Ts is 40 to 50 mils on all bands, with a grid leak of 15,000 ohms and 225 volts of battery bias. Plate voltages greater than 2200 are not available here at present, but there is no doubt that the excitation is completely adequate for voltages up to 3500. A switch is shown that, when opened, places 50 volts positive...
bias on the suppressor grid of the RK20 and increases the output considerably, but it has not been necessary to run the tube in this manner as five-position switch. Since the resistance of the meter is about 1½ ohms, the error in current measurement is small, and the ease with which the meter is switched from one circuit to another is a convenience that is well worth the slight added complication. Meters are placed permanently in the plate circuits of the RK20 and 50Ts.

Keying is easily accomplished in the primary of the RK20 plate transformer. Only 1-µfd. of filter capacitance is used, and no tails are noticeable. Do I hear shouts of "not enough filter" and "bet you get an RAC note"? The answer is, use adequate filter on the final stage, drive the final hard enough (Class C) and it will not respond to a slight ripple in the exciting voltage. The final is biased to cut-off, and with the key up the last two stages are dead. If there is any trace of a signal with the key up it is because the power lines are radiating. In any event, no trouble at all on this score has been experienced. And the primary keying works beautifully, as all who have used it will testify. At first, very loud clicks were experienced in the broadcast receiver in the house (no clicks were noticed on the air) because of the spark at the key. A simple filter, consisting of two chokes of 100 turns of No. 18 d.c.c. on a 1/4" dowel and two 0.05-µfd condensers, eliminated every trace of clicks. The only click noticed now is when the transmitter is turned on and off, and we're too lazy to fix that.

Another thing noticed that might be of interest, is the way the filament voltage acts. When the set is keyed, the lights blink somewhat, and it was expected that the filament voltage would be dropping in accordance. But to our surprise, it was increasing slightly! The explanation was immediately forthcoming. The power line is a three-wire system, 110 volts each side of a common wire. The filaments are all supplied from one branch, and the plates from the other. As a result, when the additional current of the plate supplies flows through the common wire (in the opposite direction to the current supplying the filaments) the total resultant current in this leg is lowered, and would not become greater until the plate supplies took over twice the current the filament transformers take. With the lowered current, there is a lowered drop, and consequent rise in voltage. This would not happen, of course, if the three-wire system were not available. Unfortunately, no simple remedy for poor regulation with a two-wire line is offered.

In conclusion, let us say that this has been written only as a suggestion of one type of construction that can be followed in building a transmitter. We think the thing has merit in that it is a way of dressing up a bread-board layout to the point where it doesn't look so bad. And the exciter unit, including the RK20, would make a nice combination 'phone-c.w. rig, utilizing suppressor-grid modulation.
A Laboratory-Type Beat-Frequency Audio Oscillator and R.F. Signal Generator

Constructional Details for the Advanced Amateur

By Clinton B. DeSoto,* W1CBD

Part I—The Beat-Frequency Oscillator**

The nearer the ham shack approaches to the attributes of a well-equipped laboratory, the larger the enjoyment coefficient of the operator, the higher the operating standards, and the greater the potential and actual value of the ham station as an experimental enterprise. Like any other plant or institution, the amateur station almost necessarily comprises certain pieces of apparatus that are in themselves non-productive. In addition to the basic transmitter and receiver, there are frequency meters, monitors, modulation indicators, oscilloscopes, service checking instruments, and so on. The measure of the perfection of the average station, once a decent transmitter and receiver have been provided, is the extent and utility of this gear.

Two of the more elaborate items of equipment that are to be found only in the best-equipped ham stations, but are indispensable pieces of apparatus in even the most elementary developmental laboratory, are the signal generator and the beat-frequency audio oscillator. Neither of these devices is essentially a cheap piece of equipment. True, approaches to them are available at nominal sums. But anyone who has used the ordinary serviceman's test oscillator or the type of beat-frequency audio oscillator that contains one or two multi-purpose tubes will be well aware of the insurmountable deficiencies that these cheaper approaches to the problem possess. They are all right for their purpose—even an absorption-type wavemeter has its uses, although it cannot be substituted for a precision-type heterodyne frequency meter—but work of even moderate accuracy and reliability is impossible.

Now what if one gets ambitious, and looks in the catalogs of the purveyors of precision laboratory apparatus for such equipment? Two hundred—three hundred—four—five—six hundred dollars for each, the prices run. Few of us want to struggle along with that in the final and give up a new kilowatt rig just to have a nice, shiny, new signal generator and b.f.o. Obviously, some other approach to the problem is indicated. At least, that is the conclusion this writer reached back in July, 1934. The intervening months have been intermittently occupied with seeking a realization of that objective.

The result is shown in the photographs. It represents a combined signal generator and beat-frequency audio oscillator, which can be used individually or collectively, according to the job at hand. The signal generator has an average maximum output of one-half volt across a relatively constant impedance of 200 ohms to the receiver input terminals over a frequency range of 150 to about 40,000 kc., in five overlapping ranges, with a stable modulation capability of 60 per cent and provision for 100 per cent modulation. The b.f.o. has a range of from less than 1 cycle to about 10,000 cycles, with a reasonably open scale, and an average output of 25 volts (modification in design could provide several times this value, if required), controllable in 0.1-volt steps from zero without auxiliary voltage dividers.

The entire unit, with the exception of the
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** In two parts, the second will appear in an early issue.
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power supply, is contained in a General Radio unit panel assembly, including a 661-A panel, 661-K end- and base-plate assembly, and 661-R dust cover. (The power supply matches this type of construction, as well, and it has been found uniquely satisfactory for this purpose; the supply, which provides auxiliary variable voltages to

facilitate receiver checking, has been previously described in QST."

THE AUDIO B.F.O.

The beat-frequency oscillator occupies the lower half of the assembly. The mechanical layout is shown in the photographs, the circuit diagram in Fig. 1. In order, the stages are: high-output variable oscillator, low-output fixed oscillator, balanced detector, and power output push-pull amplifier.

As is evident in the illustrations, all parts associated with the oscillator circuits are mounted on a special sub-base made of 5/8-inch aluminum. This sub-base is attached to the main chassis by four mounting pillars, three of which are insulated to eliminate stray reactive branches. The Na-

duction type "N" 270° tuning dial has an integral insulated shaft coupling and the zero-beat adjustment is made via a bakelite shaft, thus preserving the isolation of this unit.

The circuit used in the oscillators, it will be seen, is of the self-compensating pentode type with inductive coupling, providing dynamic fre-

FIG. 1—CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE BEAT-FREQUENCY AUDIO OSCILLATOR

C1—003-µfd. mica condensers (Cornell-Dubilier 9-12030).
C2—900-µfd. variable condenser (see text) (General Radio 339-X).
C3—35-µfd. midget variable condenser (Hammarlund MC-35-S).
C4—100-µfd. air trimmer condensers (National dual i.f. units).
C5—500-µfd. midget mica fixed condensers.
C6—0.1-µfd. can-type paper by-pass condensers.
C7—25-µfd. 25-v. electrolytic condenser.
C8—250-µfd. midget mica fixed condensers.
C9—25-µfd. 100-v. electrolytic condensers.
C10—16-µfd. 450-v. electrolytic condenser.
R1—50,000-ohm ¼-watt fixed resistors.
R2—20,000-ohm 1-watt fixed resistors.
R3—20,000-ohm 2-watt fixed resistors.
R4—5,000-ohm ½-watt fixed resistor.
R5—1500-ohm 25-watt potentiometers (Ohmite 0159).
R6—2000-ohm 30-watt variable resistor (Ohmite 0377).
R7—10,000-ohm 30-watt fixed resistor.
R8—1000-ohm heavy-duty potentiometer (General Radio 471-A).
R9—50,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
L1—600-µh. oscillator inductances (see text).
L2—150-turn coupling coil (see text).
L3—20-turn coupling coil (see text).
RFC1—45-mh. r.f. chokes.
RFC2—25-mh. shielded r.f. chokes.
T1—Push-pull input transformer (Kenyon KA22).
T2—Push-pull output transformer (Kenyon 2A3MD).
SW—Double-throwable-double-pole switch (General Radio 338-B).
tapped at approximately $\frac{1}{4}$, bank-wound on 1-inch diameter special bakelite tubing having a high crystalline content. After winding, the coils were baked and thoroughly impregnated, making them almost entirely non-hygroscopic.

Coupling to the detector is provided by means of single-layer coils wound on 1$\frac{1}{4}$-inch diameter tubing mounted around the oscillator inductances. In the case of the variable oscillator, the coupling coil contains 150 turns of No. 32 d.s.c. magnet wire, close-wound. The fixed-frequency oscillator coupling coil consists of 20 turns of No. 26 d.s.c., spaced the diameter of the wire, center-tapped. This ratio is sufficient to provide the combination of strong signal and weak signal components essential for distortionless single-side-band detection.

The method of assembling the coil units is as follows: The oscillator inductances were first rigidly mounted to the heavy sub-base with four threaded mounting lugs. Around them were mounted the coupling coils, also with threaded lugs, fastened equally rigidly. After wiring to the sub-panel circuit elements (all securely fastened in place to safeguard against future variations of any sort) was completed, the National dual trimmer condensers were wired in position with self-taping bus bar. Finally, the National shield can was placed around the assembly and top and bottom mounting screws snugly tightened all around. This assembly is reasonably economical, and at the same time leaves little to be desired from the standpoint of permanent electrical and mechanical stability.

The variable frequency oscillator has an imposing line-up of auxiliary shunt capacities. First there is the .003-µfd. parallel capacity, which also appears across the fixed oscillator. These condensers are of the fixed mica type, of selected accuracy, molded in low-loss non-hygroscopic natural bakelite, with especially low power factor; ordinary mica condensers are not suitable in this application. The dual National air trimmers are also common to both circuits. Next there is the Hammarlund MC-35-S zero-beat-adjustment condenser, which is panel-controlled; a condenser with a smaller capacity range and one at the same time capable of more rigid mounting might well be substituted. Finally, there is the main tuning condenser. This is a special condenser made by General Radio, designed for use in beat-frequency oscillator circuits, and ideal for that job. It is shaped to follow a logarithmic law through part of the rotation and is linear the rest of the way. This provides something like $\frac{1}{4}$ of the dial for the frequencies below 1000 cycles, in contrast to the few degrees that ordinary straight-frequency-line condensers would give. The condenser itself is a beautiful mechanical job, and is practically immune to variations of any kind except those transmitted through the tuning control.

**BALANCED DETECTOR**

The outputs of the two oscillators are supplied to the input of a balanced detector, provided by
ALL radio amateurs are not men, and this is a story about an amateur who was certainly not masculine; who was not even an operator; who knew nothing at all about antennas and the gear that excites them, yet was, nevertheless, a real amateur. It is the spirit that determines the measure of an amateur, and this spirit can exist wherever it pleases it to do so.

Ann Yardley wore her profusion of bronze-colored ringlets with the careless grace of the very young. Her eyes were grey, direct; the lashes that fringed them were black and very long, and Ann Yardley's mouth was a shade of surpassing loveliness, cosmetic artistry being what it is. The hands that held the booklet depicting modern console-type all-wave receivers for the well-appointed home were beautiful and wholly in keeping with the lady who was not yet an amateur, but who had everything that it takes. The impatient finality with which she now tossed the booklet aside indicated one of those traits associated with ladies who have red hair.

"What I want," she murmured, "is a very small one, like a book. I want it finished in china blue to match my boudoir, and it must get the foreign broadcasts clearly."

Ann's voice was a soft contralto of an appealing type which the expression of her eyes could reinforce with irresistible effect. The salesmen could not get their fast ones to work, but clung to the ropes, now and then smacking the canvas.

"The price doesn't matter," she said, hoping that this would make all things right. "Couldn't they make one, special, you know? Like this?" holding up two exquisite fingers six inches apart.

All the talk about the size of the chassis needed for various tubes meant nothing to her. Cabinet acoustics and speaker size meant very little more.

"I guess I'll just forget the whole idea," she thought, examining, with commercial intentions the refined spider webs which were stockings.

"Charge these," she said, "and these, too."

She whipped the dazzling town car deftly through the traffic, her expression serious.

"If Jug were only here he could tell me what kind to get," she thought. "But Jug won't be here until June, and June is a whole lifetime away."

The length of the time until June occupied her thoughts for two blocks.

"I know what — I'll write and ask him."

That night, resting her chin in her small hand, she wrote to Jug Southgate, who was an engineer (well, anyway, he was studying it, and it was all the same, wasn't it?) Jug, who was tall and hard-boiled and decisive; who was the chief operator at the University amateur radio station; who would not talk about radio to her at all, and who therefore very probably knew all there was to know about it!

"Jug, dear — you are so smart, at least I think so, please tell me what kind of radio to buy that will get programs from anywhere, yet which I can, in my feeble way, jiggie. I want it to be finished in China blue to match my boudoir, and it must be small, Jug, like me. And if I want Barranquilla, or Caracas, or Rabat, let it be there, dear Jug, if I turn gadget 1 to 10 and turn gadget 2 to R. I want DX with a capital D and the X is for you."

This note lay in an A.C. text between the circle diagram of a synchronous condenser and the mathematical analysis of the effects on transmission line characteristics when field excitation is varied, acquiring three days age while Jug worried with schedules. Being an amateur, he assumed that by DX she really meant DX.

His reply was hurried, apparently, for it was written on the blank side of a piece of chart torn from a recording wattmeter.

"Ordered yesterday latest communication type receiver to be shipped here for test. Will send it along when I've tried it out alongside a similar one we have here at the station. Receiver is black crackle finish, like the business end of a dog's nose, only it is not wet. This is a birthday present. Could use the X right now. How long is it until June? Don't say it."

In due time the receiver arrived, the letter accompanying it being filled with directions that were explicit. Southgate never left any loose ends.

Ann studied the receiver with consternation. It was as big as ten books, encyclopedia volumes at that. It was black and heavy as lead. She looked at the R meter and folded her hands resignedly.

"It looks like some great engine looking sadly from its one glass eye for its wandering carburetor," she said to the maid. "Look, Nora! What is it?"

Nora looked. "It match me, not de room," she said, finally.

The service man who was summoned to install
the receiver was an amateur. He examined it with enthusiasm, inside and out, spinning the dial happily.

"I am a ham," he said.

"He says he is a ham," said Ann, approaching the maid down the hall. "Pipe all hands on deck if he gets violent. In another minute he may be Napoleon."

The two stages of pre-selection ahead of the first detector gave the receiver ears like an Iroquois scouting party. It missed nothing. Japan, Rome, and all the rest came in with sustained strength and clarity, the R meter under the influence of the automatic volume control rolling lazily back and forth in highly amiable fashion. The console-type dynamic speaker that Jug had included had a three-inch voice coil. It did not fool around.

Ann was happy.

"Oh, it is wonderful!" she exclaimed. "Listen, Father! That's London! Isn't it clear?"

H. Carlton Yardley looked under his glasses, then over them, examining the receiver with only perfunctory interest. On an intensity scale it would have been about R1. He was chairman of the board of so many concerns he could not name them all without counting up. A radio to him was just something to turn off. He liked horses, and with horses high-frequency superheternonics have little in common.

"How did you ever decide to get that kind of machine?" he asked, finally.

The lady raised an eyebrow.

"Jug sent it. It's nice."

"Harrumph!" said H. Carlton Yardley.

No communication type receiver can long endure short-wave broadcasts as a steady diet. Something else began to occupy Ann's grey-eyed attention: the pistol-shot key clicks of commercials rambling at high speed, the rich, 500-cycle voices of ship-to-shore stations; the discordant squawking and disconnected heterodynes of vast jumbles of amateur signals that the twist of the beat oscillator control turned into clear, ringing notes, variable from the highest pitches to the hoarsest bass by just spinning the dial an inch or two. Some sounded very, very fast; others were much slower.

"They must be sending something terribly interesting," Ann decided, looking critically at two hands which were poems, "for it is all so secretive in code."

"I must learn this code," she added, later, snapping off the femininely-attired reading lamp. "I can do it. Jug will be so proud of me!"

Ladies with red hair are persons of determination, not easily discouraged. Behind Ann's wide, grey eyes was a mind that was quick. She memorized the code practically over night. But interpreting it on the air was something else. Weeks passed and there was apparently no further progress. She worked so hard, for she was trying so earnestly to please Jug! But when weeks passed without success, she became impatient and finally angry, both at herself and at Jug, for it did not seem fair, somehow, that he could do a thing that she could not do if she worked at it. She stopped writing to Jug in her diary, spiritually cutting herself adrift to fight it out alone, for she was a lady of spirit.

And then, one night, she recognized an "a," an "n," and a "d" all tied together! It happened so quickly that it took her breath, and she could only squeal faintly, her eyes starry with delight. Oh, Ecstasy! Leaping to her feet, she rushed madly to her door to tell someone—anyone—but discovering in dismay that she had on only her ear rings and bracelets and a few wispy nothings, she abandoned the idea at once and celebrated with only a little cheer. That night she wrote to Jug in her diary, and after that it was easier.

One cold afternoon in early spring, one of the pale blue envelopes addressed in Ann's handwriting appeared at the Sigma house. Jug got it as he was leaving headed for Machine Design. Behind him marched two freshmen, one carrying very carefully the drafting board, for it bore a plate of a locomotive valve gear. The other carried the instruments and T-square.

"Hope it's good news," said one freshman, loudly.

"If it's good news we won't have to come and get these, maybe," ventured the second.

Jug laughed and lit his pipe.

"Come and get them at three o'clock," he said, without turning his head. Then he tore open the envelope. A barely perceptible expression of shock passed across his face. He read it twice.

"Jug, dear," said Ann's upright, rolling script, "I have been keeping a secret from you, but I am simply bursting with it, and because I am simple and child-like, I must tell. I have learned the code, Jug, precious, and I have been copying the University's twenty-meter signals every afternoon. At least, I have been getting your call, but not so very much of the rest. Jug, send something to me Sunday the eighteenth at three o'clock my time, and don't get somebody else to do it, for my womanly intuition will know, and please, please don't forget, for I will die of disappointment!"

—Ann

Southgate grunted something, and shoved the letter in his pocket. Only a week ago he had sent through a letter to all operators and to the Transmitting Staff cancelling until further written notice all 14-megacycle operating activity on Saturdays and Sundays. The press of traffic on the 3.5-megacycle trunks, two of which intersected at the University, combined with the originated traffic from the campus pick-up boxes, had the hook jammed over the week-ends.

(Continued on page 39)
Since the introduction of crystal control, its application to amateur transmitters has progressed constantly until it is now estimated that eighty per cent of all amateur transmitters operating below 30 megacycles are frequency-controlled by this method. Possibly the other twenty per cent would use crystal control if circumstances permitted.

The reasons for the universal acceptance of crystal control in amateur transmitters are obvious. The frequency stability of transmitters using crystal control is essentially independent of transmitter adjustment. The operator may tune the transmitter up, without auxiliary frequency checking apparatus, with reasonable confidence that the frequency of the transmitted signal will be within a hundred cycles or so of the value marked on the crystal or of one of its harmonics; assuming, of course, that no mistake is made in selecting the proper harmonic. He may also toss 15 henrys or so of choke and a couple of microfarads of condenser into the power supply filter and be reasonably certain of obtaining a note which will comply with regulations, unless he purposely sets out to violate the law by using “filter” combinations to obtain “that distinctive note.” (If the present tendency in this direction continues, a swing-back to p.d.c. may be necessary to secure a note distinctive from others.) Crystal control is much more tolerant in this respect than self-controlled systems.

However, it cannot be said, by any means, that crystal control is wholly ideal. The fact that it will hold the transmitted signal to a single frequency, whether one wants to or not, is its greatest disadvantage when complete frequency flexibility is desired. Again, there have probably been as many occasions for spitting at the cat in attempting to get a cranky crystal to oscillate as in obtaining satisfactory stability with a self-controlled oscillator.

Close personal contact with operating conditions has developed the desire for complete flexibility in transmitter frequency adjustment which even a drawer-ful of crystals could not entirely satisfy. Although something may be and has been said of the logic in tuning the receiver over the entire band after a C02, or at least listening in different sections of the band in alternation, there are certain practical obstacles which may be difficult to overcome in popularizing the idea.

Because the number of stations operating at any one time has increased greatly within recent years and because receivers have now been developed with extreme selectivity which makes it possible to search thoroughly rather than just skim over the band picking out only the R9 signals, it is hardly practicable to tune over any range greater than 100 kc. at the most and do justice to the job. During a recent ORS party, better than seven contacts per hour were averaged for six consecutive hours and yet no more than the lowest 50 kc. portion of the 3.5-mc. band was covered with a receiver which was not of the ultra-selective type. Compared with conditions a few years ago, each 50 kc. to-day is approximately equivalent in usefulness to the entire band width of that time, with proper equipment and operation.

However desirable this narrow-band practice may be, it does not take care of the case where a transmitting operator, either by signal or position in the band in which he is operating, indicates that he will listen for replies in a given slice of the spectrum. What if he intends to listen from 7000 to 7100 kc., while our own transmitter is tied down to a frequency of 7200 kc. and we desire to communicate with that particular station? Of course, we might wait until the transmitting station indicated that he would listen near our frequency; but, depending upon the transmitting operator’s particular interests, it might be a long and fruitless wait. In a case of this sort, shifting the transmitter frequency is the only logical solution. Much less QRM will be caused by shifting transmitter frequency than by long and frequent calling at some frequency remote from the most logical section of the band for the other operator to listen.

Perhaps one of the most useful ways in which the transmitter with a continuously variable frequency range may be used is in multi-way QSO’s and net operation. The frequency of the transmitter may be immediately shifted to that of one or more others making break-in operation possible between several stations and reducing QRM. Another case in which a completely flexible frequency adjustment may be very useful is best illustrated by an example. Two other stations, A and B, are communicating. It is desired to contact station A on conclusion of his QSO.
with station B. The transmitter may be tuned to the frequency of station B and station A may be called immediately upon conclusion of the QSO with reasonable certainty of raising the desired station, since Ws receiver will be already tuned to the right frequency. Several other unusual stunts may be worked in communicating readily with a desired station. Of course, a little intelligence and discretion must be used in performing maneuvers of this sort and it is easily possible to abuse the advantage greatly. Pirating a DX contact is one way of becoming mighty unpopular. The oscillator and all circuits but the final amplifier and antenna may be tuned up beforehand without causing interference. Even these two latter adjustments may be made immediately if the settings of the proper tuning positions are tabulated and it is not necessary to apply plate voltage to the final amplifier. The transmitted signal certainly should not be "zwooped" through the band in changing frequency.

Last but not necessarily least, the self-controlled oscillator may be depended upon completely to oscillate strongly whenever plate voltage is applied. Where one crystal out of ten may respond to rapid keying, no trouble on this score is experienced with the self-controlled oscillator.

**CONCERNING STABILITY**

Complete transmitter frequency coverage dictates the use of some form of self-controlled oscillator to replace the crystal oscillator. While the electron-coupled oscillator is undoubtedly superior to other types, it is far from being a crystal-controlled oscillator in every characteristic, and requires just as much attention in construction and adjustment as any other type of self-controlled oscillator if satisfactory stability and signal character are to be obtained. The erroneous idea which some entertain that the performance of a crystal oscillator may be duplicated by wiring up a four-or-five-element tube in the well-known electron-coupled circuit is demonstrated by the weird signals often heard emanating from transmitters of this type. On the other hand, with proper care in construction and adjustment, crystal oscillator performance may be approached so that at least ninety per cent of the observers will be unable to detect the difference.

A considerable amount of time was spent in determining the factors which affected the stability and signal characteristics and the proper treatment of these factors to obtain desired results. A good monitor is an absolute necessity.

---

**FIG. 1—CIRCUIT OF THE ELECTRON-COUPLED EXCITER UNIT**

- $R_1 = 20,000$ ohms.
- $R_2 = 50,000$ ohms.
- $C_1 = 450$ µfd. mica.
- $C_2 = 250$ µfd.
- $C_3 = 250$ µfd. mica.
- $C_4 = 100$ µfd.
- $C_5 = 70$ µfd. mica.
- $C_6 = 100$ µfd.
- $C_7 = 0.002$ µfd. or larger, mica.
- $L_1 = 10$ t. No. 18 d.c. or enam. 1½ inches diameter, winding length 7/8 inch, tapped at third turn from ground end. (3.5 mc.)
- $L_2 = 3.5$ mc. 30 t. No. 24 d.c. 1½ inches diameter, turns spaced diameter of wire.
- $L_3 = 3.5$ mc. Same as $L_2$.
- $7$ mc. 22 t. No. 18 d.c. 1½ inches diameter.
- $14$ mc. 7 t. No. 18 d.c. 1½ inches diameter, turns spaced diameter of wire.
- RFC = 2.5 mh. r.f. choke (National R-100 or Hammarlund receiving type).

A very well-shielded and stable super-heterodyne receiver may be used to check stability, but will get the operator into plenty of trouble if it is used for frequency checking before the tuning of the transmitter has been definitely checked in terms of receiver setting. The operator will find a receiver tuning range crowded with a confusing sequence of beat notes until experience and check with a good monitor show which ones may be depended upon for calibration. If the transmitter is to be of fairly high power, it will be advisable also to check the frequency stability of the monitor or receiver with changes in line voltage. A receiver which had always appeared perfectly stable in ordinary service indicated a bad keying chirp until a test with an electric toaster and waffle iron intermittently connected to the line showed that the chirp was caused entirely by change in receiver oscillator frequency when transmitter keying varied the line load and receiver supply voltage.

With monitoring equipment check and operating, the oscillator circuit shown in the diagram was set up with an 802 or RK23 tube. First tests
VK-ZL 1935 DX Contest Results

By R. H. Cunningham, VK3ML*

The success of a contest can be judged by the number of entrants; the more logs returned, the bigger the show. If this is true, we have every right to say that this contest was even better than the Centenary competition of 1934. October, 1935, aided by good radio conditions, attracted more stations than ever. Aided by support from ZL, the VK’s were able to offer the DX stations more contacts. Judging by the comments from the overseas stations, there must have been enough to make everybody happy. The N.Z.A.R.T. and the Victorian Division of the W.I.A. wish to congratulate the many overseas Societies that took our Contest to heart and gave it the support and publicity we so very much appreciate.

Our heartiest congratulations are extended to the top scorers in all parts of the globe. VK3EG obtained his great score on 7 and 14 mc. only. VK4GK after making 188 contacts in 35 countries added a cool 61 contacts on 28 mc. VK3EG worked 50 countries, made W.A.C. in 6 hours 23 minutes and W.B.E. in 80 minutes. VK2LZ made 80 28 mc. contacts. VK3FG worked 17 countries with the usual 3.5 watts input. ZL2CI did a great job with 100 watts and a 7 tube s.s.s. 37 countries made up his multiplier. ZL1GX made 13 contacts on 28 mc. as well as 37 countries on other bands.

W9TB with his P.P. parallel 860's blocked many a second detector and turned in a nice 4800 points. W6KRI, who develops 1 kw. in his P.A., marked up the best W total of 5040 points. W5EHM did splendidly with 3187 points. W5QL made 22 28 mc. contacts and topped the “W” section. W5WQ gave a good third in that class with 21 28 mc. QSO’s. ZL2BT made both contacts. VK3KX returned a figure of 455 points per watt. Special mention must be made of the ultra fine cooperation tendered by the D.A.S.D. This Society made use of the contest as a local affair as well, special certificate awards being made to the winners of the various Districts as well as a range of prizes (tubes, etc.) in certain cases.

Many contacts had to be crossed out in the cross-check because of serial numbers not being identical in both cases. Contests which depend on serial numbers as the exchanged message require these numbers to be accurately transmitted and received. This is the operators’ pigeon and no one else’s.

VK3EG’S award of £1/1/- to the station that made W.B.E. in the shortest space of time went to VK2EO who worked the British Empire by 0410 on the 6th of October. Congratulations, 2EO! Entries in the Handicap Section were very few. All logs bearing power inputs less than 50 watts were sorted and worked out. Under the rule of 500 points for each 28-mc. contact, VK4GK won this section with a score of 540 points per watt. Under the other meaning of the rule, VK3KK returned a figure of 455 points per watt. Special mention must be made of the ultra fine cooperation tendered by the D.A.S.D. This Society made use of the contest as a local affair as well, special certificate awards being made to the winners of the various Districts as well as a range of prizes (tubes, etc.) in certain cases.

Under the Receiving Section of the Contest Eric W. Trebilcock, B.E.R.S. 195, of Australia made use of the contest as a local affair as well, special certificate awards being made to the winners of the various Districts as well as a range of prizes (tubes, etc.) in certain cases.

United States Scores:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>United States Scores</th>
<th>W3EVT</th>
<th>1229</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1CMX</td>
<td>624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1GHE</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>W3EYVW 675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1APA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W5EXF 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1ZI</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W3FJK 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1BNB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>W3DBD 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1FPP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W3CAO 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2BYP</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>W3AWH 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2DZA</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>W3EJO 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W21W</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>W4AJB 1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2BHR</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>W4AJY 876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2BSR</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2GZY</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>W5EVM 3457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2CC</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>W5QL 3017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three-Way Radio Club Meeting

ON THE night of January 9th members of the Mobile Amateur Radio Club gathered at their club station, W4C1Q, members of the Montgomery Radio Club assembled at W4DGY, and the Birmingham Amateur Radio Club gathered at W4DID, for the first Alabama three-way radio club meeting. All three stations were working in the 1.75-mc. 'phone band. The following amateurs were present and took part in the gabfest:


The contacts were very successful and various matters concerning club activities and club relations were discussed, and personal comments, renewal of old friendships and a general feeling of good spirit resulted in a most interesting meeting. Where clubs are separated by great distances such joint meetings by radio are a particularly fine thing and create better understanding between clubs and a new interest in club work. The Alabama boys are already planning for more such get-togethers.

Highway Markers

The Miller (South Dakota) Amateur Radio Club has put up highway markers on the principal routes through Miller inviting traveling amateurs to stop and visit the local hams. These markers carry an A.R.R.L. emblem and the calls of active club members, and have resulted in numerous amateurs dropping in on the Miller gang. This seems like an excellent idea, although we must caution any club contemplating such markers to first obtain permission from the state or city highway department.

W9XAZ—31,600 kc.

The Milwaukee Radio Amateurs' Club calls attention to its ham program over W9XAZ (31,600 kc.) every Saturday from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. CST. Amateurs hearing these programs are requested to report same to the club in care of W9XAZ, The Milwaukee Journal, Milwaukee, Wis.

Get Acquainted!

Clubs are excellent places to get acquainted with radio amateurs and to participate in interesting discussions on our hobby. At A.R.R.L. headquarters there are recorded the addresses of the several hundred amateur radio clubs affiliated with the League, their places and times of meetings. Why not drop in at your local club and "meet the gang"? Address the Communications Manager (enclosing 3¢ stamp, please) for data on affiliated clubs in your vicinity.

Miscellany

1936 officers Astoria (L. I.) Radio Club: W2BAA, pres.; W2AIQ, vice-pres.; W2EFA, secy-treas. ... The Houston Amateur Radio Club is sponsor of a contest the two weeks starting April 4th. Attendance at club meetings will count appreciably in the final score. The number of states worked will be used for a multiplier. Any clubs desiring complete details may obtain same by addressing the club at Box 707, Houston, Texas. ... A good time was had by all despite bad weather at the Western Amateur Club's hamfest held in Granite, Okla., on February 2nd. ... The Central Illinois Radio Club (Bloomington, Ill.) announces its 1936 officers: W9CFV, pres.; W9MIN, vice-pres.; W9BPU, treas.; W9TAQ, secy. ... The Rockomeka Amateur Radio Club (Livermore Falls, Maine) reports a club QSO contest in progress, and new officers: W1AUR, pres.; W1AHY, vice-pres.; W1ALO, secy. ... W8LGO was winner of the transmitter offered by the Utica (N. Y.) Amateur Radio Club in a recent contest. ... The Goshen (Indiana) Amateur Radio Club celebrated its 2nd anniversary with a party for the families of its members; new officers for 1936 were installed: W9TRN, pres.; W9PEU, vice-pres.; W9VNQ, secy.; W9VNM, treas. ... The Santa Clara County Amateur Radio Association (San Jose, Calif.) has undergone a complete reorganization; the new constitution calls for 100% membership in A.R.R.L. Only licensed amateurs, who are actively operating stations, are invited to membership in the Association. The formation of an auxiliary organization, which would admit new amateurs, S.W.L.'s, etc., is being considered. ... Activity is high at the Cambridge (Ohio) Radio Club; current matters under discussion include the advisability of an inter-city club and possibility of building a club house and station; profits realized from a recent hamfest are sufficient to build a station and club shack, although such action is still uncertain. ... The Frontier Radio Club of Windsor, Ontario, announces plans to hold an extra meeting per month—over the air, possibly on 28-mc. 'phone; the club's officers, elected in November, 1935, when a thorough re-

(Continued on page 88)
A 5- and 10-Meter Converter
A Superhet Input Unit Using Acorn Tubes for 28 and 56 mc.

By John J. Long, Jr.,* WBABX

The tremendous activity on 28 mc. and the steady improvement on the part of 56-mc. workers in the work of stabilizing their transmitters has made the possession of a good receiver for these frequencies highly desirable. This converter unit is particularly suitable for use with the conventional "all-wave" band-switching superhet receiver. A high order of performance is made possible by the use of acorn tubes. The 954 pentode is used for the input mixer and the 955 for the oscillator. The circuit is given in Fig. 1.

As in any equipment designed for operation on the very high frequencies, it is important to give the layout very careful consideration in order to allow short leads and a compact assembly. Another important fundamental is to follow carefully the directions given by the tube manufacturer concerning the mounting of the 954, in particular. In my own receiver, a sheet of thin mica is used to insulate the terminal nuts from the chassis and in this way small by-pass condensers are formed right at the terminals. An excellent idea, however, would be to use the new...
National XMA sockets in which these considerations are provided for.

At WSABX, this converter unit is used for all bands with appropriate plug-in coils. It is used with a standard superhet broadcast receiver. It

This converter unit does not represent any striking departure from normal practice. It is, however, a very useful gadget and one which is capable of an excellent performance when a good superheterodyne is available for use as the intermediate frequency amplifier.

Should the receiver be fitted with one of Lamb's noise silencers, the whole outfit will constitute just about an ideal set-up for ultra-high frequency work providing it is not intended to allow reception of any signals suffering from severe frequency modulation.

Attention, Members

April is the month during which our directors are assembling suggestions and comment looking to their annual meeting in May. Your director will be glad to hear from you. His address is on page 6. If you have ideas for the improvement of amateur radio, thoughts about what ought to be done about our problems, write him soon.

Building a Simplified Superhet

(Continued from page 56)

trol gain without mixing itself in with the selectivity and tuning. Finally, regeneration in the i.f. is exactly what is not wanted when a noise silencer is added to a receiver. And we look with anticipation on the idea of adding a combination filter-noise silencer unit to the set. When that's installed, we think our own receiver problems will be solved for another year at least.

Lamb, "A Noise-Silencing I.F. Circuit," QST, February, 1936. The discussion of the effect of high i.f. selectivity on noise silencing action, with particular reference to the crystal filter, also applies to high-selectivity regenerative i.f. amplifiers.

Strays

Our January QST cover depicted a ten-meter WAC station. The idea seemed to be quite complete save that VS6AX did some careful scrutinizing at the cards on the wall and found one addressed to a W1. This in itself wouldn't have been so noticeable save that we had mentioned editorially that W1 had not made a ten-meter WAC at that time!

Just heard W6GAT calling W9GUN the other night. There would probably have been plenty of shooting if they had contacted!

—W9ADG
Amateur Radio
STATIONS

W2IDQ, East Orange, N. J.

Another apartment station is W2IDQ, owned by H. Leroy Vanderford, located in East Orange, N. J. The whole outfit is installed on a flat-top desk occupying a corner of the dining room. The transmitter is completely enclosed and is quite compact, considering the amount of power used, naturally any haywire had to be eliminated, being intolerable to the average OW except when confined to an unseen part of the house.

The transmitter operates on the 160-, 75- and 20-meter 'phone bands. Band-changing is a matter of about three minutes with plug-in coils and hinged doors. The tube line-up is an 802 oscillator, operated either as a Tri-tet or electron-coupled, parallel 802's in the buffer, and parallel 860's in the final amplifier. Grid-bias modulation of the 860's is used at the present time, although modulation of the plates and screens of the buffers together with screen-grid modulation of the final has been successfully used. Plate input to the final is 375 watts on all bands.

Speech equipment is in the metal box at the left on the operating table. The amplifier is push-pull throughout, using 57's in the first stage, 56's in the second, and 46's in the last. The microphone is a W.E. 387-W.

All of the transmitter stages, as well as the 2500-volt and 700-volt power supplies, are in separate aluminum compartments, with all wiring in shielded cable. Each unit is mounted on a bakelite base with terminal strips, and can be removed very readily. The Collins antenna-coupling unit, mounted in the top section, is provided with a ganged inductance switch, operated by a knob at the rear, for band changing. In addition to the ventilation provided by the louvers in the metal cabinet, an 8-inch fan is built in the rear panel to aid air circulation in hot weather. Bias batteries and extra coils are kept in the lower desk drawers.

The antenna at W2IDQ is a center-fed "V," 132 feet on each leg, with 99-foot feeders. It is supported on 20-foot poles and crosses the roofs of two apartment buildings. An ACR-136 takes care of the receiving.

W2IDQ is another old-timer come back to the game—after a lapse of nineteen years! Vanderford was originally licensed as 3MF back in the pre-war days of 1916.

W7DET, Seattle, Wash.

The accompanying photograph of W7DET, owned by William Vandermay of Seattle, Wash., illustrates an attractive arrangement for the home-built low-power station. Both
transmitter and receiver are within easy reach, yet plenty of room is available on a small operating desk for the pencil and paper work which accompanies station operation. A wooden framework supports the transmitter above the receiver and in addition provides some pigeonholes for spare coils, parts and other accessories.

The transmitter is completely contained in one unit, including a 300-volt power supply and antenna-tuning equipment. It is a two-stage rig, using a 47 oscillator and parallel 46's in the amplifier. Handles on the case permit its use as a portable transmitter, the weight being about 40 pounds. The input to the final is about 30 watts. For home station use an auxiliary power supply furnishing 500 volts is available for the amplifier, permitting inputs up to 100 watts.

The receiver consists of two units, the one to the left being the receiver proper and that on the right a power-supply and speaker. The circuit used is a 57 c.c. detector, 2A6 first audio, and 2A5 second audio.

At the present time the station is operated on 70 meters, however. An Automatic Tape Recorder (Continued from page 58)

winding, the signal coil bakelite form and the completed signal coil with leads.

The inkwell, into which the pen fits, is shown in Fig. 5. The inkwell is made from a 1-inch length of ¼-inch copper tubing sawed through lengthwise and then squeezed together so as to permit the up-and-down motion of the pen without touching the sides of the slit and yet with just enough clearance for free motion. Each end of the tubing is closed (soldered), the pen slit being the upper ¾ inch. The lower section has a piece of 1/16-inch copper tubing soldered into it through which the ink flows into the inkwell. At the bottom of the inkwell an overflow catch basin has been soldered—just in case the ink does overflow, the catch basin prevents the ink from running over the surface of the case.

The tape guide which is shown in Fig. 6 is made from a piece of bakelite, 5 inches long, 1 inch wide and ½ inch thick. Two strips of thin metal are screwed lengthwise to the bakelite in such a manner as to provide clearance for the tape which is 0.005 inch thick. The tape is held against the bakelite strip by the two metal strips spaced to provide clearance for the tape which is ½ inch wide. The tape slides through easily without binding. The tape guide is mounted on a shaft with a control knob so that the whole unit can be moved forward against the pen for light or heavy contact. The pen touches the tape very lightly.

Fig. 7 illustrates the ink reservoir. Turned out of brass, the inside diameter is ⅜ inches and it is ⅜ inch deep. A piece of ⅛-inch copper tubing is soldered to the bottom. A piece of ¼-inch rubber tubing connects the ink reservoir to the inkwell. The level of the ink in the inkwell is governed by the knurled nut and thread at the base of the ink reservoir, the level being raised or lowered as desired.

Ink is made from methylene-blue, one ounce being dissolved in two quarts of boiling distilled water. The solution is then filtered through a dozen layers of cheesecloth; add 20% grain alcohol after filtering. This makes an excellent free-flowing blue ink for fountain pens. Parker's Quink, to which about 20% alcohol is added can be used too. Tape is available from Paper Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Penna., the type known as "Perfection A Recorder" being recommended.

A new technic arises with the recorder—the business of reading signals by eye. True, the dots are there with the dashes and spaces in full view, yet it is rather awkward to read them at any speed which compares with the ear and sound. Practise, however, is the answer and it is understood that commercial operators take it by "eye" around 90 w.p.m. It is quite interesting and fas-ci-
HINTS and KINKS for the Experimenter

Oscillator-Mixer Coupling with the 6F7

PROBABLY most amateurs know the 6F7 at least by name. It consists of two separate tubes in one bulb, one an r.f. pentode and the other a triode, a common cathode being used for the two sections. The circuit diagram of Fig. 1 shows a method of using the tube as a combined mixer-oscillator in superhet receivers, the point of interest being the method of coupling between oscillator and mixer sections. This arrangement is suggested by B. P. Hansen, W9KNZ, who has found it superior on many counts to coupling circuits previously tried.

W9KNZ writes: "This is the stablest and quietest converter circuit I have tried so far, and I don't exaggerate when I say I've tried more than a couple. The cathode of the tube is placed above ground by the r.f. drop across the portion of the oscillator coil between cathode tap and ground, and since the cathodes of the two sections of the tube are the same the mixer cathode will also be above ground by this voltage. This means that the r.f. drop appearing across this section of the oscillator coil also will be applied to the mixer grid. There may be regeneration in the mixer, too, although this stage is perfectly stable. The conversion gain seems to be rather higher than with the more common layouts, while the noise level is lower than on anything so far tried here. Stability is swell—probably the grounded-plate oscillator has something to do with that. Also, while the coupling is certainly direct enough, there is freedom from the usual 'pulling' so common with electron-stream coupled mixing circuits. The r.f. circuits must be shielded from each other. The r.f. filtering shown might perhaps be dispensed with, but the receiver I'm using it in is rather cramped."

A later letter from W9KNZ indicates that the circuit will handle large signals a bit better if automatic bias instead of fixed bias is used on the mixer section. The proper automatic bias can be secured by inserting a 1700-ohm resistor, bypassed by a 0.1-µfd. condenser, in series with the connection from the lower end of the oscillator coil to ground.

Simple Filament-Voltage Booster for 6.3-volt Tubes

PROBABLY some of the gang have been hesitant about trying some of the new metal tubes in receivers because of the necessity for getting a separate 6.3-volt filament supply when the existing receiver is geared up for 2.5-volt tubes. W1CD has an inexpensive and simple solution to this one. The gadget is an auto-transformer, made by winding 100 turns of No. 20 wire on an old audio transformer core (every ham has one!). A tap is brought out at the 39th turn and the works connected as shown in Fig. 2. Both 2.5 and 6.3 volts are available.

W1CD's transformer handles four 6.3-volt tubes, the other three in his receiver operating at 2.5 volts. He writes that from the way the transformer operates it would seem to be capable of handling the remaining three just as readily. It took about five minutes to build.

Insulating Filter Chokes

THE following idea may be of some value to amateurs who have high-voltage power supplies to build. Instead of purchasing an expensive, high-voltage filter choke insulated to withstand umpty-ump thousand volts between...
winding and core, one can get along very nicely with any type of choke which has the desired current, resistance, and inductance rating, regardless of its voltage insulation. It is only necessary to mount the “under-insulated” choke on two or more sturdy stand-off insulators, so that its core and frame are isolated from any grounded circuit. The frame and core can be painted red if the operator fears that he may forget the status of this filter arrangement. A still safer procedure is to enclose the choke in a grounded metal box, the frame and core being insulated from the protective covering by the stand-off insulators. It might be decidedly unhealthy and not in the least conducive to longevity for the operator to touch the frame of said choke with himself grounded and the power supply in operation. This dodge, however, is certainly worth remembering as a shekel-saver.

—I. C. Waller, W2BRO

Antenna Coupling to the 56-mc. Receiver

Many hams on the u.h.f.‘s spend a lot of time getting their transmitting antennas way up in the air or have elaborate directional affairs, but I wonder if they do the same for receiving? From observations in this locality I would say that there are very few fellows paying enough attention to it.

I am located in a valley, on sea level, one and a quarter miles from Long Island Sound, about forty miles air line from New York. With ordinary equipment, such as a super-regenerative receiver and a pair of 45s in transmitter, I think I’m having more fun per mile than a lot of fellows. My antenna is about 60 feet off ground. It is an 8-foot vertical with 44 feet spaced feeders going down into the shack. The same antenna is used for transmitting as receiving. Of course you can’t duplex, but how many DX contacts on 5 are?

My fun started when I took advantage of a tuning scheme suggested by W1EYM, N. Bishop, shown in Fig. 3. It has worked well for all fellows who tried it. Make the receiving antenna just as high as the transmitting antenna—or use same one as we do around here. It makes the difference between no signals at all and signals of the R6 to R7 variety.

The feeders from the antenna are clipped on the circuit as shown. The clip on the 6-turn coil is set so that resonance will be obtainable at some setting of \( C \), indicated by causing the receiver to stop regenerating. Signals will be best with \( C \) detuned just sufficiently to permit the receiver to return to the super-regenerative condition.

—Ralph M. Bray, W1CDR

Break-in and Monitoring System

A COMBINED break-in and monitoring system which has given good results for about eight months on c.w., and which is now being applied to phone work at this station, is shown in Fig. 4. It is a modification of the time-delay system shown in Hints and Kinks.

Two relays are used, one taken from an old “B” eliminator unit, and the other being an a.c. telephone relay. If the system is to be used for c.w. alone, the contacts shown for the mike battery can be connected to the oscillator keying circuit, and the winding of Relay 1 connected to 3 volts d.c. When used for phone, the connections are as shown in the diagram.
In the transmitter there is a small Dunco 2.5-volt a.c. relay, with contacts in series with the high-voltage transformer. If the key is left closed, manipulating the a.c. relay in the transmitter will cause the relay system shown to operate automatically. Of course if a type of microphone requiring no current is used, the contacts shown for the mike battery circuit will not be needed except as mentioned above.

The system operates as follows:
When current passes through Relay 1, it closes the contacts to the grid circuit of the 112A, and puts about 50 volts positive on the grid. When the contacts are open, there is -22.5 volts on the grid. With the contacts closed, and the positive difference between -22.5 and 50 volts on the grid, the 4-µfd. condenser holds the charge, which leaks off at a rate governed by the 50,000-ohm potentiometer. The delay can be adjusted from 0 to about 1½ minutes, depending upon the adjustments of the relays, which, by the way, are quite critical for quick operation. Next, the plate current of the 112A operates the plate circuit relay, the contact arm of which is connected to one side of the 'phones. The other side of the 'phones is grounded. When the relays are open, the arm of Relay 2 rests on the receiver output side. When closed the arm rests on the monitor side, and will stay there after Relay 1 has been opened, depending upon the setting of the grid potentiometer. All voltages, except for the filaments, are supplied by the receiver, and the output of the receiver and monitor are resistance coupled against ground. Of course any type of coupling from receiver and monitor could be used so long as there is a common return for the 'phones; otherwise a d.p.d.t. relay would be required in the plate circuit of the 112A.

One can work virtual duplex with this system on 'phone by using the key and leaving the high voltage on. All that is necessary is to depress the key while speaking, and let it up when not speaking, the grid potentiometer being adjusted so that the 'phones will come back to the receiver, immediately the key is opened. Regardless of the switching method used, the system enables one to listen to whatever is being transmitted, whether c.w. or 'phone.

The only difficulty experienced at all was in adjusting the relays for operating at such low currents—15 to 20 ma. oscillator plate current through Relay 1 and 6 to 10 ma. 112A plate current through Relay 2. All resistors, with the exception of the 112A filament resistor and the 60,000-ohm potentiometer, are of the 1-watt type, and all condensers shown are rated at 600 volts (working) d.c. The output tube of the receiver is a 56 and the monitor a 76. The plate resistors should be changed to suit any other type tube used.

Neon-Bulb Oscillator for Tone Modulator

The article in February QST by Mr. Schnell, covering the use of neon-tube audio oscillator as a keying monitor or code practice device, suggested another use for this simple and inexpensive equipment, to wit: tone modulator for i.c.w. on the 56-megacycle rig.

The writer, being an old-timer recently returned to amateur fold via the ultra-high frequency route, rather tires of 'phone at times, and has a hankering to oil up the old bug and have some QSO's in code. He debated between buzzer tone and a triode oscillator, until Mr. Schnell's timely suggestion came forth. The neon tube settled the question.

A few minor changes in the circuit were made as shown in Fig. 5 and the old-timer was on the air, with FB reports from all parties contacted.

Keying the output instead of the battery circuit resulted in a more constant frequency.

---Ralph E. Henry, W6MXC

Simple Monitoring System for Checking Hum or Modulation Quality

A MONITORING arrangement which requires very few parts is
shown in Fig. 6. It has been used for a considerable length of time with excellent results by Seiler Brothers, W8PK. A glance at the diagram will show that the system functions by picking up a small amount of audio voltage from the filament center-tap of the final amplifier and feeding it into a pair of headphones, utilizing an ordinary output transformer of the type used to feed a dynamic speaker for the purpose.

A glance at the diagram will show that the system functions by picking up a small amount of audio voltage from the filament center-tap of the final amplifier and feeding it into a pair of headphones, utilizing an ordinary output transformer of the type used to feed a dynamic speaker for the purpose.

The diagram at A can be used with transmitters of moderate power, while that at B is recommended for high-power rigs. The resistance-condenser coupling will prevent burning out the transformer winding if the plate current of the stage exceeds 300 or 400 milliamperes. The transformer used should have good frequency response.

The signal level in the 'phones is high even with a low-power 'phone rig. This sensitivity makes the system useful for detecting hum in the signal, a feature which will make it appreciated by c.w. as well as 'phone operators.

28-mc. Converter with Tuned R.F. Receivers

THE 10-meter converter described in February QST works very FB on a t.r.f. set as well as a band-switching superhet. My t.r.f., 58-57-56-2A5, works fairly well on ten but lacks sensitivity. Coupled to the converter with the coils of the t.r.f. tuned to 3500 kc., the average 10-meter 'phone is several times as loud and by adjusting the regeneration of the detector in the receiver the sensitivity seems to be better than when using the converter on a 7- or 10-tube super. Another advantage is the absence of "birdies" or beats with the h.f. oscillator in a superhet. A separate beat oscillator is desirable for c.w. reception.

To facilitate changing the converter in and out of the circuit I brought out the filament, B plus and -B ground leads from the receiver and wired them to a 4-prong tube socket. The corresponding leads from the converter are wired in a tube base. Then it is only necessary to plug this in and couple the antenna to get on ten.

---

An Automatic Tape Recorder

(Continued from page 58)

nating and the tendency is to sound off the characters. And some of those peculiar or "distinctive" fists look just the way they sound.

Normally, good recording suggests 5 words per foot of tape. To open up or space the characters, the speed of the tape puller is increased and vice versa. Assume that a "high-speed bug merchant" promises to deliver signals at 45 w.p.m. That is one big promise which will be filled by very, very few amateurs. Of hundreds which have been recorded at W9UZ, no one has approached that speed—which would require tape at the rate of 9 feet per minute with the puller motor turning up 81 r.p.m., using the 3½-inch diameter puller. 8.73 r.p.m. would be 1 foot per minute or 5 w.p.m., etc. To take WIZ at 8 w.p.m. requires a motor speed of 148 r.p.m. to pull the tape through at 17 f.p.m.

It is most difficult to leave the recorder alone—a new toy with which the interest and pleasure seem unending in "looking at the fists" on the air. With its completion, an ambition of long standing has been realized at W9UZ—the station is entirely automatic and is capable of handling 100 words per minute transmitting and receiving.

---

A 28-Mc. Rotary Beam

(Continued from page 50)

the latter in favor of the DX in the opposite direction, which picks up in strength "on beam." On December 20 it was possible to hear VK3YP's crystal oscillator running; 8 watts in the plate circuit of a 6A61 Considering the receiver here—a tuned r.f. job—it was interesting to note the cut off when the beam was swung only a few degrees of.

An R9 power leak originating from an 11,000-volt line 1½ miles northeast is reduced to about R1 when beam is swung 180 degrees off, allowing clean reception to the southwest. The location here is in a hornet's nest of factory power lines and noisy equipment, but use of the beam has helped immensely; making it possible to hear QSO Europe and Africa for a ten-meter WAC.

FIELD CHART OF W6JN ANTENNA
Devoted to the interests and activities of the
INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR RADIO UNION
Headquarters Society: THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, West Hartford, Conn.

Conducted by Clinton B. DeSoto

Additional qualifications for this classification: W0BPU with VK2EO, W0PTC with OK1BC, ON4LX with W1AF, and VE2EE, W4EP, W8DYK, and W1FH with EA4AO. Don't forget that either QSL cards or equivalent proof must be submitted before QST mention can be made.

Erratum:
Incorrectly captioned was the photograph on page 62 of the February issue of QST, cut labels having been mixed up in the process of assembling the issue. Actually, the enthusiastic microphonist is Jean Lory, F8DS, secretary of the R.E.F., a most prominent figure in French amateur radio. Sorry, OM.

General:
Approximately 30 undercover stations are now active in Colombia, with the expectation that licenses will be issued in the not-too-distant future . . . . The official hours of working in Belgium are: Weekdays, 0000-1100, 1400-1500, 2300-2400; Sundays, 0000-1100, 2300-2400 . . . .

Eric J. Lake, VK4EL, travelling in North Queensland with no mains supply, did some excellent QRP work with 1.1 watts to a B406, working VK2-3-4-5-6-7, ZL1-2-3-4, VS6, ZT5 and OA4 . . . . The latter three reports were, in order: R6 QSA5, R5 QSA4, R4 QSA3 . . . . W3AWH reports 14 mc. open all the day 'round some days in February, with good DX at almost all hours . . . . OZ7T worked four continents on 28 mc. as early as 1928, recalls OZ7Z . . . . An unusual contact is CR9DA, operating in Macao on about 14,290 kc., reported by W5DVI . . . . QSL's for all CR stations through R.E.P., Pors

VU7FY INDIA

O. A. F. Spindler states that all "W" stations with whom he has had a QSO have had their QSL cards sent to them either direct or via the A.R.R.L. and he will be pleased to forward another card to any station who has not received their QSL card.
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PY1DI, is that the communist troubles are continuing and all amateur activities will probably continue to be suspended through March . . . . Confiscation and worse attend undercover operation, so PY's are very quiet these days . . . . VP7NB and VP7NC are the only stations active in the Bahamas currently . . . . FB8AG has been working a lot of W's recently on 14,360 kc.; the QRA is Roger Luzet, to operate in the region between 14,000 and 14,150 kc. . . . . For that matter, why do the majority of DX 'phones in every part of the world congregate in the lower-frequency end of the 14-mc. band? . . . . Miles W. Weeks, W1WV, submits a most unusual record for consistent DX: He has worked over 400 G stations in some 875 contacts during the past seven years, about one-fourth of the total number of existing license-holders . . . . This is a mark for the G's themselves to shoot at! . . . . A new record 9th "district" WAC is reported by W9LEZ on behalf of Niel Werner, W9AJA, who did the job back in 1931 in 9 hours and 35 minutes . . . . T. A. Githens, W9AEH, did it in 10 hours and 10 minutes last year . . . . D. W. Rowe, W9BPU, believes he is the first 9th district station to WAC on 28 mc. 32LU having completed the group back in January . . . . ZS6A and VK5LD did some record relaying during the cricket matches between the Australian Eleven and Transvaal last autumn, shooting a message to Capt. Victor Richardson of Australia and getting his reply back via land telephone and delivered in about ten minutes . . . . At the close of the matches the final scores were relayed back to Australia within two minutes of the time stumps were drawn in South Africa, all 100 per cent with QRP . . . .

Because of space limitations the QSL Bureaus of the World will be run next month.

New Transmitting Tubes

TWO new transmitting tube types, to be known as the 804 and the 805, have just been released by RCA. The 804 is a pentode practically equivalent to the well-known RK-20, taking the same filament voltage and current, and having the same maximum plate voltage rating, 1250 volts. Plate and screen dissipation ratings are 40 and 10 watts, respectively. The 804 carries a maximum output rating of 80 watts for c.w. telegraphy, the driving power required being approximately 1.2 watts. As a suppressor-modulated amplifier, the tube can deliver a carrier of 21 watts with a driving power of less than one watt. The tube is the same physical size as the RK-20, has the same pin arrangement, and is similar in construction.

The 805 is a new triode of having the "50-watter" type of construction except that the plate connection is brought out to a top cap. The bulb and plate are larger than in the 211-205A types, however. The tube can deliver an output of a quarter kilowatt with 1500 volts on the plate, and can be used at maximum ratings (Continued on page 86)
OPERATING NEWS

Conducted by the Communications Department

F. E. Handy, Communications Manager
E. L. Battey, Asst. Communications Manager

THERE are good notes and bad, and more poor notes than there should be on the air today. Just last night we were listening to a moderately bad note on 14 mc. and speculating whether the station owner had had the misfortune to lose some filter condensers, or what. However, our kind solicitude turned to surprise when we heard the bum note rattle off, "QRU but QRX min ....... gog put de on .... hi." In other words, that signal could have been a 100% T9 proposition all the time if its owner had desired! Adequately filtered power supply equipment is required by regulation.

The risk that the sender assumed that the FCC monitoring stations would not pick up this performance and call him with self-admitted violations of Pars. 381 and 382 is his own responsibility. The business of BAD NOTES that double and treble interference in our bands, that make repeates necessary, that delay traffic, that ruin DX, that take the pleasure out of rag-chews .... that sort of business is everybody's business.

High station efficiency is an end toward which every individual amateur should work. It can be shown that with hundreds of single signal receivers in ham shacks putting a premium on the signal that is sharp (and ignoring signal energy in sidebands) that there

is not even a personal excuse for an operator to use an inefficient, prehistoric and selfish signal in his ham bands.

Bad notes are an outstanding nuisance in whatever bands they turn up. Section Managers comment on the situation in their current reports. It is not a situation common to any one locality. Many amateurs write to complain about it .... more particularly about certain stations .... tuned filters, power supply modulation, no filters at all, intentional modulation of a telegraph signal. It seems to us that any station

is not a situation common to any one

modulation of an intentional category that we shall be able to keep our

signal energy in sidebands) that there

... that sort of business is everybody's

business.

DX Notes

VE2HG feels reasonably sure that he is the first VE2 to work India; he worked VU2DQ in early December and would like to know of any VE2's who worked India before that time. FR6VX is reported between 2200-2320 GT, TX9X, 14,235 kc, and F8BAG, 2230-2400 GT, TS, 14,280 kc. W9ELA, Minneapolis, lists some more or less rare (for W9) DX: ZU6M 14,125 kc, CPLIC 14,440, HB9AT 14,040, ZS6X 14,045, ZP2AC 14,300, ZGUX 14,300, CESB 14,400, ZS1AH 14,265, YM4FS 14,140, VS1Aaj 14,350, VX3NA

14,400, LYTAG 14,390, ON4CJJ 14,400. A new one was worked by W9ELA on February 21ast—ON4CRM, 14,375 kc, T9X. QRA: Ray Meunier, T.S.F., Leopoldville, Belgian Congo; it was his second QSO with the U.S.A. On 1mc. W9ELA worked KA1ER, January 16th, at 8:45 a.m. 7220 kc., and KAME, 7290 kc. W6CIS was QSO VUTAB, Mysore, India, 14,325 kc., low r.a.c. note, February 16th, at 3 p.m. PST.

A few of the "kind that count" are reported by W1TS; he has recently worked J2KN, 14,250 kc., 8:30 a.m. EST; VU2BDG, 14,400, 8:30 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.; PZ1AA, Surinam, 13,090, 7:30 p.m.; and on "ten meters" J2HZ, 28,400 kc., 6:15 p.m., Mar. 2nd; V535VD, Andaman Is., 28,800, 8:30 a.m., Mar. 3rd. J2CA has been heard at 14,260 kc, at 10 a.m. EST. W1TS recently worked all continents in 8½ hours. Between Dec. 28, '35 and Feb. 6th, WAGCQG worked 35 VK's and 10 ZL's on 14 mc., both 'phone and c.w. On Jan. 28th alone he worked 5 VK's and 3 ZL's. W1AUB reports a contact with VK5GW, 14,310 kc., at 4:30 p.m. EST, Dec. 30, '35; he received BST 579 report. The ship call XESM reported in last month's DX Notes is actually XES3. W1AUB has recently worked J2CA, and VK2J1, and is one of several calls, all home-brewed (!), used by commercial operators and ranging from VE1 to VE8 or so.

WAGCQG reports SX3A, putting through a nice signal, at times 87-8, on 6990 kc., and 14,650 kc., 500-cycle note. XS2CX was heard by WAGCQ and WA4AU and is reported operating on the high-frequency end of the 14-mc. band, coming through between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. EST. Quoting OZ6T: "Please drop a tip to the lads to call a little longer when calling European stations .... we search the whole band over here .... and it takes us about one and one-half minutes." PY1DI deplores the habit of calling a station that has just finished calling some other station. He has had several experiences in conjunction with a schedule with FG8J where, after calling FG8J, he will tune onto a long call to PY1DI, and thinking it is FG8J he will remain tuned to that signal, only to find it is some "W." There is little excuse for calling any station until you are reasonably sure that station is tuning for random contacts and not engaged in any way of work or looking for a definite station.

W6CNQ reported, too late for March QSTT, that the ZL and VK gang will make every effort to establish 3.5-mc. DX contacts during March. They will be active on that band from 2:30 to 4:30 a.m. EST. ZL2GN reports that he will be found between 3505 and 3520 kc. Most VK-ZL stations will be found between 3500 and 3550 kc. Best time to QSO VK-ZL on 3.5 mc. during March is between 2:30 a.m. and 4:30 a.m. EST.

On Feb. 22 at 11:50 p.m. EST, W2UK QSO F8AG on 1750 kc. for what is believed to be the first USA-African contact on that band beating W1BB by one night. SIGs were 85 at both ends. The first five days of the week of Feb. 23 W2UK snagged V86BD and used phone when signals were strong enough. On 14 mc. V86AF was worked twice during that period, W1EWD QSO V8D7Y on ten meters the first week in March, W1EAO worked USA7 who was on 14,140 kc, WINI and W1FTR QSO V8BA7 on March 6th. W1SZ completed his ten-meter WAC March 1, QSOing 2JF, who was also worked on the 4th and 6th. W1CMX completed his ten-meter WAC on March 6th with J2ALJ. Many Eastern stations are having their first real chance to make good contacts with Asia with V6S coming through on 14 mc. each morning for 2 or 3 hours at a time, starting at 7:30 a.m. KA1AX arrived in Los Angeles March 4th.
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The Colorado "H.P.M." Circuit

THROUGH the fine cooperation of Colorado amateurs, an efficient radio circuit was established between the La Junta Hospital and Hartford, via Denver, during Mr. Maxim's last illness. Bulletins were sent and received at least twice daily. The 7-mc. messages travelled W9CDE-W9ESA-W1MK, while the 28-mc. daylight routing was W9CDE-W9CJJ-W1DF, W9QGD (Fowler, Colo.), got bulletins from W9CDE (La Junta) and worked W9ESA (Denver) twice daily. The afternoon bulletin was 'phoned to W9CJJ, the W9CJJ-W1DF 2000-mile daylight circuit a 100% demonstration of the reliability of 28-mc 'phone. The radio bulletins were awaited eagerly by both the Hartford papers as well as by relatives and the many immediate friends and associates of Mr. Maxim. Not only was Mr. M. O. Davin, W9CDE, helpful in arranging the Colorado circuits but he was in frequent attendance at the hospital, extending many courtesies to Mrs. Maxim and family. No radio amateur could have done more, and his work is a shining example of the true ham spirit.

Radio Silence

Official A.R.R.L. broadcast number 660 suggested that during the funeral services on February 21st, as a fitting mark of respect for our President and founder, that thirty minutes of "radio silence" be observed. The information was retransmitted and given excellent distribution on all amateur frequency bands.

New Mexico 1.75-mc. 'Phone Net

The New Mexico 'Phone Net meets as an A.A.R.L. Net on Tuesday evenings at 5:00 p.m. MST. Six members are on a spot frequency of 1805 kc., and all will be on that frequency eventually. Stations include W5ZM, Net Control, W8CQY, W6DLG, W6C1YX, W5DAD, W5BBU, W5BRG and W5DWP. The net members would appreciate the cooperation of stations near 1805 kc. in avoiding QRM during net periods, 5:00-8:00 p.m. MST, Tuesdays.

The article by Mr. Dye, WAAPC, wins the C.D. article contest prize for this month. Each month we print the most interesting and valuable article received, marked "for the C.D. contest." Contributions may be made to any phase of amateur operating or communication activity (DX, 'phone, traffic, QST, etc.), but material which adds constructively to amateur organization work, prize winners may select a 1936 Handbook, six logs, six message files, six pad blanks, or equivalent credit toward other A.R.R.L. publications. All contributions should run around 400 words. Send yours today.

Re Testing

By Sanford Dye, Jr., WSAPC*

YOURS TRULY seldom complains about conditions. In fact, it is my opinion that more actual good can be done by testing an example. But it DOES seem to me that about 98% of the testing on the air could and SHOULD be eliminated. I refer to the nefarious practice of jangling the key and whistling into the mike that can be heard almost any time of the day or night on some amateur band. Certainly, we are merely amateurs, and naturally we must resort to a little testing (the remaining 2%) in order to tune up our antennas; but our bands are already small enough without crowding them with "ABC" and "YYYYYYYY" and "Hello Test." Such transmissions are absolutely useless as far as informing us about the quality of our signals. With a little common sense and the judicious application of two or three meters (they do not have to be accurately calibrated) and a monitor, any multistage transmitter can be fully adjusted up to and including the final amplifier tank circuit without an antenna of any sort (dummy or radiating). Likewise, by using the old bean, a dummy antenna, and two or three meters (only the milliammeter in the modulated stage need be accurately calibrated), any 'phone transmitter can be made to emit intelligible speech.

One more item—to adjust a bug, we should use it with a busser, audio oscillator, or dummy antenna. The key is part of the transmitter, and should be adjusted along with it—off the air.

It all sums up to this—we all resent needless QRM, but are we ever guilty of causing it? How many hours and wasted effort do we waste by "testing" with a transmitter that is already adjusted to the maximum of its capabilities? How many more QSO's per year could we make by calling instead of simply "testing"? Remember that the innocent must suffer FOR and WITH the guilty. Are you guilty?

Do you have a monitor? If not, then fix up one today so you know how your signal sounds, and are less dependent on estimating the reports of others, in which one has to discount reports depending on distance, fading, and a possible desire to flatter! Has a monitor always on hand.

What about a dummy antenna? A simple lamp bulb of the proper wattage rating and a couple of clips will take care of that. Better yet leave your dummy antenna connected to the proper points (for impedance matching) on the tank to make it equivalent to the regular antenna, and switch to this while checking anything in the equipment that has gone wrong, when tuning, changing frequency, etc. The A.R.R.L. Board has gone on record for wider use of the dummy antenna to better this situation. Are you up to date? Install this simple, yet important piece of testing equipment in or beside your transmitter today.

*3859 W. 140th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Avoid useless TESTING. Operate your station efficiently. Make use of these simple devices and principles that mark you as a mature, intelligent amateur, properly considerate of the rights of others. Demonstrate your monitor and dummy antenna to visiting amateurs so they will be encouraged to follow your example.

---

Official Relay Stations Make Records in January Party

O.R.S. appointees enjoyed fine conditions and success in the January quarterly activities. Fun in traffic handling and pride in schedules ready for any emergency job of communication given way four times each year to concentration on the problem of making as many solid contacts with brother O.R.S. as possible, and many are the friendships made and renewed, and great the pleasure in these occasions. Thirty-five stations of the many hundreds on the job ran up scores of over 16,000 points, and every district or licensing area is represented in the results. No A.R.R.L. Section has a monopoly of the leadership, although Illinois and Connecticut stood well in the number making out well above the average scores. The 20-out-of-33 hour plan of work received universal approval.

The records made by W3EOP, W4NC and W3N3F are the most outstanding, all making over 40,000 points. W3HN the cup-winner (holder of the W9AUC trophy) was right there with the leaders. But the "statistics" tell the story better than mere words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>QSO's</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W3EOP</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W4NC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3N3F</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

BRASS POUNDERS’ LEAGUE

(January 16th–February 15th)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W9JD</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9FL</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8PL</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2BOX</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WGO</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>1274</td>
<td>1526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1ARK</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7GIP</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8FPT</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1118</td>
<td>1175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5ETX</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>901</td>
<td>1118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8FTP</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FIP</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>1146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WIP</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1023</td>
<td>2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9SDE</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1377</td>
<td>1456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8EIO</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6MIO</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6MTO</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8FAM</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9BZL</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9EES</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9GWG</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8ICM</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9SHB</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W7LXU</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>1393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9FNL</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5DBV</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WJB</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>2107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9ENH</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26,600</td>
<td>30500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W1MKH</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26,600</td>
<td>30500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6FICF</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>20,135</td>
<td>25203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

More-than-One-Operator Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W4DUG</td>
<td>3052</td>
<td>3589</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5DPT</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9KXW</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>653</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3QCL</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These stations "make" the B.P.L. with totals of 500 or over. Many have made extra credit for hundreds of more deliveries. The following one-operator stations make the B.P.L. for delivering (100 or more) or deliveries in excess of 250 deliveries count.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Orig.</th>
<th>Del.</th>
<th>Rel.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W6GHD</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>2859</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6LIF</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>2539</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W8HPR</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6JWW</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>532</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Briefs

An aeroplane of the Dominion Skyways, Ltd., Canada, damaged a tail ski when landing at Mud Lake (65 miles southeast of Rouyn, Quebec) in the late afternoon of February 13th. The direct means of communication from Mud Lake is by radio through C25L and C25M, which are stations of the Skyways. At the time the plane was damaged the Rouyn operator had gone off duty for the day. VE2CU, operator at C25L, turned his ham set and raised VE3WK, Toronto, on 3.6 mo. VE2WU wired the information to Rouyn where another plane was made ready, arriving at Mud Lake shortly after sunrise, February 15th. Considerable delay was avoided by the use of amateur radio.

---

W3DTG, George W. Bruffey, is bandmaster of the U. S. Navy Band.

April, 1936
During the last thirty days 51 Observers have reported with detailed information on the 8-mc. regions, and 15 Observers with like data on the 4-mc. territory being surveyed. Those listed are doing something more than "talk about" more frequencies. They are giving unselfishly of their time to give your amateur representatives at Cairo and the conferences that precede it vital facts, knowledge and information with which to work in our common interest.

For February 1936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>QSOs</th>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Heard</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W9WC</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,460</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HF</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,190</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9BM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,116</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9GT</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9LLV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9GLA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>W. Pa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9TWA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9MOL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>W. Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9AED</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9DF</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>W. N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9FYA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>N. C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Briefs**

W9KWF, Grant Town, W. Va., reports a QSO on February 27th (4:50 a.m.) with KFQF, the Yacht Ornoro, off the northern coast of South America bound for Kingston, Jamaica. KFQF was on approximately 7100 kcs.

Add father-and-son schedule: W9IBD, St. Paul, Minn., elder; W7FLB, son.

**Phone Notes**

A.R.R.L.'s leading group of Official 'Phone Stations comprises a nationwide 'phone operating organization of some 200, all of the better stations, even during the peak of operating excellence by scheduling quarterly tests.

Since the last additions to the O.P.S. roster appeared in QST, the following 48 O.P.S.'s have received appointment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>QSOs</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W9DFQ</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6EOP</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9MEM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9GMD</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9H6B</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9XK</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9QG</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HOT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9HBC</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9TAT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W9XQ</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All Official 'Phone Stations receive special bulletins from Headquarters. At the present time plans are being developed for an O.P.S. competition for next season. All 'phone operators joining the group within the next few weeks will receive full details and be eligible to compete.

The appointment carries some prestige as the group aims at leadership in 'phone constructional and operating practices. The O.P.S. Contest will weight experimental and constructional factors 50%, with another 50% on operating results in quarterly activities and "in between."

**Invitation, all voice-operated stations:** Drop a postal to A.R.R.L. for an O.P.S. application form and details on the appointment. On receipt of details fill out the form and send to the local Section Communications Manager elected by members, who will be glad to handle your application.

**The January O.P.S. Tests**

ALTHOUGH the quarterly tests ran under a new schedule A of less operating hours than in previous parties, results reported were generally excellent. W9WC forged to the front, making the best QSO-record. Conditions all over the country were excellent, and the list of stations heard that accompanied the next bulletin will make mighty interesting reading for all members who were on the job.

All Official 'Phone Station appointees are urged to pass the word along to additional well-designed amateur 'phone stations that new and additional appointments-to-the-qualified will be made in the next few months and that the special plans for the next season's work will be open to them if they get signed up as an O.P.S. at an early date. The following tabulation of results in the last operating tests (January 25th/26th) speaks for itself. The next scheduled test starts on April 25th-full information in the O.P.S. Bulletin as usual.
At the present rate, WAS records are being completed one a day or better! Someone, somewhere makes WAS each day. Did you complete yours today?

A.R.R.L. Trunk Lines

For reliable handling route your traffic via the A.R.R.L. All-O.R.S. Trunk Lines. The stations on each line, and the frequency on which each line operates, are as follows:

Trunk "A" (3885 kc.): W2ICQ W3LFE W5DNI W90XP W9KZL W9ATW W7BAK.
Trunk "B" (3785 kc.): W3APW W8HIMH W9EDQ W4CXY W9MDZ W8RIZ W9PVZ W6GQC W6GXY W6LBE.
Trunk "C" (3785 kc.): W1CRP W1IP W1FPO W1ASB W2KZ W8EZ W3BWT W9BYA W6DW W4AKJ.
Trunk "D" (3885 kc.): W4BDT W4BBW W4DS W6CQW W5ABI W6XZ W95D W9ZWM W6KOL W6FQU.
Trunk "E" (3785 kc.): W6CZ QSMOR W9PAF W9KPB W9DB W7DIE W7DBP W7EIO.
Trunk "F" (3275 kc.): W5FPM W7APS W7WY W7HD W6LMD W6KGO W76PU W6EFK.
Trunk "G" (3885 kc.): W1EVJ W2BJA W3TST W2ICM W8NNM W7AAR W7MH W7DUE.
Trunk "H" (3885 kc.): W8PVZ W9PVZ W6GQC W6TBE.
Trunk "I" (3885 kc.): W5AIJ P2E3Q W6LMD W6KGO W76PU W6EFK.
Trunk "J" (3885 kc.): W8PVZ W9PVZ W6GQC W6TBE.

Trunk "K" (3835 kc.): W9HPG W9BAZ W4APU W3APV W8HMH W9EDQ W4CXY W9MZD.
Trunk "L" (3885 kc.): W5DNI W3LFE W5DNI.

Order of listing indicates order in which they qualified for W.A.S. certificate. Sufficient postage must be sent with the confirmations to finance their return. Contacts may be made on any of the amateur bands and at any number of different addresses, provided no two addresses are more than twenty-five miles apart. Send your confirmations as soon as you can qualify!

Charter Members, W.A.S.

Order of listing indicates order in which they qualified for certificates.

W. W. Weels, W1WV; Wm. G. Mathis, W3BES; F. E. Littlefield, Jr., W1DUK; Hugh Y. Meetea, W3BB; C. G. Conklin, W3BAD; W. A. Byron, W1A; W. H. Cotton, 9DFX (W5LEC); Leon A. Weaver, W8BOF; W. F. Hartley, VESJ; Richard S. Burgess, W8KWN; Roger T. Wilson, W8JTT; Roy W. McCarty, W8KEA; Howard H. Brokate, W8AJJ; Russell E. Banker, W8BBV; Alex A. Smith, W8DHA; Warren Mallory, W5PGS; D. G. D. Small, W5MDB; Charles P. Weaver, W9EDQ; Ross J. Arrick, W8DPU; Herrick Brown, W4EZ-W4AB; Paul B. Lovegroen, W9AFN; L. W. Ballard, W8BNN; Roy F. Hathaway, W9WY; I. M. H. Gravalle, W8AG; W. J. Allen, W8Q; David J. Hoyer, W8BEUK; E. F. Henning, W8BMO; Wallis H. James, W7AYQ; R. W. Collins, W5CUE; James H. Thomson, W8QAD; Edward H. Leland, W8KMW; B. B. Backfield, W5DB; J. W. Van Schaick, W8FY; C. W. Krueger, W8NKU; Harry G. Burnett, W1LZ; R. Cause, W3EVE; Stanley J. Billeveau, W7AYO; Norman Harrison, W8BTD; W. H. Riisfelder, M.D., W8KEG; Benton White, W5PL; S. J. Mallery, W5CCX; G. Cecil Bate, W8BDD; Robert G. Creamer, W8KZO; William Hall, W5ASG; Richard V. Schneider, M.D., W8AVB; E. B. Butcher, W5DMY; William Fett, W4TR; Paul W. Hinkle, W8CG; Robert L. Poutet, W2AJY; Lelond Melvin, W8CED; Elmer Grabb, W8BDG; John B. Tomiczek, W8DBC; L. C. Gartner, W9DGL; Walter H. Smith, W8JMR; Lorentz Arnold Morrow, W8DBE; Frederick H. Black, W8I; Howard E. Smith, W2GDF; Godfrey S. Norman, W8MMN; R. J. Pape, W8RJO; Rus Salle, W8DIE; J. P. Jessup, W8QVZ; Stanley C. Reed, W8IQS; Vernon G. Dameron, W8HGA; William Cheley, W8JY; Joseph P. Jatis, W9CYT; William Fritz, W9BZD; Geo. E. Forrest, W8BM; William Sawyers, W8CGI; R. H. Lucia, W8EN; W. Frank Clark, W9DBS; Harold Jolliffe, VE3IG; Wilber Harmer Durbis, W3BDD; Frank Reisedorf, W8ERX; Earl Wiseman, W6CG (W6HIR); John Lucas, W9HC; William Obratis, W8EB; W. F. Bixler, W2EZ; William H. Hart, W8FII; Roger M. Lindsey, W8FIN; Hayden W. Evans, W8EQG; Everett Kick, W7EK (7ABB); E. H. Gibb, W8AQ; Horace Greer, W7R; Nick Salopek, W8NFO; E. L. Sanderson, W7RA; Leland Melvin, W8CED; Emmett Simmons, W5CPT; Oscar L. Short, W9ROE; Clifford Erickson, W5DDE; D. M. Rowe, W8BPU; Joseph K. Bronovich, W8ISA; Alfred A. Simon, W8KKR; Joseph Neeter, W5EUN; William J. North, W7NP; Ivan H. Basset, W9DZX; James Heuck, W5CPT.

A challenge! W2EQS Jersey City, N. J. wants it known he expects to be the first operator to make "WAS" on "160 meter" C.W. Who will take him up?
and certain Army Amateur's in the different cities were selected to handle this special demonstration as coordinating Signal Officer by the Liaison Officer, A.A.R.R.L. In the Office of the Chief Signal Officer, Washington, D. C.

A station was installed on the roof garden of the Hotel Montclair, New York City, where the main "Cruises" of the V.W.O.A. was held. The station was operated by Captain David Talley, U.S. Army, Signal Corps, Radio Aide to the Signal Officer, 2nd Corps Area. This station, WLNA-W2PF, was the acting Net Control Station during this test, and promptly at 10:30 p.m. EST transcribed the "W20A" on the special Amateur frequency 3407.5 kcs. This started the VWOA Roll-Call, and greeting messages addressed to the New York banquet were handled by the following Army Amateur's in cities where the other banquets were being held: WLM-95Q, WLRB-W4GQ, WLRB-W5BN,WLTA-W9DDE, WLW-W9BT, WLM-W3CXY, WLVRW-W6BM, WLVR-W6RJ and WWQB-K6EQW, all using 3407.5 or 6960 kcs. In addition to these stations, WLLW-W9DQ and WLPN-W7PQ were standing by to assist WLNA-W2PF, if necessary. WLRB-W4GQ assisted WLRO in handling Miami messages. WLVB-W6RJ backed up WLVH on the San Francisco traffic. WLM-W3CXY, Army Net Control Station, Washington, D. C., maintained a watch on 3407.5 and 6960 kcs, and relayed the messages from San Francisco and Honolulu direct to WLNA in New York City. It was 11:20 p.m. EST when the last message from Honolulu had been received at WLNA at the Hotel Montclair, New York City. The V.W.O.A. Net was then turned over to WLM, Army N.C.B., who acted as Net Control Station during the interchanging of V.W.O.A. traffic which continued until past midnight.

More than two hundred V.W.O.A. members and their guests, including Colonel Alvin C. Vos, Corps Area Signal Officer, assembled at the Hotel Montclair, New York City, where the main "Circus" and certain Army Amateurs in the different cities were operating. V.W.O.A. was held, and operated by Captain David Talley, U. S. Army, Signal Corps, Radio Aide to the Signal Officer of 2nd Corps Area. The Eastern Illinois and Western Indiana Radio Relay League, meeting on 1.75-mc., phone each Sunday morning, decided to make an actual test of the effectiveness of its net work, WWV, Danville, Ill., secured a message from his Police Chief for transmission to officials in other Illinois and Indiana cities and towns. The test was transmitted by WWV at 10:15 a.m., January 26th, and was retransmitted by W9AMO, Illinois key station of the net work, W9NBZ is Indiana key station. In less than five minutes return messages were being received at WWV. In all, fourteen direct replies were received from Mayors of towns, Chiefs of Police, justices of the Peace, Presidents of town boards, etc. A radius of 150 miles was covered. The stations delivering the message and handling replies were: W9AMO, W9SQH, W9VTQ, W9STG, W9NBZ, W9VW, W9VUH, W9BEP, W9PRV, W9LIG, W9VV, W9FNT, W9BOQ, W9UN, and W9VON.

## ELECTION NOTICES

To all A.R.R.L. Members residing in the Sections listed below:

The list gives the Sections, closing date for receipt of nominating petitions for Section Manager, the name of the present incumbent and the term of his office. (This notice supersedes previous notices.

In cases where no valid nominating petitions have been received from A.R.R.L. members residing in the different Sections in response to our previous notices, the closing dates for receipt of nominating petitions are set ahead to the dates given below.

In the absence of nominating petitions from a Section which has a vacancy to fill, the person holding the office shall be considered as running for re-election by ballot or as may be necessary. Petitions must be in the hands of the Chief Signal Officer of the Section on or before noon of the dates specified.

To a resignation in the Vermont Section nominating petitions are hereby solicited for the office of Section Manager. The following form for nomination is suggested: (Place and date)

**Communications Manager, A.R.R.L.**

We, the undersigned members of the A.R.R.L. residing in the Vermont Section, hereby nominate the following person as candidate for Section Manager.

We hereby ordain that the name of the persons nominated shall be printed in this and all future issues of QST for the purpose of allowing all members to have full opportunity to become familiar with the candidates for Section Manager. The name of the person nominated shall be included in all such issues.

The nominations shall be as follows:

1. Thomas A. Thompson, East Rutland, Vt.

2. Robert H. Yotaw, WYWW, New York City

3. Albert H. Ketterman, VE4LX, Monmouth, Ill.

4. Robert E. Maurer, W9AMO, Metamora, Ill.

5. James W. Davis, W9AMJ, Madison, Wis.

6. James F. Thomas, W9AMJ, Milwaukee, Wis.

The nominations are hereby made effective immediately, subject to approval and acceptance by the voters. Petitions for the nomination of candidates for the office of Section Manager are hereby solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. members residing in any Section may form a nominating committee to fill the vacancy in the office of Section Manager, subject to the approval and acceptance of the voters. The nominations are hereby made effective immediately, subject to approval and acceptance by the voters. Petitions for the nomination of candidates for the office of Section Manager are hereby solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. members residing in any Section may form a nominating committee to fill the vacancy in the office of Section Manager, subject to the approval and acceptance of the voters.

## ELECTION RESULTS

Valid petitions nominating the following candidate as Section Manager were filed in a number of Sections, as provided in our Constitution and By-Laws, electing the following officials, the term of whose offices begins January 1, 1936:

**Communications Manager, A.R.R.L.**

- Washington Robert H. Yotaw, WYWW
- Alabama Alfred H. Ketterman, VE4LX
- New York Robert E. Maurer, W9AMO
- Vermont James F. Thomas, W9AMJ
- Illinois James W. Davis, W9AMJ
- Kansas James W. Davis, W9AMJ
- Ohio James W. Davis, W9AMJ
- Pennsylvania James W. Davis, W9AMJ
- Massachusetts James W. Davis, W9AMJ
- Massachusetts Albert H. Kettenbach, VE4LX

## 1.75-mc. Police Test

The Eastern Illinois and Western Indiana Radio Relay League, meeting on 1.75-mc., phone each Sunday morning, decided to make an actual test of the effectiveness of its net work, WWV, Danville, Ill., secured a message from his Police Chief for transmission to officials in other Illinois and Indiana cities and towns. The test was transmitted by WWV at 10:15 a.m., January 26th, and was retransmitted by W9AMO, Illinois key station of the net work, W9NBZ is Indiana key station. In less than five minutes return messages were being received at WWV. In all, fourteen direct replies were received from Mayors of towns, Chiefs of Police, justices of the Peace, Presidents of town boards, etc. A radius of 150 miles was covered. The stations delivering the message and handling replies were: W9AMO, W9SQH, W9VTQ, W9STG, W9NBZ, W9VW, W9VUH, W9BEP, W9PRV, W9LIG, W9VV, W9FNT, W9BOQ, W9UN, and W9VON.

## Station Activities

### CANADA

#### MARITIME DIVISION

**Maritime—SCM, A. M. Crowell, VE9DQ—VE9QG**

Keeps the H.A.R.C. net peppeled up and schedules GX. B.G. is back on 3.5 mc. BD and OB is operating on 3.5 and 7 mc. GE is getting new receiver and trying out new transmitters circuits. JT is building new portable receiver for car. DB is running the "B.C." schedule with W10ESI. IV is getting new receiver and trying out new transmitters. Hereford on or before noon of the dates specified for receipt of nominating petitions. Petitions for the nomination of candidates for the office of Section Manager are hereby solicited. Five or more A.R.R.L. members residing in any Section may form a nominating committee to fill the vacancy in the office of Section Manager, subject to the approval and acceptance of the voters.
ing. AC is working on new superhet. FB is still using flea power, 11W with 2 watts on 28 mc. with low QRM and high 
17.5 mc. FB does not have a 'phone and C.W. BG is new ham in Pickton, BC but has been operating for over 2
weeks. AE tells us that he and WJ are trying to get a SSB contact on 1.75 mc. 11W and BG still have a hard
life of it. AC's new superhet will be a big help to them both. AE used to have the earlier version of the
transmitter with the pillows. AU threatens activity on 14 mc.

A steel rack. EK is taking a swat at 14 mc. 'Phone. DQ still
wants to hear from you. AE specializes in long hop traffic over 14 mc. G5BP did some work in the Oriental
area and is back on 3.9 mc. 'Phone. EI was guest of EV and
smoked a pair of '45's as temporary rig. JC puts out fine 14 mc.

We would like to divide time between DX and new 14 mc. 'Phone. OP is installing crystal control. IX is putting in a
second crystal mike and is back on 3.9 mc. 'Phone. CV is giving 14 mc. DX a try. IX boasts a new

The Toronto Temegang are AIB, AEL, TY, AEE, AGO, Burke, TD, 3WX, 3TM, 3DU, 3GT, 3GG, 3RK, 3SG. 3ABW hauls

ONTARIO DIVISION

ONTARIO—SCM, John Perdue, VE3QK—R.M.'s: SWX, 3TM, 3DU, 3GT, 3GK, 3RK, 3SG. 3ABW hauls off a lot of gear including their portable car. They are interesting
people and have a lot of equipment. SCM is a VFO enthusiast and is interested in SSB. SCM's car is always
ready for action. He is always on the go and is always trying new things. SCM's car is always ready for action. He is always on the go and is always trying new things.
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QUEBEC DIVISION

QUEBEC—SCM, Stan Comach, VE2EE—HK has procured an ACR-136 as a standby receiver. DU is sporting a Skyduper-Skye-Seven. AR is proud possessor of an FB-7. LV sold his SW-3 and is importing a Super-Gainer. LJ is busy with building one. BG has been experimenting on 56 mc. CA and EW have been working on 28 mc. HP has a nice "phone" signal down there. AB is getting a new transmitter for LA. EC has been blown himself to a new bug. DG has been winning lots of prizes, 2nd in WV/VE test, 2nd in VE2 contest, and a prize from Communications Dept, of QST. FB, Doc. KS and JI are newcomers. IH has that "03A perking FB. IY is still using low power. DD is kicking a 211E on 14 mc. very nicely. BG has the honor of being the first VE2 to contact a VS-Hong Kong. FB, Tommy. HG received card from the VU he worked last December. That makes two new W.B.E.'s. KK is back on the air, HY, GT, CR and EV are operating 14-mc. phone. LQ, CU and ZG are still QRL skyrowing up North. HP has been working very often on 2.3 mc. IU still has the old reliable traffic man. Speaking about traffic, look at DG and DR; that Trunk sure is busy. An O.R.S. certificate means schedules; no schedules, no certificate; fair warning! LP 141

GO 7 EE 12 CA 7 JI 1 HH 29.

Rockyford, has been elected to carry on. The days before the Convention are lessening in number. Have you invited your friends to the Convention? The more we are, the gayer the meeting. Do your best to make it a happy memory. Talk Convention on the air.

Traffic: VE2DG 411 DR 338 EC 37 BB 68 BU 29 JK 41 GO 7 EE 12 CA 7 JI 1 HH 29.

VANALTA DIVISION

ALBERTA—SCM, A. Ketttenbach, VE4LX—This is the retiring S.C.M.'s last report. All Ketttenbach, VE4LX, Rockyford, has been elected to carry on. As Ail has been the leading traffic man, and as he operates both C.W. and "phone, he should make an ideal S.C.M. Future reports should be addressed to him at Rockyford. QX and GE continue to do their bit. UX is active on almost all bands, including 28 mc. The radio clubs of Calgary are sponsoring a big two-day hamfest in Calgary on July 4th and 5th. Ama teurs everywhere are invited to keep these dates open and come for a big time. With Calgary's big stampede and exhibition following July 6th to 14th, it would make an ideal holiday for hams from any part of the Continent. United States hams interested should write to be placed on the mailing list. Communications addressed to VE4GD will reach the right parties. FB was a Calgary visitor with "Helen of Troy." TI was overheard getting 600 report from Tahiti. ZQ is now on at St.obe at the power dam. Another pilot, Herb Hopson of Calgary, has gone ham-minded, call 4RW. OD is proudly displaying a condenser mike. BW, AW and NG are working over reports from ZL. NV and IO are getting out on 1.75-mc. "phone. LH has applied soup to an "03A. Thanks for your support, fellows. I enjoyed the S.C.M. job and sorry too busy to carry on. Will be seeing you all at the hamfest.


BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM, D. R. Vaughan-Smith, VE5EP—O.R.S. gang turned out FB for the last party. Among those present were AV, CC, FM, AC and EF. Our art is the same as ever. FS is still encumbered to O.R.S.'s advances and now it's Mr. & Mrs. Congrats, old bean. The Island net is still going great guns according to BR. EU clicked with a job on police boat Adreus. HC and EO are jubilant over their report on the local O.R.M. EC is rebuilding with a view to operating "phone on 28 mc. HG, CI and EP had a crystal-swalling party. Now everybody is happy! ER, now at Windem, puts a husky signal into Vancouver on 3.5-mc. "phone. HP's ship takes him on another jaunt to W6. Jl is plenty busy on the "Anyox" while OK keeps his schedules for him. New Westminster Club recently organized and threatens to do big things. Victoria S.W. Club is still working on arl light interference elimination with little success. B.C.A.R.A. plans more active social programme, also a hamming convention for this summer. Lots of traffic coming through T.L.'s "11" and "F." Let's have more reports more often, please. LQ, CU and GZ are still QRL Skyways up North, quite a signal from those RK-20's. ER can be heard on leading traffic man, and circumspice. DR; that Trunk sure is busy. An O.R.S. certificate means schedules; no schedules, no certificate; fair warning! LP 141


PRAIRIE DIVISION

MANITOBA—SCM, A. R. Simpson, VE4BG—Report by C. W. Ferg, VE4AG, Acting S.C.M. As our S.C.M. is enjoying a month's vacation in sunny California, it is probable that some of the reports have not reached the writer in time for this issue. We regret if such is the case, but they will be included in next report. Alex, 4BG, could not have chosen a more appropriate time for his trip, with what sub-zero weather for sixty-three days and no let-up in sight! We receive some reports that are greatly appreciated, making strong bids to get started in "Te." We are pleased to see MJ turning up good traffic reports again after being QRL due to his father's illness. FN, HF, 2A, 18, AP, MJ, CM, KG, MK, IP, CC, VG, AG and a few others can be heard on every band at any time. Don't let your watch most other locals. DD has taken on the 28 mc. "Mrs." NI is back on the mike on 14 and 28 mc. with the OM showing her how to operate the new "RME" receiver. TV has moved to Thebas, having obtained employment with a lumbering concern. UX of Dominican Republic is still putting his magic touch on the rig at HG. AM is getting quite a signal from those KK-20's. ER can be heard on every band at any time. DD is putting a minute signal on 7 mc. We regret deeply the passing of WlA W and W3ZS, the Grim Reaper has taken a heavy toll. Sic monumentum requiri,


SASKATCHEWAN—SCM, Wilfred Skaiie, VE4EL—OC reports 14 mc. staying in until midnight most nights. UZ is getting good results on 7 mc. ES is going strong on 14 mc. "phone. WQ from East Poplar is now living at Weyburn. EW and AV are both active. VU is keeping tab on the DX and expects WAC shortly. 88, VK-EK and VD are receiving 28 mc. "phone. KV is coming out of liberations and can be heard tuning up. The Manitoba Wireless Experiments Association is holding a beginners class. All those interested see Albert Jeff, VE2AT. The Association promoted an all-band local QSO on Feb. 16th; winners will be announced later. The M.W.E.A., meets first Thursday of each month in the Tribune Board room.

Traffic: VE4AG 235 MK 17 VG 88.
To the defense of young squirts as castigated by T.O.M. in his last pronouncement arose Kent DeVinney, W8MLJ; E. P. Haines, Jr.; Phil Robinson, W3EUA; and John S. Duffy, W7DIE. Other letters were received from G. E. Brown, VE1EV; J. W. Singleton, W1CDX; and S. T. Remsnyder.

In pursuance of the T.O.M. tradition, “A Few Random Remarks” brought in several contributions (mostly anonymous) couched in his singular style and signed by take-offs on his famous characterizations; among them Young Squirt W3—, the Young Squirt’s Uncle Edward, T.O.M.’s Offspring, Young Squirt II, the Rotten Young Squirt, etc.

Added Credit for Message Delivery?

188 Linden Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor, QST:

Each month more and more traffic is being handled as per the reports in the Operating News section of QST, and I am again reminded of that old and familiar subject of “deliveries” which has been with us since the first message was relayed.

In past years, the emphasis has been placed on the relaying of a message rather than its delivery as witnessed by the fact that a relayed message counts as two for A.R.R.L. ORS/OPS traffic reports. It is well known that delivery of messages—especially third-party ones—is very slow and unreliable and yet this means of publicity for the amateur is a very valuable one which should be encouraged if we are to ask for more frequencies as well as to increase our standing with the general public.

The emphasis placed on relaying messages and the cost in money and time in delivering traffic to the addressee, I believe, are out of proportion to each other. For example, a message from the Philippines is received by an amateur in the metropolitan area of New York City within twenty-four hours of its filing time by fast relays via the various A.A.R.S. or A.R.R.L. trunk lines. Instead of mailing the message so that it would reach its destination the following day, this amateur is more apt to relay it to another amateur in some part of the city because he gets two points for relaying a message and only one for delivery. Furthermore, it costs at least one cent for a postcard and multiplying this by one hundred messages per month delivered—the number to make the BPL on deliveries—you cannot blame this or
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188 Linden Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Editor, QST:

Each month more and more traffic is being handled as per the reports in the Operating News section of QST, and I am again reminded of that old and familiar subject of “deliveries” which has been with us since the first message was relayed.

In past years, the emphasis has been placed on the relaying of a message rather than its delivery as witnessed by the fact that a relayed message counts as two for A.R.R.L. ORS/OPS traffic reports. It is well known that delivery of messages—especially third-party ones—is very slow and unreliable and yet this means of publicity for the amateur is a very valuable one which should be encouraged if we are to ask for more frequencies as well as to increase our standing with the general public.

The emphasis placed on relaying messages and the cost in money and time in delivering traffic to the addressee, I believe, are out of proportion to each other. For example, a message from the Philippines is received by an amateur in the metropolitan area of New York City within twenty-four hours of its filing time by fast relays via the various A.A.R.S. or A.R.R.L. trunk lines. Instead of mailing the message so that it would reach its destination the following day, this amateur is more apt to relay it to another amateur in some part of the city because he gets two points for relaying a message and only one for delivery. Furthermore, it costs at least one cent for a postcard and multiplying this by one hundred messages per month delivered—the number to make the BPL on deliveries—you cannot blame this or
any other amateur for relaying rather than delivering a message. As a result, it may be days or weeks before said message is finally delivered if it has escaped the wastebasket in the meantime.

Therefore, I would like to suggest, as an aid in trying to improve deliveries, in addition to the basic count of one for each time a message is handled by radio, an extra credit of one point for each delivery made by mail, telephone, in person, by messenger or other external means other than use of radio (which would count as a "relay" of course). A message received by an operator for himself would continue to count "one delivered" as now, but a message for another amateur or third party delivered by an additional means or effort of the operator would, in addition to such basic count, receive a point under "extra delivery credit." This would not invalidate our present system of checking our national total or comparing originated and delivered messages for performance, but would show the number of deliveries made to other than the personnel manning the station. Comments on this proposal will be appreciated by Headquarters and by the writer.

—David Valley, W#FF-WLNA

Give Your Call, Too
54 Great Tower St., London, E. C. 3, England

Editor, QST:

... Say, OM, can you put a line in your columns to ask hams, when calling a station, not to call for five minutes before signing their own call? I have missed many a call through this because generally just as they give their call they either fade out or QRM pops up. Many a time a W—he are the worst offenders—will call me for about five minutes without signing; we here, you know, are supposed to call three times and then sign three times. That is in the terms of our license...

—G. M. Ferguson, W$BJA

Another WA$JC

Editor, QST:

... I saw in the Correspondence Department the letters of W2QGC and W9CP in regard to having contacted eight continents WA$JC so am entering my application in this new "worked all" club.

W$SL has contacted the eight continents on several bands (7- and 14-mc.).

—Charles Myers, W$SEL-W9CP

Tribute to King George

Savary Island, British Columbia

Editor, QST:

I have been asked, on behalf of the members of "The B. C. Island Net" including VE5BL, VE5AV, VE5PH, VE5MK, VE5DE, VE5BY, VE5MV, VE5MV and others, to write to you, and express our great appreciation of the voluntary silence observed by so many U. S. amateurs on Sunday, January 26, 1936, out of respect to the memory of our late King George V.

We feel that a gracious gesture of this nature does much to strengthen the bond of friendship that exists between the two countries.

—A. J. Spilsbury, VE5BR

Radio "Amateurs"

17 West St., Waterville, Maine

Editor, QST:

In the January edition of QST you ask for suggestions covering the demoralizing of the name "radio amateur" by attempts by amateur entertainers to entertain the public. That "hams" have suffered some from this appropriation of their name is true, but it will be hard to break old habits and give them a new name.

However, here's a suggestion (you asked for it): give hams a fuller name, call them "radio transmitting amateurs." No one can get around that one. I think...

—Frederick W. Smith, W11KC

37 Broad St., Westfield, Mass.

Editor, QST:

What think you, KBW, of the term "broadcast amateurs" to be used to designate those who wade forth from broadcast stations, instead of the now popular "radio amateurs"? They are amateurs at broadcasting; not amateurs at radio.

—Percy C. Noble, WLG-W1BVR

Editor, QST:

... Re Warner's editorial on the confusion of the term "radio amateur." I have often wondered why QST and amateurs in general did not stick to the good old descriptive word "wireless" instead of adopting "radio!" I think the general public would have a better conception of what we were doing and what the word "wireless" were used instead of "radio" with reference to our hobby.

I believe the average person readily associates the word "wireless" with communication between ships and ship to shore where communication is carried on between two points. Similarly, the average person associates the word "radio" with broadcasting as he knows it—the b.o. receiver with its blah and what-not.

Since our method of operation and communication is more nearly like the ship and shore work than broadcasting, it seems to me that the average person would come nearer to having an idea of what we were and what we did if he were told we were wireless amateurs or that the message being delivered to him had come by amateur wireless than if we said "radio." And our friends wouldn't think we were trying to get a job through Major Bowes!

—Albany, N. Y.

Another WA$JC

Editor, QST:

... I wish to comment on Mr. Merrill's fine article in February QST. It's about time that somebody suggested giving Q$JC a little more attention and study. I have been a regular subscriber to your fine "mag" for almost two years now and have been a licensed "ham" for about the same length of time.

I don't think I ever really read QST until I started my second year's subscription. The first few months I'd anxiously grab at my QST when it arrived and spend an intense half hour looking hurriedly through the various articles. Doubtless many QST readers are doing that very same thing today.

An older brother, who is a college grad, must have noticed the way I was skimming through QST in an hour or so, there's actually enough material in it to last me the whole month. My method is probably not as systematic and thorough as Mr. Merrill's, but here's how I got 100% more practical knowledge and enjoyment out of QST:

1. Read over the article carefully first.
2. Then re-read it, underlining such statements and bits of information as are deemed important.
3. Make marginal notes on such things as are not clearly understood, or on things that seem erroneous or not conforming to the reader's ideas on the subject.
4. The blank space at the bottom of each page does very well for entering general comments and suggestions.

Systematized reading sure has changed my attitude towards the "mag," too. I'll admit that I was once tempted to discontinue subscribing, but now I simply couldn't get along without it.

Some of you hams that never pay any attention to any of the QST should read it. Some of you had to reared in the cradle to read it.

(Continued on page 70)
On Measuring Signal Strength at the Receiver

The most obvious use of the S-meter is in making R-S-T reports. To be sure, such reports are often made merely to satisfy the curiosity of the operator of the transmitter, but they can be extremely useful as well. For instance, when a transmitter is being adjusted, or antennas changed, it is far more useful to know that power is up 3 db than to know that the signal is “quite a bit louder.” One is apt to be suspicious of the latter report when several days elapse between tests.

Also, much is being done to keep track of the vagaries of radio waves. Some day we will know much more about the effect of sun spots, and movements of the Heaviside layer and so forth, than we do now. When that day comes, we suspect that a lot of the credit will go to amateurs who have kept an accurate log of signal variations from reliable transmitters.

For this kind of work, records in db are more useful than in S units, because nobody knows just how large an S unit is. In calibrating the meter, we made each division from 1 to 9 represent a power ratio of two to one, or 3 db (approximately). This agrees pretty closely with what the average amateur thinks an S unit is, as we found by checking up on actual signals. In addition to being less arbitrary, such a scale has the great virtue of being easy to convert to db, it merely being necessary to multiply by three.

A meter calibration in microvolts does not mean much. In spite of this, many amateurs desire such a scale and a calibration curve is printed in each instruction book. For the benefit of those who have lost theirs, it is reproduced on this page. The calibration was obtained by connecting the receiver through a standard dummy antenna to a standard signal generator. The ordinates represent microvolts across the input terminals under certain load conditions, and have no simple relation to the absolute field strength. For this reason, we do not think it means much, and for this reason, we have not calibrated the meter itself in microvolts.

The fact of the matter is that readings are influenced by so many variables that it is impossible to measure the absolute signal strength in any direct manner. Even if the antenna were calibrated, and an R.F. voltmeter could be made so sensitive that it would measure voltage on the antenna, its readings would be mostly meaningless because they would indicate the general noise and interference level rather than that of any particular signal.

Consequently the measuring device must be connected at (or near) the second detector in order to obtain selectivity as well as sensitivity, and in order to make absolute measurements it is necessary to correct for the selectivity (side-band suppression, etc.) as well as for the overall gain of the amplifier. All of which becomes so complicated that the best way to make absolute measurements is to compare the unknown field with a known radiation from a standard signal generator.

For purposes of comparison, the problem is much simpler. With the measurements made at the second detector, the loud speaker can be used as a monitor to make sure that the noise level is low enough and that the sidebands are coming through. Overall gain of the amplifier is taken care of with sufficient accuracy by the design of the meter.

This last is a story in itself, and we will only touch on it briefly. Since the set is normally used with the AVC in operation, the meter is designed accordingly. With an effective AVC, such as used on the HRO, the carrier strength is practically constant at the second detector throughout the working range. The problem is therefore to design the meter to measure the gain of the amplifier. The mathematical expression for the gain per stage of a receiver is quite complicated, but in a given well-designed receiver many of the terms become constants and the gain is determined by the tube constants, particularly the mutual conductance. Taking another long jump, we found that if a correction was made for the plate voltage, the D.C. plate current was a measure of the gain. In the actual circuit used in the receiver, the plate circuits of the tubes are made one arm of a Wheatstone Bridge, the other arms being resistors, and the meter being the null indicator. Careful tests have shown this arrangement to be surprisingly accurate, even though it may sound like a *reductio ad absurdum* to hard-boiled theorists.

James Millen
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Correspondence Department
(Continued from page 74)

QST that probably concern you and your station, as a radio amateur: The Editor’s Mill, I.A.R.U. News, Operating News, and The Correspondence Department.

—Robert J. La Cara, W11FR

Counting Sunspots

E. 14, Sinto St., Spokane, Wash.

Editor, QST:

Since activity on the 28-mc. band has increased to such a large extent, it seems worthwhile to investigate some of the reasons for the transmission variations in this band.

It seems possible that sunspot activity may have a bearing particularly on these higher frequencies. The average amateur comes back at you and says “Yes, that seems quite interesting but how do I keep track of the spots on the sun?”

With the aid of a moderately good pair of field glasses or binoculars fitted with dark glasses one can quite easily watch the spots and observe their daily variation. The dark glass which seems most suitable for this purpose seems to be a nearly opaque glass known as No. 12, made for welder’s goggles. Although this will work placed either in front of the object glass or behind the eyepiece, it is preferable to use them behind the eyepiece. They have less effect on the optical system in this position. The writer had a single 50-mm. disk cut into two small disks which are stuck into the eyepieces of a pair of 8-power Zeiss Binoculars with two strips of friction tape about 1/16-inch wide. This isn’t a fancy mounting but serves the purpose.

Danger—don’t look at the sun through any kind of a telescope or field glass without the protection of dark glasses!

Even quite small spots are plainly visible, and observation of their daily variation is extremely interesting.

—C. M. Bellernde, W7CFX

R.A.C. Notes

Los Angeles, Calif.

Editor, QST:

I am just a young squirt, as The Old Man says, but I have a good pair of ears on my head. In other words, I rate these super r.a.c. notes on the air these days. The 7-mc. band is quite full of them now. I believe that such a condition is interfering with amateur communication.

I have also noticed that it isn’t the young squirts that are guilty of this act. Except for one W6, all of the stations harvesting the note were old-timers. Tell The Old Man to put his hat and smoke it, HII!

Personally these notes don’t hurt me by interfering, but I’ll bet some poor guy has had a swell QSO bust up by one of those r.a.c. stations! So on the behalf of the rest of us guys who like to see the American ham push forward and not backward to the old King Spark days, I am asking those fellows to please put some filler on their rigs and become respectable radio amateurs again.

—Ted Jacoba, W6LHW

About Noise Silencing

1100 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Editor, QST:

Just a line to compliment James J. Lamb and the staff of QST on the development of the noise-silencing intermediate amplifier. . . Several of the West Coast hams
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MAIL THIS COUPON!

TRIPLLE'T ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
254 Harmon Drive, Bluffton, Ohio

Please send me New 1936 Catalogue

Name ____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City _______ State __________________

MODEL 321 0-1 D. C. MILLIAMMETER

PRECISION WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE

Look!

AT THIS ATTRACTIVE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT FOR YOUR PANELS

Insist on Triplett instruments for your new transmitter. Here is shown but one of the popular models from which you may choose.

Triplett electrical measuring instruments are extremely rugged and dependable. Accuracy within 2%. Attractive, dustproof molded cases. D.C. are D’Arsonval, A.C. — the moving iron repulsion type.

Satisfaction Proven by Comparison
SEE THEM AT YOUR JOBBERS

Mail In This Coupon!
In addition to amateur crystals the Bliley Electric Company manufactures a complete line of crystals, holders and ovens for operation between 20 kc. and 20 Mc. Bliley broadcast frequency crystals and ovens are approved by the Federal Communications Commission.

No expense has been spared in securing the finest calibrating equipment possible for checking finished Bliley Crystals.

The General Radio primary standard of frequency — accurate to 1 cycle in 5,000,000 cycles — that guarantees highly accurate calibration of all Bliley Crystals, is characteristic of Bliley thoroughness employed in the production and testing of amateur crystals of outstanding value.

Whether it's the new Bliley HF2 Unit — tailor made for the 20-meter band and which permits simplified 10- and 5-meter operation — the Type LD2 low-drift crystal unit for the 40-80-160-meter bands — or the lower priced Type BC3 for 40 and 80 meters — each offers you the greatest dollar and cents crystal values obtainable today. Bliley Electric Company, Erie, Pa.

The new Bliley Catalog G-8 contains valuable technical information. Your nearest Bliley dealer has a copy for you.
THINK OF IT! 2 books full of invaluable information, to be had for just the mailing costs! One with 20 complete transmitter designs including 12 tested transmitter RF section designs and 8 modulator and speech amplifier designs. Circuits, complete parts specifications, inductances, etc. all included. Outputs ranging from a little fellow all the way up to the big ones comparable to the best broadcasters. Ten complete designs for public address amplifiers in the other book. It includes one for every purpose, from 3 Watts to 30 Watts output, tried and tested designs that you can build, with complete parts lists for each.

These books should be in every amateur's technical library. Just 22 cents in stamps, to cover postage, brings them both to you, or get them from any Standard Distributor. Send for your copies today.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
856 Blackhawk Street, Chicago, Illinois

MAIL THIS COUPON!

Standard Transformer Corporation
Dept. A, 856 Blackhawk St., Chicago, Ill.

I am enclosing 12c for Transmitter Manual
I am enclosing 10c for Amplifier Manual

Name __________________________ Address __________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________
THE HAM that buys a Super Skyrider with Crystal Filter at $89.50 is buying all that he needs for short wave reception. Here is a receiver that covers the radio spectrum, standard broadcast band and the 10 meter band, so active of late. Recent Hallicrafters' laboratory developments have greatly increased the Super Skyrider efficiency on this particular band.

It's complete, without a single extra to buy, with a convenient band switch (no cumbersome plug-in coils), controlled Crystal Filter Circuit (an absolute necessity on any receiver because of amateur band congestion), 9 Metal Tubes with their superior performance characteristics, Iron Core I. F. System (first used on the Super Skyrider) and a dozen other exclusive Hallicrafters developments.

Think of these features when you're buying short wave reception, and see the Super Skyrider at your jobbers today. It's supreme for short wave reception and complete at a single moderate price.

- 9 Metal Tubes — Dovetail perfectly with our efforts to improve signal to noise ratio — eliminate noisy tube shields — reduced inter-electrode capacities and shorter leads afford greater gain.
- Iron Core I. F. System — greatly increased sensitivity and a signal to noise ratio unattainable with an air core system.
- Duo-Micro-Vernier Band Spread — provide improved logging accuracy — provides electrical band spreading and micro-vernier tuning in an exclusive and distinctive diet.
- More efficient Crystal Filter Circuit, controlled by variable knob on front of set gives one signal selectivity — without reducing sensitivity.
- Beat Oscillator with continuous range.
- Modern Band Changing System — any desired bands in the short wave spectrum with the turn of an exact positive switch — no cumbersome plug-in coils.
- Compact — all completely enclosed in one convenient and efficient cabinet 19¼" x 10" x 10".

Announcing the Ultra Skyrider
Hallicrafters new 5-10 meter set. High efficiency. 3.9 to 49 meters tuning. 10 metal tubes. See it at your jobber's on April 20.

SEE YOUR JOBBER TODAY OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

the hallicrafters
3001-Z Southport Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
Cable Address: "LIKEX — New York"
the selectivity of its two coupling transformers ahead of the noise rectifier—and the diode input transformer not any too selective, at that; while with the two-stage noise amplifier of B there could be two transformers of pretty good selectivity in addition to the less selective diode transformer. This latter line-up would have about the same order of selectivity as the usual two-stage i.f. amplifier, and would be comparable to the line-up preceding the noise amplifier of the decidedly successful second-stage silencing system described in February QST.

The important point demanding experimental check was this: With the noise circuit considerably less selective than the crystal i.f. circuit, would not the stronger of two adjacent c.w. signals trigger the silencer when the attempt was made to receive the weaker signal with the threshold adjustment set for good noise action? Previous experience had shown that the threshold adjustment was generally less critical for c.w. reception than for 'phone with ordinary i.f. selectivity, and the comparison tests showed that it was even less critical with the crystal filter in action behind the silencer, the crystal taking over the burden of cleaning up residual noise after the silencer had brought down the amplitude to a level which eliminates shock excitation of the crystal. While the selectivity and more uniform a.v.c. action of an additional noise amplifier stage still would be advantageous for straight superhet reception, the one stage works out to be generally satisfactory for reception of amateur signals, c.w. and 'phone, crystal in or crystal out of circuit.

CIRCUIT FOR ONE- AND TWO-STAGE INTERMEDIATES

The final circuit for an S.S. superhet having two i.f. stages is given in Fig. 3, while the two photographs illustrate its application to a National HRO receiver. Except for the separate input transformer to the noise amplifier and silencer tubes, and the biasing network for reducing the gain of the silencer stage, the circuit is practically the same as the original versions given in February and March QST. The only part of the i.f. circuit of the receiver which is changed is the path from the first detector plate to the crystal filter input. The leads from the plate of the first detector to the silencer input transformer and from the silencer plate back to the crystal filter are of the low-capacity shielded type, as shown in the bottom view. The added “porch” on which the silencer section is mounted is more roomy than necessary for the silencer equipment, having been made large enough to accommodate another tube and transformer for the two-stage noise amplifier trials. The extra transformer and socket positions may be used for an amplified a.v.c. system, being conveniently located for that purpose.

A higher than normal value of cathode resistance (2000 ohms) is used in combination with a screen voltage bleeder-divider to obtain the in-
The CW-25 Crystal Control Unit is designed both for the beginner who is using crystal control for the first time and the old timer who wants good workmanship, fine appearance and dependable operation. It may be used effectively as a medium low powered crystal controlled transmitter or for exciting a larger tube such as a 203-A, 211, 242-A, 300, and the 50-D. Used either as transmitter or exciter, it operates efficiently on the 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 mc. bands with an output of from 25 to 30 watts.

For amateurs, however, who wish to achieve the last word in station appearance and reliable, efficient operation, we suggest that they use the CW-25 in combination with the P-25 Rack, frame and meter panel and the P-25 Power Supply. Each of these pieces of equipment has been especially designed in unit form for just such a combination.

Circuit and Tube Lineup: The circuit has been specially designed for operation on all bands with utmost efficiency. It employs a 47 type tube as crystal oscillator; a 46 used as a buffer or doubler and two 46's in the third stage which may be operated as a straight amplifier or doubler depending upon the frequency of the crystal used.

Power Supply Requirements: Filament voltage, 2 1/2 volts at 6 amperes. The same plate voltage, from 350 to 450 volts, may be employed for all stages.

Cables: One complete set of three coils for operation on any one of the amateur bands is furnished as standard equipment. Coils for the 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 mc. may be purchased separately.

Power Connections: Contributing to the efficiency and trim appearance of the Unit are the socket and plug and cable-type outlets for all power connections.

Crystal Holder: A standard Gross crystal holder is included in the price of the Unit.

Metering: Four jacks are provided on the front of the chassis for metering all plate circuits and the grid circuit of the amplifier. The grid jack can also be used for keying. The entire unit can be tuned up efficiently, with only one milliammeter.

Size: Overall dimensions of the Unit are height, 4 3/4 in.; width, 11 in.; length, 19 in.

CW-25 Crystal Control TRANSMITTER

Output: 25–30 Watts

COMPLETE KIT
LESS TUBES AND CRYSTAL
$14.95

The CW-25 Crystal Control Unit is designed both for the beginner who is using crystal control for the first time and the old timer who wants good workmanship, fine appearance and dependable operation. It may be used effectively as a medium low powered crystal controlled transmitter or for exciting a larger tube such as a 203-A, 211, 242-A, 300, and the 50-D. Used either as transmitter or exciter, it operates efficiently on the 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 mc. bands with an output of from 25 to 30 watts.

For amateurs, however, who wish to achieve the last word in station appearance and reliable, efficient operation, we suggest that they use the CW-25 in combination with the P-25 Rack, frame and meter panel and the P-25 Power Supply. Each of these pieces of equipment has been especially designed in unit form for just such a combination.

Circuit and Tube Lineup: The circuit has been specially designed for operation on all bands with utmost efficiency. It employs a 47 type tube as crystal oscillator; a 46 used as a buffer or doubler and two 46's in the third stage which may be operated as a straight amplifier or doubler depending upon the frequency of the crystal used.

Power Supply Requirements: Filament voltage, 2 1/2 volts at 6 amperes. The same plate voltage, from 350 to 450 volts, may be employed for all stages.

Cables: One complete set of three coils for operation on any one of the amateur bands is furnished as standard equipment. Coils for the 1.7, 3.5, 7 and 14 mc. may be purchased separately.

Power Connections: Contributing to the efficiency and trim appearance of the Unit are the socket and plug and cable-type outlets for all power connections.

Crystal Holder: A standard Gross crystal holder is included in the price of the Unit.

Metering: Four jacks are provided on the front of the chassis for metering all plate circuits and the grid circuit of the amplifier. The grid jack can also be used for keying. The entire unit can be tuned up efficiently, with only one milliammeter.

Size: Overall dimensions of the Unit are height, 4 3/4 in.; width, 11 in.; length, 19 in.
More real watts per dollar.
More real performance including the 28 mc. band.
More real efficiency from every stage than ever before.
This transmitter is conservatively rated at 100 watts to the final stage.
At no additional cost to you we have included a controlled carrier phone circuit in addition to the regular Class B.
It is new and highly efficient, modulating the carrier at 100% at all times. Throwing a switch connects either system.
Excellent characteristics throughout.
The neatest appearing transmitter.
Bulletin T505 will give you complete details

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS INC.
306 First Avenue
Peoria, Ill.
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creased noise control sensitivity and reduced gain in the 6L7 silencer-amplifier. The values given for these resistors are not especially critical, and it is suggested that variations be tried to obtain best results with individual receivers. The resistor $R_3$ between the cathode and screen may be omitted. This may make the silencing action less sensitive in weak-signal reception with relatively low-level noise interference, as sometimes occurs on the 28-mc. band with ignition QRN, but the threshold adjustment is then less critical and the silencer is less liable to "trigger" on the stronger signals.

If 6-volt tubes are used in the set and the receiver's power pack is a husky one capable of about 25 ma. added B load and an ampere of extra filament current, the B-supply connection for the silencer can be tied into the receiver as shown in Fig. 3, the filaments being connected in parallel with those of the set. If 2.5-volt tubes are used in the receiver, a separate filament supply for the silencer tubes will be necessary. This can be a "midget" type delivering 6.3 volts, mounted in the silencer unit. The receiver's circuit diagram should be studied before connecting into its plate-feed circuit and the connection made at a point which will not upset any screen, tuning meter or other combinations. A safe place to tap in is at the plus-B side of the loud-speaker output circuit.

This same circuit is adaptable to receivers having only one i.f. amplifier stage, the i.f. silencer tube going in as an added first stage. The same circuit values and adjustment procedure also would fit. This also goes for receivers without crystal filters, although in the latter case there might be some advantage in placing the silencer between the i.f. stage and second detector, rather than immediately following the first detector.

In every case, the circuit diagram of the particular receiver should be consulted and the general circuit adapted to fit in with the individual set's special requirements. If the receiver should happen to have a cathode biasing system in which the individual cathodes are grounded directly and the negative of the B supply is "below ground," a separate minus-B lead should be run from the center tap of the plate transformer to the negative (ground) side of the threshold adjustment network and the negative (ground) side of the i.f. 6L7 silencer. If this is not done, the additional current drawn through the receiver's cathode-bias network will over-bias all the tubes and impair the overall performance—perhaps to the point of burning out a resistor or two. This method of biasing is used in several 1936 all-wave sets (RCA, etc.)

The adjustment follows the same general routine outlined in the February and March articles, the first step being to line up the 6L7 input and output circuits to the receiver's intermediate frequency. With the particular circuit of Fig. 3, no adjustment of the i.f. transformers in the receiver is necessary, the 6L7 input transformer being in the silencer unit and the primary of the filter input transformer being untuned. In sets having a tuned filter input circuit, this will be
CONTINUED IMPROVEMENT

The wide acceptance of Type UM Ultra-Midget Condensers for use as tuning condensers as well as padders has prompted us to add a new feature. For increased versatility a shaft extension is provided at each end of the rotor, permitting easy ganging with flexible couplings. This, combined with the universal mounting features which have been retained from the previous model, make the unit extremely adaptable to unusual layouts. The righthand illustration above, shows the UM condenser approximately actual size. To the left are shown two of the many convenient methods of ganging, while below are illustrated a few couplings from our unusually complete line. • Other features include a new staked and soldered construction which, together with the "self-locking" rotor design, makes the UM condenser virtually proof to vibration. As before, the prices are extremely low, ranging from $.75 (net) for the 15 mmf. size to $1.14 (net) for the 100 mmf. size.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS.
RADIO ENGINEERING
LIBRARY

— especially selected by radio specialists of McGraw-Hill publications
— to give most complete, dependable coverage of facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on radio fundamentals
— available at a special price and terms

These books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory, networks, measurements, and other subjects — give specialized treatment of all fields of practical design and application. They are books of recognized position in the literature — books you will refer to and be referred to often. If you are a researcher or experimenter — if your interest in radio is deep-set and based on a real desire to go further in this field — you want these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio engineering.

5 volumes, 2981 pages, 2000 illustrations
1. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING
2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING
3. Chaffee's THEORY OF THERMIONIC VAC-UUM TUBES
4. Hund's HIGH-FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
5. Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

Special Low Price and Easy Terms

Bought singly, the five volumes comprising this library would cost you $26.00. Under this offer you save $2.50, plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till $23.30 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first installment.)

SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

Send me Radio Engineering Library 5 vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $2.50, plus few cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till $23.30 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance of first installment.)

Name
Address
City and State
Position
Company

(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.)
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"THERE'S THE GENERATOR THAT DOES THE TRICK"

"We have every reason to congratulate ourselves on the selection of Delco-Remy Police Car Generators for our new fleet of radio-equipped police cars. We are also pleased with the attention that has been given to our installation by the Engineering and Service Department of Delco-Remy."

RUSSELL P. PRICE, City Manager
Hamilton, Ohio

"When we made generator tests under actual police conditions, the Delco-Remy Heavy-Duty Generators proved best for our requirements. One determining factor in our selection was the absence of radio interference in the operation of the Delco-Remy Current and Voltage Regulator. Everything is working out more than satisfactorily."

J. C. CALHOUN, Chief of Police
Hamilton, Ohio

When city and police officials of Hamilton, Ohio, bought a new fleet of police cars with two-way radio equipment, the question of generators arose because of the additional burden placed on the cars’ electrical systems. A police generator must be designed and built to furnish an exceptional amount of current when needed; it must give continuous, trouble-free operation, and the generator output must be effectively regulated.

After a series of rigid tests, Delco-Remy Police Car Generators were selected. These generators have now been in service for more than six months—during the most severe period in the year. That they are giving perfect satisfaction is evidenced by the statements of City Manager Price and Chief of Police Calhoun.

Any Branch or Electrical Service Station of United Motors Service can supply Delco-Remy high-output generators for either police or amateur installations where special equipment requires greater generator output.

DELCO-REMY CORPORATION, ANDERSON, IND.

United Motors Service is the official distributor of Delco-Remy products, including all service parts for Delco-Remy starting, lighting and ignition systems.

Delco-Remy
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**HIGH POWER**

These two inductors cover all of the amateur bands to 10 meters, and have current carrying capacity for the highest power transmitter. Plug-in...wound with heavily plated copper tubing...mounted in rigid supporting frames...glazed porcelain insulation...outside of supporting ribs notched for additional coils...supplied with copper clips formed to fit the tubing...three JUMBO-type G-R plugs supplied with each coil.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 679-A</th>
<th>Type 679-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turns</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sections</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance</td>
<td>10 µh</td>
<td>2 and 1.5 µh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clips supplied</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside diameter</td>
<td>5 3/4 inches</td>
<td>3 1/2 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, over all</td>
<td>7 1/4 inches</td>
<td>7 1/4 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, over all</td>
<td>8 1/2 inches</td>
<td>6 3/4 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth, over all</td>
<td>6 1/2 inches</td>
<td>4 1/2 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type 680-J Jack Base for use with the Type 679 Inductors, with three JUMBO Jacks, mounting holes, and holes for four additional jacks; Price: $1.25.

Order direct from this advertisement, sending remittance with order, and we ship prepaid anywhere in the United States.

**General Radio Company**
30 State Street Cambridge, Mass.

Without signal, there are only the slight traces in the form of "whiskers" at these same instants. It is notable that the residual noise amplitude is less than the signal amplitude, being audible only as a softened "hiss" in the marking periods. The slight distortion of the signal wave is aurally discernible as a trace of spark-frequency modulation (approximately 240 cycles in this case), which would not be noticed unless one were looking for it.

Figs. E and F illustrate what happens when the crystal is shock-excited by the noise pulses. Here again the signal is completely masked by the prolonged wave trains of beat-note frequency, which give output practically the same whether the signal is present or not. The aural effect is continuous ringing, with or without signal input.

Finally, Figs. G and H show what the silencer and filter accomplish when both are in operation. The slight discontinuities in the signal beat note which are evident with the silencer but without the crystal (Fig. C) have been ironed out by the crystal filter, as shown in Fig. G, while the residual trace of noise hiss in the spacing periods, evidenced by the little "whiskers" in Fig. D, are also wiped out by the crystal, as shown in Fig. H. These last two patterns illustrate practically ideal reception, as if there were no noise interference input to the receiver at all. So we shall leave the conclusion for this article with them.

**New Transmitting Tubes**

(Continued from page 64)

at frequencies as high as 30 megacycles. Characteristics are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 679-A</th>
<th>Type 679-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filament voltage</td>
<td>10 volts</td>
<td>3.25 amp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter electrode capacitances:</td>
<td>6.5 µfd.</td>
<td>6.5 µfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid-plate capacitance</td>
<td>8.5 µfd.</td>
<td>8.5 µfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate-filament capacitance</td>
<td>10.5 µfd.</td>
<td>10.5 µfd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following ratings for different types of service have been placed on the tube:

As Class-B Audio Power Amplifier or Modulator:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1250 1500 volts</th>
<th>210 ma.</th>
<th>315 watts</th>
<th>125 watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical operation: two tubes:</td>
<td>0 - 10 volts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load resistance, per tube</td>
<td>235 290 volts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. grid-to-grid voltage</td>
<td>0 - 10 volts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. plate current</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. driving power (app.)</td>
<td>2050 ohms</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. power output (app.)</td>
<td>7 watts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Class-B R.F. Amplifier, Telephony:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1250 1500 volts</th>
<th>150 ma.</th>
<th>125 watts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate voltage</td>
<td>1500 volts</td>
<td>150 ma.</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate current</td>
<td>150 ma.</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate dissipation</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical operation: plate voltage</td>
<td>0 - 10 volts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid bias</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load resistance, per tube</td>
<td>2050 ohms</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. plate current</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
<td>1675 2050 ohms</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. driving power (app.)</td>
<td>7 watts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max-sig. power output (app.)</td>
<td>300 370 watts</td>
<td>148 84 ma.</td>
<td>400 400 ma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 60)
STATION SUPPLIES

Designed by A.R.R.L. Communications Department

The Log Book
The A.R.R.L. Log Book provides space for all pertinent facts pertaining to transmission or reception. The new page heading makes the log as useful for mobile or portable operation as it is for fixed. In book form—38 ruled pages with an equal number of blank pages for notes. One sheet of graph paper, 40c each, 3 for $1.00.

The Message File
The Message File is an expanding file with pockets for each of the 12 months and with space provided on the front for a traffic record. This is a very convenient and serviceable device which helps to keep a station orderly. It may be used successive years or as permanent storage. 40c each, 3 for $1.00.

The Message Delivery Card
The Message Delivery Card answers the need for inexpensive deliveries. Postcard size. Available either on Government stamped postcards or plain cards for Canadian and foreign use. Stamped, 2c each. Plain, 1c each.

The Message Blank
The Message Blank is designed as an easy and presentable form for message delivery. There is room not only for the message but also for such handling data as you may wish to note on it. Padded—100 7½ x 8½ sheets to the pad. High-grade bond paper—lithographed in green ink. 35c each, 3 for $1.00.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
When "Squad-car" Centralab is at the wheel things happen. He stands for no foolin'. Out goes that noisy control on its ear ... and a smooth, efficient CENTRALAB RADIOHM preserves the peace.

The best pacifier for noisy receivers, servicemen agree, is a Centralab Radiohm ... and ... a mere handful will service practically any set ever made ... and make it work "better than ever before."

Eastern Canada Convention
May 22nd and 23rd at Montreal, Que.

THE A.R.R.L. Eastern Canada Convention is being sponsored by the Montreal Amateur Radio Club. The place is the Canadian Metropolis City of Montreal; the hotel, the Mount Royal. Prominent speakers will give interesting talks. A speed contest for c.w. men will be a feature, and many other activities are being arranged to ensure a good time for everyone.

Make it a point to visit this Convention and see at the same time Canada's largest city. Interested parties may obtain further information from Harry Ashdown, VE2IO, 4032 Hampton Ave., N.D.G., Montreal, Que.

Standard Frequency Transmissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 6</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 8</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 8</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
<td>May 13</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 15</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 15</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 17</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 18</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 19</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
<td>May 17</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>W8XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 22</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 24</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
<td>May 29</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 30</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
<td>May 1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W9XAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 30</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
<td>May 1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W6XK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard Frequency Schedules

- **Sched. and Freq.**
  - **(p.m.)**
  - **Time**
  - **Freq. (kc.)**
  - **(p.m.)**
  - **Time**
  - **Freq. (kc.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (p.m.)</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Time (p.m.)</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>14,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:08</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>7100</td>
<td>4:08</td>
<td>7100</td>
<td>14,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:16</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>4:16</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>14,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:24</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>4:24</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>14,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:32</td>
<td>3900</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>4:32</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>14,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Sched. & Freq.**
  - **(a.m.)**
  - **Time**
  - **Freq. (kc.)**
  - **(p.m.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (a.m.)</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Time (a.m.)</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>6:00</td>
<td>7000</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:08</td>
<td>7100</td>
<td>7100</td>
<td>6:16</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:24</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td>7300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The time specified in the schedules is local standard time at the transmitting station. W9XAN uses Central Standard Time, and W6XK, Pacific Standard Time.

TRANSMITTING PROCEDURE

The time allotted to each transmission is 8 minutes divided as follows:

- **2 minutes**—QST QST QST de (station call letters).
- **3 minutes**—Characteristic letter of station followed by call letters and statement of frequency. The characteristic letter of W9XAN is "O"; and that of W6XK is "M."
- **1 minute**—Statement of frequency in kilocycles and announcement of next frequency.
- **2 minutes**—Time allowed to change to next frequency.

W6XK: Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, Calif., Harold Perry in charge.

Schedules for WWV

EACH Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday (except legal holidays), the National Bureau of Standards station WWV will transmit on three frequencies as follows: noon to 1:00 p.m. E.S.T., 15,000 kc.; 1:15 to 2:15 p.m., 10,000 kc.;
SERVICE NOTES
1930—1935
FREE... to Service Men

UPON THE RECEIPT OF
10 “V-DOUBLET”
ANTENNA CARTON LABELS

Here’s an opportunity for radio service men to get a free copy of service notes on all radio receivers sold by General Electric during the past six years. This practical, 887-page volume, just released, is sold at the regular price of $2.00. Every radio service man, who sells 10 G-E “V-doublet” All-wave Antennas, may have a copy free. Just return CARTON LABELS FROM 10 G-E “V-DOUBLET” ANTENNA KITS, to your G-E Radio Distributor, and this valuable new book will be yours.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
“V-DOUBLET” ALL-WAVE ANTENNA
Points the Way to Make Money

Do you want to cash in on radio’s most neglected market? Then, sell and install the G-E “V-doublet” All-wave Antenna System. You’ll find it pays big dividends in sales and profits. Canvas for prospective buyers every chance you get. Insist that a G-E “V-doublet” All-wave Antenna be included with every set. Get your share of this large and profitable market. Tune in on its profit possibilities.

For complete information see your nearest General Electric Radio Distributor.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
The Original Metal-Tube Radio

APPLIANCE AND MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
You will be amazed at the performance of these tubes at ultra-high frequencies. A plate power output as high as 500 watts has been obtained from a single tube at 5 meters, and proportionate outputs at the lower wave lengths. Their remarkable performance has been made possible by the design which gives these tubes the distinct advantage of possessing the highest ratio of trans-conductance to interelectrode capacitance yet attained in any tube. These new Amperex tubes are proportioned along conventional lines. There is nothing freakish in their structure or appearance. In their design is incorporated the latest engineering practice and knowledge of ultra-high frequency operation.

$24.50

Lee DeForest Says:

"... we have had nothing but most satisfactory results, and frankly have found Amperex tubes superior for our work to those of other manufacturers which we have tried. We are highly pleased with the results obtained. We feel that manufacturers of radio transmitters are fortunate to have available oscillator tubes possessing this degree of reliability."

WRITE for catalog listing complete line of Amperex transmitting tubes

AMPEREX
Electronic Products, Inc.
77 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Arizona State Convention
(Southwestern Div.)
April 4th and 5th at Tucson, Ariz.

With two years' experience in holding ham-fests the Arizona Association of Radio Clubs, with the cooperation of the Radio Service Men of Arizona, this year are sponsoring the first Arizona State Convention of the Southwestern Division and extend a cordial invitation to all radio amateurs within the state and other sections of the division.

The Hotel Santa Rita has been chosen as the headquarters, where the committee will do its best to entertain every one and show all that Tucson amateurs know their "stuff." Of interest to all is the registration fee, only $2.00; and what a program.

Walter Ellis, Sunset Villa Court, Tucson, Ariz., will furnish further information on request.

The 805
(Continued from page 86)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate current</td>
<td>135-115 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak r.f. grid voltage</td>
<td>75-70 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C. grid current (app.)</td>
<td>15-15 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving power (app.)</td>
<td>11-7.5 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output (approx.)</td>
<td>55-57.5 watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Class-C R.F. Amplifier, Telephony:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate voltage</td>
<td>1250 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate current</td>
<td>175 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate dissipation</td>
<td>85 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical operation:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate voltage</td>
<td>1000-1250 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid bias</td>
<td>-155-150 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak r.f. grid voltage</td>
<td>235-300 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate current</td>
<td>160-165 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid current (app.)</td>
<td>60-60 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving power (app.)</td>
<td>16-16 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output (app.)</td>
<td>110-140 watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Class-C R.F. Amplifier, Telegraphy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate voltage</td>
<td>1500 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. plate current</td>
<td>210 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate dissipation</td>
<td>125 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical operation:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate voltage</td>
<td>1000-1250-1500 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid bias</td>
<td>-95-100-105 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak r.f. grid voltage</td>
<td>225-230-235 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate current</td>
<td>200-200-200 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid current (app.)</td>
<td>40-40-40 ma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driving power (app.)</td>
<td>8.5-8.5-8.5 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output (app.)</td>
<td>130-170-215 watts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 805 may be used at frequencies as high as 85 mc, with reduced input. Plate voltage and power input should both be reduced to 75% of maximum at 45 mc, and to 80% at 85 mc.

The 836

The 836 is a half-wave, high-vacuum rectifier carrying the same inverse-peak voltage rating as the 866, but with a higher peak-current rating. It is indirectly heated. The tube is fitted with the
The 1936 Edition of the 
RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK

THE opening chapters tell of the background and story of Amateur Radio and give the necessary information on how to get started. The electrical and radio fundamentals chapters serve as the foundation for the thirteen apparatus chapters which follow. They deal exclusively with principles which have practical bearing on actual equipment.

A 30-page chapter on vacuum tubes contains the most comprehensive tabulated tube data ever published. The receiver design chapter treats its subject in an entirely new manner and contains a wealth of circuit features described in concise, practical detail. Receiver construction is given a big chapter of its own. The how-to-make-it of a complete line of successful models, from a simple two-tuber to a Single-Signal model with 12 of the new metal tubes, represents the culmination of months of preparatory work.

In the chapter devoted to transmitter design, the theoretical and practical considerations involved in designing and planning transmitters are given comprehensive treatment, while in the chapter on transmitter construction, all of the very latest circuit developments of proven merit are incorporated. There is, in it, dope on all types of transmitters that any amateur could want, including the most modern multiband transmitters with coil switching.

A chapter on keying methods is followed by a chapter on the fundamentals of radio telephony which is a thorough and concise treatment of design — from microphones to controlled carrier systems. The constructional chapter on radio-telephone transmitters gives full details of many successful types.

The ultra-high frequencies are well covered with two big chapters telling how the super-regenerative receivers work, and how to build them; about super-hets and THE SUPER INFRA-GENERATOR RECEIVER. Constructional dope for the various types with the acorn, glass and metal tubes is included. The U.H.F. transmitter chapter is a general treatment of the problems of simple circuits, linear oscillators, and oscillator-amplifiers.

The power supply chapter is treated in great detail, covering receiver-packs, voltage dividers, and supplies for grid bias, as well as all the normal equipment found in modern stations.

Antenna design is covered thoroughly. Numerous charts facilitate the planning of everything from simple single-wire antennas to complex directional arrays. Another chapter is devoted to instruments and measurements, their design and practical use. Included, of course, is the cathode-ray oscilloscope. The chapter on station assembly incorporates new ideas that present equipment has made possible. Communications Department chapters contain the latest dope on good operating practices and the present field organization set-up. In addition, of course, there is the usual — but not so usual — appendix, with its wealth of general information.

$1.00 Postpaid in Continental U. S. A. $1.15 postpaid elsewhere

Buckram Bound, $2.50

American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Conn.
...NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SUCH A BOOK VALUE!

More than 256,000 words—over 500 diagrams, charts and photographic illustrations, 53 basic design formulas, 42 charts and tables in the NEW

TWICE-AS-BIG 480-PAGE

1936 HANDBOOK
It's the equal of a two-volume $7.00 textbook
It's EASY to get one, too—use the coupon below

__________

A.R.R.L.
West Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Your statistics overwhelm me.
Here's my dollar—(or $1.15; I live outside of U. S. A. proper).
Please send to:
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________

Well, fellows, I took it like a man, but when I read in dear old Quist that W7XXX had married a gal none other than my Lucy!!! Well, I solemnly obliterates the two ten's with a meat axe. Can you blame me, fellows?

Notes on Audio Power Amplifiers

(Continued from page 39)

vibration sets up vibrations in the receiver tubes. The only cure for this sort of trouble is proper mechanical isolation between the speaker and the tubes of the receiver, especially the detector tube. Cushioning of the speaker and detector tube or the entire receiver may be necessary. Sometimes proper placing of the speaker in relation to the receiver may be sufficient. Although usually undesirable from the standpoint of appearance, a baffle board between speaker and receiver should reduce the tendency towards acoustic feedback.

—D. H. M.

With the Affiliated Clubs

(Continued from page 54)

organization took place, are: VE3OH, pres.; VE3CP, vice-pres.; VE3ZV, treas.; VE3AHK, secy. . . . The Cornhusker Amateur Radio Club (Lincoln, Nebr.) conducted a demonstration of amateur radio at the local Pet and Hobby Show in January; portable W9OLX was operated from the show, relaying messages to W9UOU, Lincoln, for handling to various stations throughout the state. . . . The miles-per-watt contest run by the Mid-Hudson Amateur Radio Club (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.) from February 1st through March 15th will bring an attractive certificate to the winner. The M.H.A.R.C. is conducting another contest, for non-licensed members, offering any piece of radio equipment valued at not over $2.00 to each of the first two members to obtain licenses after February 1st. Mid-Hudson’s officers include W2GWY, pres.; W. Wheeler, vice-pres.; W2BJX, secy.; W2CGT, treas. . . . The Cleveland Heights (Ohio) Amateur Radio Club now has very fine meeting quarters in St. Ann’s Church, after struggling along with more or less temporary meeting places for more than two years. The call W8OVE is now used by the Cleveland Heights High School A.R.C. . . . The Spring Field Day of the Southern Minnesota Radio Association will be held at Albert Lea, Minn., during May . . . The night of January 25, 1936, will long be remembered by the Nash- ville (Tenn.) Amateur Radio Club; the hamfest held at the Noel Hotel on that night was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The principal speakers were Mr. J. H. DeWitt, chief engineer of WSM, and Mr. James H. Shultz, XU4JS/W1JJH, who told of Radio in China . . . The Garden City (L. I.) Radio Club is making definite arrangements to provide 56-mc. communication at the yacht races on Long Island Sound, one of the major boating events of the season . . .

—E. L. B.
Sets on Deferred Payment Plan—At NEW Lower Rates... SPECIALS AT UNHEARD OF PRICES

BUILD YOUR OWN
ALL-STAR
TRANSMITTER WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN

The receivers listed below are the best money can buy. Our time payment plan, at the new low rates, makes it easy to own one. COMPARE our rates with others. THE EASY WAY: Send in your down payment with your order. Set will be shipped as soon as credit is OK'd. Entire Transaction: One week. TRY US. Write for complete catalogue.

Cash Down Price

NATIONAL HRO JR.—with tubes—1 set of coils, 10 to 20 meters $99.00

NATIONAL HRO JR.—complete with tubes—power supply—2 pair of coils $124.80

NATIONAL HRO—less power supply and speaker $107.70

STANDARD HRO—with power supply $183.60

NEW SUPER SKYRIDER—less crystal—Model S9 $79.50

NEW SUPER SKYRIDER—with crystal—Model SX9 $89.50

RCA — AUR—136 $13.89

RME69—complete with crystal—tubes—speaker housed in baffle $134.90

HAMMARLUND SUPER PRO—Complete with tubes and speaker $223.44

HAMMARLUND SUPER PRO—complete with crystal, tubes and speaker $241.00

PATTERSON PR-16—complete with crystal, tubes and speaker $101.70

NEW ACR-175—complete as advertised $119.50

NEW LOW PRICES ON RCA TUBES

203A ........................................... $15.00
211 ........................................... 15.00
835 ........................................... 16.00
845 ........................................... 16.00
830B ........................................... 10.00
860 ........................................... 12.50
866A ........................................... 4.00
866 ........................................... 8.00
866 ........................................... 8.00
868 ........................................... 10.00
2½ V., 10 amp., Filament Transformer — 2500 V. Insulation for 866’s. $9.50

Use the 10 and 20 mfd. for perfect filtering in class B modulation Power supply

NEWARK PAPER FILTER CONDENSERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cap.</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 mfd. 3000 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3/16 x 1</td>
<td>1/16 Lbs.</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 mfd. 3000 V. DC</td>
<td>5 x 3/16 x 1</td>
<td>3 Lbs.</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 mfd. 3000 V. DC</td>
<td>3 x 3/16 x 1</td>
<td>4 Lbs.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 mfd. 3000 V. DC</td>
<td>3 x 3/16 x 1</td>
<td>6 Lbs.</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 mfd. 3000 V. DC</td>
<td>3 x 3/16 x 1</td>
<td>9 Lbs.</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Without bakelite standoffs)

4.4 mfd. 1350 V. DC | 3 x 3/16 x 1| 1/4 Lbs. | 1.75 |
5 mfd. 1350 V. DC | 3 x 3/16 x 1| 4 Lbs. | 1.90 |
5.2 mfd. 1350 V. DC | 3 x 3/16 x 1| 6 Lbs. | 2.80 |
10 mfd. 1350 V. DC | 3 x 3/16 x 1| 10 Lbs. | 2.75 |
15 mfd. 1350 V. DC | 3 x 3/16 x 1| 15 Lbs. | 3.90 |

THORDARSON No. T6878 Plate and Filament Transformer, 600-8-600 V. at 200 M.A. 2½ V. at 10 amp., 5 V. at 3 amp., 7½ V. at 3 amp., 10 V. at 2 amp. $32.45

2½ V. 10 amp. Filament Transformer — 2500 V. Insulation for 866’s. $9.50

Write for Our Complete Catalogue!
ALL OF THE ABOVE SPECIALS GUARANTEED BY NEWARK. ALL OF THE ABOVE SPECIALS ARE "NEW"

Newark Electric Company

"FASTER SERVICE—BETTER BARGAINS"

226 W. Madison Street Dept. Q Chicago, Illinois

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
Those who take pride in the appearance of their lay-out and wish to keep their reference file of QST’s in a presentable manner, appreciate the QST binder. It is stiff-covered, finished in beautiful and practical maroon fabrikoid. Cleverly designed to take each issue as received and hold it firmly without mutilation, it permits removal of any desired issue without disturbing the rest of the file. It accommodates 12 copies of QST and the yearly index. Opens flat at any page of any issue.

With each Binder is furnished a sheet of gold and black gummed labels for years 1919 through 1938. The proper one can be cut from the sheet and pasted in the space provided for it on the back of the binder.

A file of several years of QST, kept in order in binders, is a most valuable reference library for any Radio Amateur.

Price $1.50 postpaid
Available only in United States and possessions

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
WEST HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Electron Coupled vs. Crystal Control
(Continued from page 81)

with the oscillator alone suggested that perhaps previous writers of articles on the subject might have been unnecessarily conservative. No particular difficulty was encountered in readily obtaining signals of good characteristics with circuit values and voltages within reason. But it was an entirely different story when a load was applied to the oscillator. Running the oscillator at 500 volts, and doubling in its plate circuit, it seemed that it should be easy to obtain sufficient output to drive a Type 830. However, after many long hours of testing, it became evident that results approaching those obtained with crystal control could be secured only with a lightly-loaded electron-coupled oscillator. Since the 802 or RK23 requires but little excitation for full output, it seemed to be the logical tube to use in the following buffer-doubler stage. Accordingly this was added as shown in Fig. 1.

Immediate improvements in signal characteristics were evident. With the light loading required to drive the buffer-doubler, the oscillator plate current runs in the vicinity of 20 ma. Previous test with the 830 had shown that a very high-C oscillator circuit was most important. It was also demonstrated that more filtering and better voltage regulation were required in the power supply for the e.c. oscillator than would be satisfactory for a crystal oscillator.

Further checks were made with the new combination. The beat note in the monitor showed "p.d.c." But, since it was deemed essential to key the oscillator for break-in operation, a pronounced chirp had to be eliminated. Further adjustments, already found to be fairly critical, were made in the oscillator suppressor and screen voltages. As the correct combination was approached, the chirp became less pronounced until a point was found where the chirp disappeared entirely when the second-harmonic oscillator plate circuit was tuned very slightly to the high-frequency side of resonance (inductively reactive). A slight additional adjustment brought the stability to the point where good keying characteristics were reasonably tolerant of plate circuit tuning; it could be tuned exactly to resonance or slightly above or below resonance without affecting the characteristics.

With the particular oscillator tube and circuit constants used, the best voltage values were found to be: Plate, 500 volts; screen 180 volts; and suppressor plus 60 volts. While these figures may serve as a guide in initial adjustments, they cannot be depended upon as optimum values for all cases. Most satisfactory values for each individual job must be found experimentally.

All of the foregoing work having been done with the oscillator plate tuned to the second harmonic (7 mc.), an attempt was made to tune the plate circuit to the fundamental (3.5 mc.) so that the same oscillator circuit coil could be used for three bands (doubling frequency in the second tube for 14 mc.) and the coil permanently shielded. Ap-
SOME NOISE FROM THE SILENCER!

or rather from hundreds of enthusiastic users of Leeds “QUIET CAN.” Already we have received a batch of testimonials from the owners of H.R.O.’s — A.G.S.’s — F.B.X.’s — Comet Pro’s — R.M.E’s PRO-9’s — PR-16’s — All Star Senior and a wide variety of all wave receivers. They all say in chorus LEEDS “QUIET CAN” puts the “quietus” on noise.

A sturdy, completely shielded, dustproof unit, measuring 23/4 x 53/4 x 61/2” over all. Readily adapted to super-hets with 2 or 3 IF stages. Available with 3 IF frequency ranges; 160-190 kc; 340-430 kc; 190-300 kc; 430-530 kc. (Specify range).

We cannot imagine what else to expect from a noise silencer adapter, unless we include

has all of these and for this reason the “little tin box” carries our unconditional guarantee.

New Wright DeCoster high flux magnetic speaker:

2 M F 1000 volt D.C. work in stock. Need

Filament supply for the silencer tubes is obtained from a resistor type line cord. A female receptacle is provided in the rear of the unit. When the receiver power supply is plugged into this receptacle, the A.C. switch furnished on the threshold potentiometer controls the power to both units.

We recommend two in parallel for 75 meter B, 1 KW CW or 500 watt phone transmitter. A fifteen dollar value, at the extremely

It doesn’t cost a lot, at the extremely

Larger quantities in one piece are available. Highest quality stranded copper wire with rubber insulation and braided copper shield over all.

LEEDS Unconditionally Guaranteed

For coil stretching, telephone

LEEDS Leads as the only distributor in

LEEDS Copper Wire Specials

LEEDS Leads the Field

World Wide Service to Amateurs

45 Vesey Street

New York City

Tel. COrtlandt 7-6619

Cable Address: "RADLEEDS"
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Shipping weight 5 lbs.
Sturdy cans • • • hermetic sealing • • • seepage-proof.

Pure paper dielectric • • • oil-impregnated, oil-filled.

Genuine high-tension pillar insulator terminals.

Conservative ratings . . . longest life.

**Save!**

**LOWER PRICE . . . HIGHER QUALITY**

Mass production economies ploughed back into lower prices! Our regular labelled, voltage-rated, guaranteed transmitting condensers now available at these new list prices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Old List</th>
<th>New List</th>
<th>Your Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE 1005 - 1000 V.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
<td>$2.70</td>
<td>$1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE 1505 - 1500 V.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$2.85</td>
<td>$1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE 2005 - 2000 V.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>$2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATA** Send for new 1936 catalog covering condensers and resistors. Also sample copy of Research Worker.

**AEROVOX CORPORATION**
73 Washington St. Brooklyn, N.Y.

---

**BOUND VOLUME XIX of QST**
(1935 Series)

We have now a limited number of copies of Bound Volume XIX of QST. Vol. XIX comprises the entire 1935 series of QST. This volume is made up of two books or sections, each containing six issues of QST. This volume is handsomely bound in red cloth and with gold imprint. The complete volume is priced at $5.00, postpaid.

Better act quickly — only a few copies available.

QST
38 LaSalle Road
West Hartford, Connecticut

---

Apparently the previous care in adjustment had been well worth while, for it was found that perfectly satisfactory signal characteristics could be obtained with fundamental output. The tuning of the plate tank circuit was found to be somewhat more critical, the best results being obtained with the plate circuit tuned slightly to the low-frequency side of resonance (capacitively reactive).

One or two additional suggestions may be in order. Generous by-passing of all power supply leads is quite necessary to prevent r.f. getting back into the power supply where it may be modulated, resulting in a poor note. While the unit has been operated with no shielding except that of the buffer-doubler tube, thorough shielding of both tubes and all coils is recommended, especially where the apparatus is to be mounted compactly. Such shielding also eliminated hand capacity effects in tuning and permitted visitors to walk past the transmitter without changing the transmitter frequency.

One problem remains to be solved. The pentode oscillator is quite sensitive to vibration. While plain cushioning of the entire unit goes a long way toward reducing the trouble, a neat and practical system of shock-proof mounting which permits panel mounting is a good design problem. Needless to say, all other pieces of equipment should be rigidly mounted and no opportunity left for vibration or change in wiring.

The described unit is at present used to drive the 880 at 100 watts input at 14 mc. with sufficient efficiency to excite a final push-pull 204-A amplifier to full 1-kw. input with good efficiency. It is also used with a second doubler to drive a separate final amplifier at 28 mc. Even at this frequency, where a 500-cycle shift in the oscillator frequency would cause a chirp of 4 kc. at the operating frequency, the stability is entirely satisfactory and no chirp is reported.

With regard to ‘phone transmitters, one interesting point developed. The oscillator screen voltage for best keying characteristics was slightly different from that which would produce minimum frequency creep when the oscillator was operated constantly for long periods, as it would be in ‘phone operation. The screen voltage should be set for minimum creep in the ‘phone set, of course.

Summing up, the important points which it seems necessary to observe in obtaining results closely approaching those obtained with crystal controlled oscillators are as follows:

1. High-C grid-ground oscillator circuit.
2. Correct proportioning of plate, screen and suppressor voltages.
3. Light loading of the oscillator.
4. Liberal r.f. by-passing of power supply leads.
5. Well filtered oscillator power supply with good voltage regulation.
6. Correct adjustment of plate circuit tuning.
7. Good shielding.
8. Vibration-proof mounting.

To many, the care required in construction and adjustment may seem too great to make replacement of the crystal oscillator worthwhile. The
DOWN GO PRICES
AS
POPULARITY GOES UP!

COMPARE these prices—see your savings on these famous types, each one of which now is available to you for less than ever before. At these new low prices you cannot afford to be without the assurance of reliable tube performance RCA gives you. Take advantage of these new prices and use RCA tubes in your transmitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Former Price</th>
<th>New Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA-203-A</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-211</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-845</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-838</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-860</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-866-A</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-868</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA-918</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW LOW PRICE METERS
D.C. VOLTmETERS AND MILLIAMMETERS
TYPE 531

These new low priced instruments in their trim bakelite cases are offered to fill the amateur's need for meters which are ruggedly built, thoroughly dependable and inexpensively priced.

The air cushion damping of the movement controls the pointer action and brings it quickly and smoothly to rest. Milliammeters and voltmeters are available at slightly higher prices.

THE BURTON-ROGERS CO.
755 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.

Sales Division of the Hoyt Electrical Instrument Works

Gentlemen:
Find enclosed my remittance for ..•. of your Type 531 . . D.C. Voltmeters . . D.C. Milliammeters. Range to ..•.

Kindly send more information on the other meters mentioned.

Name .......................... City ....................... Street ..............

---

ASTATIC MICROPHONES

THE AMATEURS' FAVORITE

The D-104 Astatic Grafoil Crystal Microphone is the choice of veteran amateurs because of its uniform quality performance — its constant dependability and ruggedness of construction. Fully guaranteed.

The D-104
Made by the Pioneer Manufacturers of QUALITY CRYSTAL PRODUCTS

GET DETAILS FROM YOUR JOBBER
• LIST PRICE
  Only $22.50

ASTATIC Crystal Microphones and Pickups

Guaranteed instruments, known for their quality, dependability and ruggedness. Extensively used in both Professional and Amateur fields. Send for your literature today!

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORIES INC. • YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

operating advantages gained, however, have been sufficient to lead us to return our borrowed crystals and cast free from crystal control — at least for the present. In case one feels that he must have crystal control in conjunction, he should build the e.c. oscillator as the permanent unit and add the crystal oscillator as an appendage, rather than the reverse. A completely separate oscillator tube and circuit should be used instead of attempting to plug the crystal into the same circuit.

To a Lady With Red Hair

(Continued from page 49)

and it was a desperate pull to shove it through, working into the early hours of Monday. The two-day respite gave the transmitting crew a chance to overhaul and make needed changes on the 14-megacycle gear. He himself had signed the work orders. To call for a five- or six-minute circuit right in the middle of a maintenance job! He could order the circuit, and get it, no matter what. He knew all that. But an order, once signed, was an order, and it was not the way to handle business to call for impractical things, or to force a change at the last minute.

He thought about it all that afternoon.

That night he went over to the North Tower quarters of Marcellus Gehring, Rollins Applewaite, and Pliny Fontaine, the trio who were in charge of transmitting equipment. The reputations which they bore with indifference made them primary objects of interest to visiting amateurs, who were usually much taken aback to discover that the Messrs. Gehring, Applewaite and Fontaine looked just about like anybody else. They were hard men to fool about radio transmission and quick to resort to mathematics, which they employed with a facility utterly staggering to those who could not follow along. But most of their success was due to plain common sense and unceasing attention to business.

Jug climbed the flights of stairs to the top floor, kicking open the door to avoid the necessity of turning the knob. The transmitting staff was at home, a very unusual situation.

"Here is Southgate!" announced Marcellus Gehring with alarm. "Look up everything!" he added, scooping up a slide rule and throwing it hastily into a drawer of the study table.

"Throw Southgate out," murmured Pliny Fontaine, refilling the glass. "He is a harbinger of bad news."

Jug grinned.

"How about a circuit for five minutes on Number 4 tomorrow at two o'clock?" he asked Gehring.

"I knew it!" exclaimed Pliny Fontaine. "What did I tell you?"

"Who wants it?"

"I do."

Marcellus reached for the Maintenance Record.

"Phone?"

"No, I'll key it."

"Automatic control's off Number 4," said Applewaite.
COMPLEX PROBLEMS

MADE EASY WITH

LIGHTNING CALCULATORS

Six Types Solve ALL Problems

TYPE A — For problems involving frequency, inductance and capacity, in design of radio frequency circuits. Direct reading answers for size of coils and condensers for any range between 400 kc. and 150 mc. Price, $1, postpaid.

TYPE C — More information on electrical conductors than you could find in a book full of tables. Price, 50c, postpaid.

TYPE E — Direct reading total resistance of resistors connected in parallel, and total capacity of condensers connected in series. Price, 50c, postpaid.

TYPE B — Gives direct reading answers to calculations involving current, resistance, voltage and power with scale for resistance of copper wire and scale for calculating decibel gain or loss. Price, $1, postpaid.

TYPE D — Gives decibel gain or loss when input and output voltages, currents or power are known. Price, 50c, postpaid.

TYPE F — Permits measurement of resistance from 1 ohm to 1 megohm by use of a voltmeter. Makes an ohm-meter of your voltmeter. Price, 50c, postpaid.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., West Hartford, Conn.
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ARE YOU SICK OF "FLOWERY" ADJECTIVES

Turner skimps on the "flowers" and shoots the wad on workmanship and materials. Thus Turner is enabled to unconditionally back every matter-of-fact claim.


Send for KoLor Bulletin

THE TURNER COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
Licensed under patents of the Brush Development Co.

"How much is down?" Gehring asked, turning the pages. "Sunday—Sunday the what?—eighteenth."

"Bias set's down for cleaning, and Number 12 and 14 are taken down."

Gehring studied the work sheet and scratched his elbow.


Applewaite examined it.

"Jug sat down on the corner of the table and reached for his pipe. "Can you get it back in service by then?"

"Sure, if you have to have it, but good Lord! For five minutes!" exclaimed Applewaite. "It's four hours' work getting that stuff back up. It's all in steel, you know, and it's right against the cam switches on the plate supply!"

"Have to work slow."

Jug examined the palm of his hand. It was unreasonable to ask for a circuit under such circumstances. He would just have to fail Ann. He would send a wire. Put it off till another time.

"What's it for?" asked Gehring. "Can't you use Number 3?"

Jug took a deep breath.

"No," he said. "Got to use twenty."

He thought a second.

"Listen," he said. "Here's why I want it."

The Messrs. Gehring, Applewaite, and Fontaine listened.

"One minute!" interrupted Rollins. "Is this woman good looking?"

"She is," said Jug.

"That is all I wanted to know!" said Rollins Applewaite. "Proceed."

Pliny Fontaine made an undulating motion with his hands, raising his eyebrows up and down.


Jug proceeded.

"I hate to let her down," he finished.

"Well—let's see," said Marcellus. "Where's the master drawing on Number 4 control, Jiggs? Over in the shack?"

"I pulled a couple of prints on it yesterday. Top of that drawer. No—here they are."

They bent over the diagram. It was hot in the room, and they began to bump their heads together, as they argued over which was better to do—jump around Number 17 and come in here to Number 11, or pick up the bias here at 8 and cut straight through to—

The blueprint was nearly white with leads running around in a labyrinth of resistors, relays, switches and terminal blocks, an appalling thing to delve into—but not to the Messrs. Gehring, Applewaite, and Fontaine. They knew it from stem to stern, having, at one time or another, argued over everything in it.
CARDWELL RECOMMENDS
FOR YOUR 500 WATT CLASS "C" FINAL RF AMPLIFIER
USING 50-T's, HF-200's, 852's, 838's, RK-28's
AND SIMILAR TUBES, EFFICIENCY MODULATED
FOR SINGLE-ENDERS

* XC-100-XS
$6.90 Net to Hams

XC-75-XD *
$10.20 Net to Hams

CARDWELL condensers are specified the world over by engineers, experimenters and amateurs!
There's a CARDWELL for every purpose — your dealer carries a complete line. The CARDWELL 1936 Catalogue, describing every condenser in the CARDWELL series is available — write for it.

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORP'N
83 Prospect Street . . . . . Brooklyn, New York

BIRNBACH
"STEA TITE" INSULATORS

A transmitting antenna insulator of exceptional tensile strength—1500 lbs. Glazed overall, high insulation value. No sharp edges in grooves or holes. For all power up to 1 KW. Priced only:

470 — 6" . . . . . . . $.50 (list)
471 — 12" . . . . . . . .$.70 (list)

PORCELAIN SPREADERS

462 — 2" . . . . . . . . . $.12 (list)
464 — 4" . . . . . . . . . $.15 (list)
469 — 7" . . . . . . . . . $.20 (list)

Write Dept. 04 for Antenna Information

BIRNBACH RADIO CO., Inc.
145 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK CITY

BLILEY BC 3
cRYSTAL UNITS
ACCURACY GUARANTEED

Ur sigs r FB now, OM. I knew the BC3 wud clean-up ur note.

Radio Operator's Course

Complete in

Telegraph—Telephony

Practical Experience

Studio—Transmitter—Announcing

PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
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"It's all right," said Marcellus, straightening up and looking around for the cigarettes. "We can fix it up."

The hands of the clock in the tower of the Engineering Building stood at two minutes to two. Jug glanced at the Western Union timepiece above the operating desk and typed: "... and tell daddy not to forget about my check—all my love—signed Henrietta AR BK BK QRX seven min for Nr. 847 AR."

"R," thundered the dynamic speaker.

Swinging around, he pressed the signal button on the control panel. The horn in the basement barked. Stand clear for change over! There was an interval. Safety switch open on one of the power enclosures.

"Close it! Close it!" Jug muttered, looking at the clock.

The operating room horn emitted a penetrating roar. Simultaneously, the automatic control sequence relay snapped shut, Jug grasped the brass handwheel protruding from the control panel and clicked it quickly from "3.5" to "14," his other hand tripping closed the automatic control master switch. With a whist the sequence control went into action. The 14-mc. filament pilots flashed red and the bias set down below could be heard whining in one quick leap into full speed, a prolonged volley of clicks sounding from the transmitter room. In the power enclosures, the plate supply cam switches rotated, came to a halt as the contactors closed in sequence with explosive force, humming faintly. The twelve rectifiers leaped into life as the contactors closed, the oil-filled reactors joining the inter-connected star neutrals, bursting into a 720 cycle song of increasing intensity.

The transmitting crew in the basement surveyed the action warily, watching for an ominous break in the sequence, but it followed through.

The pointer of the milliammeter on the Isochro-nometer started a leisurely pendulum motion. Jug closed in the dummy load, made a long dash on one of the Vibroplexes, and wrote in the log: "Input 950 freq. 14,088. 12:00 p.m. Southgate V beam Nr. 1," and threw the antenna selector cam switch to the right.

The minute hand of the clock stood straight up.

Two deep reverberations sounded in the distance.

On the roof, the motor-driven air-break switch flashed as it swung upward in an arc to engage the twisted-line feeders of the V-beam on the hill, the long radiating arms of which encompassed the eastern horizon.

Setting the keying drive at 5 words a minute, Jug began to type. His eyes were expressionless as the perforations on the tape struck the keying rollers, but Jug was poker faced and only the firmer clamping of his teeth on the pipe stem indicated anything at all.

With cold fury, the 500's unleashed their might and fired it into the grey sky.

Ann waited. It was three o'clock. She could feel the seconds ticking by, and fright clutched her—

(Continued on page 108)
FOR MEASURING MODULATION

PRESENTING a well engineered fundamental circuit, the National Oscilloscope is ideally suited to measurement of percentage modulation either at the transmitter or receiver. Its remarkably low net price of $17.70 (less tubes) makes it the ideal foundation for elaborate circuits as well.

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC., MALDEN, MASS.

ECONOMY CODE MACHINE—$12
Learn code easily, at your convenience— and economically. Famous Instructograph principle. Complete with choice of 5 tapes, and Book of Instructions. Delivered postpaid anywhere in U. S. A. Send postcard for full details.

Instructograph Co., Dept. Q-42
912 Lakeside Place Chicag0, Ill.

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
2035-49 W. Charleston Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

AH cut—HIPOWER—crystals
LOW DRIFT—DEPENDABLE—ACTIVE
Why pay more, you cannot buy as good for less

Type Frequency Choice of Stock List Price
AH-110 1700–3500 Kc. Bands $9.95
AH10 7000–7300 Kc. Bands $3.90

HIPOWER CRYSTAL CO.
2035-49 W. Charleston Street CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

“OLZ-QLZ-QLZ” OPERATORS
Save Your Fingers With the AUTOMATIC ROBOT RADIO KEY


GUARANTEED with Full Instructions

Price $10

Postpaid Patent Pending

BUD RADIO, INC.
1937 E. 55th Street Cleveland, Ohio

IMPROVED MIDGET CONDENSERS

Note These Improved Features!
1. New Positive Wiping Contact on rotor shaft with adjusting screw, eliminates mechanical noise on high frequencies.
2. Close Fitting Bearings hold rotor calibration and smoothness of operation.

Insulated with ISOLANTITE. Soldered brass plate assemblies, and heavy aluminum end plates make a precision built, ruggedly constructed condenser.

No. 906—Cap. 20 Mmfd. List $1.15
No. 908—Cap. 35 Mmfd. List 1.25
No. 903—Cap. 50 Mmfd. List 1.35
No. 905—Cap. 100 Mmfd. List 1.85
No. 906—Cap. 140 Mmfd. List 2.00
No. 908—Cap. 200 Mmfd. List 2.30
No. 909—Cap. 250 Mmfd. List 2.45

Dual units and multiple space units in various capacities illustrated and described in our new catalog. Free upon request!

40% DISCOUNT TO AMATEURS

Gardiner-Levering Co.
Haddon Heights, New Jersey, U. S. A.
STATION ACTIVITIES

(Continued from page 78)

Hudson Division

EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM, Robert E. Haight, W2LUG-EGF offers daily service to Canal Zone and connections with TL "I" and "C." FQG is new R.M. Congrats, Steve. LV reports Unit, N.C.R., receiving full uniform in the Hudson area. DON is busy with his reports for the month. GWTW, Hudson Dist. A.A.R.S, net has real traffic net perking FB. GZF schedules PA!?)BD every Sat. on 3.5 me. WSOQG reports via radio. W2ATM is tuning up for that 3.5 me. W's, got his first card from 5th Dist. CQA, back from Bahamas. blew BK-20, CC handles schedules per week. BLLL, FWC, and CQA attend N.C.R. drill at NDB. CJP with 30 watts contacts OK1BC: he also QSP'ed death notice to West GTW, Hudson Dist. A.A.R.S, net has real traffic net perk­WSOQG reports via radio. W2ATM is tuning up for that G FT is rebuilding. LH 100-watt rig. IMR is trying to get rid of bad hum. HOM got better DX contacts on 3.5 mo. BJX reports for M.H.A.R.A. GZP crystal-controlled transmitter. CJB is on 14 me. but makes ether with an Eimac 150-T on 7 mo. BJX is on 7 me, for HEB expects to be active on 56 me. CDM is smacking the me. with AGZ'e transmitter. GXE is student at M.I.T. Lub contest and League test. HVB has two rigs, one works IXK is studying radio engineering at Harvard. ITK HUM is keeping fit in Florida. JFE is working 1.75-me. phone. HUB is out for high power. BDB is very FR traffic. HNR reports hot stuff on 7 me. IVS has B.C. transmitter. HUM is burning out 45's. QY reports the passing of HBW of Westbury, N.Y. DJV is using a 500-watt rig. CQA, one of 56-mo. men. lump of Pelham nearly had a relapse when he received two heard cards from U.S.S.R. GNI is now at 1YK and his men. IMP of Pelham nearly had a relapse when he received two heard cards from U.S.S.R. GNI is new O.B. at his new R.M. in charge of Ocean and Monmouth counties. IAMZ, BT2, BZJ, FRF, IYS and HFT are new O.B.s. appontees. GQX has new O.B. appointment. IEQ says he is working a little DX around his back yard on 3.5 me. IHK says his new super is JB B. Plainfield Radiophone Club will welcome all who drop in on them. GQX 100). JDO is working 56 mo, IBZ is getting good DX with low­power 1.75-mc. rig. PLB has bad attack of YLs, BDC is back on 1.75 me., quieting C.W. Low temperature in his cellar shock kept DBC off the air. HOZ goes quite a kick out of handling traffic. GYK is experimenting with vest pocket transmitter for 56 me. Traffic: W2BCX 2186 (WLNF 885) 8ETX 1128 2CGE 1026 GGW 863 HBQ 571 GAS 639 EHY 339 GZV 325 ICM 205 HNP 176 GSA 75 CQX 30 HOX 54 C4G 63 HTX 56 TX 25 POA 39 AMZ-IZJ 25 2MMN 50 CIX 18 HFT 13X 10 HOX 10 JF 6 AIF 8 ECO-CH7 ICF 2 HNM 3 (Jan.-Feb. QXQ 100). ROANOKE DIVISION

NORTH CAROLINA—SCM, H.S. Carter, W40G—We want to thank the Raleigh gang for a big time at the Floating Club meeting held there February 2nd. These meetings are very enjoyable and the entire gang should get the habit of coming to them. HEB has 1.75-me. power rig. Only week to almost the entire state schedules at noon. DW is still trying to get Utah for W.A.S. Tarboro: CCH says DX is on the upswing on 14 me. Warren Phipps: BHR is putting up a new antenna on a pair of 75-foot poles. Graham: CJP had a heart attack among them. Both 30's went west in one day. AEE is increasing power. COG
has about complete his new 3.5-mc. rig. DOU is on 1.71-mc. storm; he is new O.R.S. and has replaced DW on T.L.

"C." Charlotte: BLN is working plenty of schedules, and joining the A.A.R.S.; he is helping DOS rebuild. AH and building for 'phone and o.w.

Wilmington: CPT kept his class telegraph ticket to add to his collection of various licenses. US is now crystal-controlled, which makes Wilmington the state in traffic this month. With the 'Phones: CXO has been seen around the hospital quite a bit, but the reports say no heat in shack. BNR uses 860 on 7 and license run out; took exam again. BRY is working on 3.5, 7-mc. EZL insists that F.C.C. regulations be enforced better, and is getting out FB now. CYP has about recovered from the trouble with his feet. CHX is putting 600 volts on a 59 e.c. 24. K.SJ gets out nicely with his pair of 89s P.P. RE reports that he is not sick; a white uniform t, the magnet, DSY is having trouble with bis feet. CHX is putting 600 volts on a 59.

Traffic: W4CUB 160 CYY 141 CXC 82 BLN 64 BRT 28 28 NC 17 ANK-CYA 12 BYA 10 CJP 5 CYB 4. VIRGINIA—SCM, Charles M. Wa+, Jr., W3UVA— is at Longwood College. DVP was on 4-mc. phone awhile. DWB has no heat in shack, BNI uses 860 on 7 and 3.5 mc. EXW got on 14- and 3.9-mc. ‘phone grid mod. 801’s.

Traffic: W4CUB 160 CYY 141 CXC 82 BLN 64 BRT 28 28 NC 17 ANK-CYA 12 BYA 10 CJP 5 CYB 4. VIRGINIA—SCM, Charles M. Wa+, Jr., W3UVA— is at Longwood College. DVP was on 4-mc. phone awhile. DWB has no heat in shack, BNI uses 860 on 7 and 3.5 mc. EXW got on 14- and 3.9-mc. ‘phone grid mod. 801’s. BUR has moved. AMB wrote newspaper article on ham radio. CUV has FB new rig with P. 52 on 14-mc. phone and 7-mc. EZL installed that F.C.C. regulations be enforced better, FOW has 37 states toward W.A.S. on 3.5 mc. AJJ resigns as R.M. as he has irregular hours. EFU is working ‘phone with P. BKZ’s. UVU’s schedules K6XMM (ex-BZL, WA5XMM) 100 watts, K6BPK, K6HSE, W6E, WBE, EBK has YL-tita. BZE feels rebuilding time approaching. EMX is new O.R.S. BZ is working on 3.5, 7 and 28 mc. BIW is outstanding 28-mc. station. V.P. Club has a new frequency checking apparatus. DLX got RS from Germany. CTI is QRL but transferred. QV reports for himself and the club station. CTI is QRL but transferred. QV reports for himself and the club station. CTI is QRL but transferred. QV reports for himself and the club station. CTI is QRL but transferred. QV reports for himself and the club station. CTI is QRL but transferred. QV reports for himself and the club station.
cold, nervous fear. Her tightly-clasped hands felt her heart racing. The second hand on the tiny wrist watch marched inexorably on — on. Fifteen seconds past.

The din was horrible.

"Everybody on the band is right here," she whispered, pressing her hands to her forehead.

There was no use shifting the tuning. It was set where it should be, on the low-frequency side of the University's zero beat. She had checked it too often. It didn't vary the width of a pencil mark on over ten feet of dial spread.

Sudden doubt assailed her. Had she said three o'clock his time or her time?

"Oh, goodness!" she whispered. "What was it? I just know I said —"

Two new signals started up at that point calling PAQQL. Loud. Oh, so terribly loud!

"I just know I said my time."

And even if Jug was sending, could she hear him? The din was steady, a chorus of chirps, rattles, and pinging crystal notes, never ending and seemingly growing louder.

Thirty-five seconds past.

"He forgot," Ann murmured, a crushed feeling coming over her. Her throat began to ache — ache — each a stab that she was helpless to overcome.

"He forgot." Her lips formed the words, but no sound came.

The grandfather's clock on the landing of the stairs clucked with august majesty. It had seen many a clock come and go in its hundred-odd years of timekeeping and it knew a thing or two about keeping time that was not in the books. Its polished pendulum moved with stateliness and precision.

With calm solemnity it willed now to strike.

A mellow chord rang from it. Another. Another.

The top of the Duncan Phyfe table upon which Ann's elbows rested suddenly vibrated as a ringing, crystal signal with an organ-pipe undertone tore from the big dynamic. Behind it was the power equivalent to ten kilowatts and it shook the leaded window panes.

Ann's heart jerked.

She made a faint little sound. Desperate with excitement, she grasped the gold inlay pencil and began to scribble furiously:

"To a lady with red hair — this is Jug — I am proud of you — save the X for me — ARSK"

Ann caught the paper to her and hugged it fiercely. She closed her eyes in a slow sweep of the long lashes and her lips moved in what seemed to be a little prayer.

"Oh, Jug!" she whispered. "I will! I will!"

Laboratory Beat Oscillator and Signal Generator

(Continued from page 47)

A low-pass filter is provided in the plate circuit of the 53. It is essential that this filter be a good one, for if any of the fundamental oscillator component gets through to the power amplifier distortion will result. As it is, harmonic distortion is not detectable by ordinary means (such as in-
HAMS CALL IT "A Honey!"

Meat Type 195 Bar and Filler Holder, a worthy member of the Premier Crystal family, and already an old friend to many interested in short wave radio. A Premier Crystal mounted in Type 195 holds the crystal on your incoming signal... single-signal reception assures a QSO of Gibraltar-like tenacity. Ease in crystal changing and dependability of frequency response renders Type 195 excellent for experimental work, for intermediate frequency filtering between 450 and 555 kc. in oscillator and superhet receivers. Type 195 also holds 100 kc. bars.

The holder is constructed of high quality Isolantite — the electrodes of heat treated nickel silver, ground and hand lapped to a knife-edge, straight edge.

Crystal illustrated in square recess is 465 kc. filter. Rectangular recess is for 100 kc. bar. Proper performance of holder assured by Isolantite spacer. Electrodes of constant characteristics and precision workmanship.

Don't Be Fooled!

Be sure to get a copy of my latest price list on all Receivers and Transmitters before you buy. You will find my terms more liberal and interest charges lower.

Flash! The New RCA-ACR175 RECEIVER ONLY $13.15 DOWN—Immediate Delivery Balance in Nine Monthly Payments of Same Amount NEW SUPER PROS IN STOCK Attractive Terms and Prompt Delivery on National—Hammarlund — RME 69 — Tobe — Sky rider — RCA — Harvey, etc., etc.

WILLARD S. WILSON . . . W3DQ DELAWARE RADIO SALES COMPANY 405 Delaware Avenue Wilmington, Delaware

PREMIER CRYSTAL LABORATORIES, INC. 53-63 PARK ROW • NEW YORK • N. Y.

Now The CODE TEACHER!

The NEW Master Teleplex

For beginners, experienced operators, and schoolroom. The sure way to learn code and to step up your speed. This amazing new instrument will record your own sending on double row perforated paper and repeat it back to you at any speed you desire. 10,000 words can be recorded on one tape.

No Batteries No Winding All Electric It is the same in principle and in operation for this purpose it is equal to the Wheatstone Perforator and Transmitter, which cost over $1,000.

Buy It or Rent It Send for Folder Q4, which tells you how to get the use of this instrument without buying it. No obligation. We furnish complete course and personal instruction with a money-back guarantee. Low cost, easy terms. Write today for information.

TELEPLEX CO. 72 Cortlandt Street New York City The New Master Teleplex, "The Choice of Those Who Know"
bought A.B.Y.'s 'phone and is now on 1.75-mc. band with a
wallop. I.G.J. has been sick but is back on the job now. I.X.Y.
does not have a part of the job going places. A.F.D. is active on 28 mc.
F.O.C. is on 28 mc. D.U.K. is not doing so well. D.U.K. is
now after everything on 28 mc. Congratulations to
B.F.T., who we understand won the last W-V contest with
a peak of a score and a lot of hard work. H.O.V. had mis­
fortune with its R.S.O. H.O.U. is on 28 mc. and J.C.A. has
two of them and is on the phone.

Traffic: W1I11, 2267 (W1G8 61) IP 1063 J18B 394 GHT 269 FFF 163 TA 151 EFE 121 EAL 45 FCI 31 GMM 19 ILK 8 IDY 5 GOC 2 EF1 151.

BOHOL—SOM, John Gordon, W1HRC JEG got his receiver working on 28 mc. I.Z.O. has now
"Mao-Key." I.P.U. has long list of calls heard on 28 mc.,
including several foreigners. 95CY (at Newport) received
Class A ticket. GTN observed another "fake-out" on
Feb. 16th between 11 and 1200. H.P.X. is out of the
15 minutes, at which time the C.A. Net of the A.A.R.S.
went out completely. ISR is RM3C in U.S.N.R. now.
I.E.X has new rig with 38 wattette on 7 mc.; first QSO was
EA4AP. I.H.S. has new QST noise eliminator working FB.
It is reported J.B.O. and J.R.M, if giving Providence as QRA.
are bootleggers—anyone having definite information please
advise O.O. D.D.Y or O.O. ZS. I.E.J. is working in Hartford but
gets heavy work in the week-ends, etc., and is on 56 mc. then.
H.R.S. and E.T.O are on 28 mc. experimentally. H.B.Z. is the
"Big-Shot" in the 56-mc. gang, which is composed of A.K.A., B.G.A., A.V.I.,
H.R. A.M. A.D.D. A.O.P and J.A.R. D.Y.B. is showing up at
AQ again after long absence. The B.I. gang on 7 mc. con­
with his RX-20 on 14 mc. all during the same week, two
different mornings. F.S.F. on 3.5 mc. with low power is work­
ing out well. W.B.N. O.S.H. still have four in the 56 mc. group.
A.J.C. and J.A.H. are keeping the West. Mass. O.R.S. channel
active. Please keep this fact in mind. Thank you. The entire
Western Mass. Section mourns the passing of our beloved
President, Hiram Percy Maxim. Though he will never again
participate in amateur radio, his memory
will remain in our ranks.

Traffic: W1ABG 368 EVJ 345 BEF 271 FRO 253 IGN
239 DDE 101 IWC 120 RE 102 JL 86 HC 67 KH 47 QW
42 (CEIL 36) AOA 40 HEE 31 HXK 24 AKE 22 ISM 19
JR 19 HXE 16 IKE 14 HWE 10 BMW 8 GMD 6 IDQ 4
JCK-3GD 3 GEX 1. The following A.A.R.S. reported traffic:

Traffic: W1IEG 1004 (W1G8 216) IZ0 651 IFU 611 A1
20 DDY 17 CTN 16 ISR 8 IEX 3.

VERMONT—SCM, Forrest D. Drew, W1JPB—Thanks for
the nice increase in traffic, gang. B.N.S. sends and makes
the B.P.L. B.J.P. is rallying from an attack of grippe. A.V.P.
was active in O.P.S. party and wants more Vol. QSO's on
'tphone. W.T.S. needs only three states for W.C.R. and
new Collins network. A.O.O reports activity on three bands
with a new 2A5 Tri-tet. A.N.X. has a new rack and Collins
network for the transmitter. F.S.V. has a new rig, also
receiver for DX work. W.B.Y. is using a Thyratron for DX
on 14 mc. G.A.N. is hard on '10s, having blown five of them
latey. G.N.H. and A.H.N. gave a radio demonstration and talk
at the Windsor Rotary Club. Fine work, boys, and more
power to you. D.Q.K. is having fine results on 28 mc.; phone
and reports from HGK7, E2ZJ, E2HZ and H2VE. G.A.E. has been sick
for several weeks and we hope for his speedy recovery.

Traffic: W1BIP 21 GAE 2 DQK 7 GNF 9 AXN 77
(W1G8 65) AOE 15 IEM 8 BNS 440 FSV 4.

ATLANTIC DIVISION

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, James M. Brungin,
W3EZ—R.M.'s: 3AKB, 3AQN, 3EOP, SASW.
P.A.M.: 3EOZ. Attention 'Phone Men: The O.R.S.
sign after a C.W. call indicates one who measures up to definite
standards. Similarly, the words "Official Phone Station" (O.P.S.) indicates that you "measure up"—that you sin­
cerely try to operate your station with correct adjustment
and proper procedure. 'Phone men with quality signals and
operating experience are requested to write the S.C.M.
Thans. A.R.S. members trophies: W1G8 (30K), W3EZ,
W1LGB (3EOP). 3AQN has a complete five-year message
file. 3BES worked his 90th country! 3BRZ and 8TV
applied for O.P.S. 3B0D enquires about O. P.S. 3BZP has
46 of 48 states needed for W.A. 30CH says 802's in parallel
"won't talk." 3D2E is interested in O.P.S. work. 3DMQ
worked the rare stations FS8XY, VUXP and ZE18S.
3DNG is completing new high power 'phone set. 3EBF is busy with A.A.R.S. SECA. 3EWK and 3MDA are in line for OBS. 2858. 14A is a "phone Activity Manager (P.A.M.)" for our section; Tom has brought his station up to date with 1 kw. input and has installed the latest send/receive monitoring equipment.

3ECA is a new OBS. 3FRA has new RK-9 rig. 3SNX (Mrs. 3MCC) is fast becoming known on the 3.5-mo. C.W. band, handles traffic too. 3GB is new experimenting on 28 me. 3MG wants Africa for W.A.C. 3EBF has trouble finding mix night working and radio. Ditto for 3ADE, 3EZ and SEKX. 3DIG (one of our Observers) calls attention to the growth of the OA. 3BZK installed new antenna. 3ITS has Broadcast license. 3MRG sends first report. 3NNC is now using 35 watts with fine results. We have received two requests for East Penna. QSO party. Send your opinion to S.C.M.

Traffic: WS5C 580 3EOP 395 (WLCB 521) EBF 374 EBP 364 AKB 170 ECA 146 BYS 137 EYO 124 EPJ 94 AQN 79 EDA 54 ADE 47 VR 20 EWF 11 JES 10 EUP 9 EOZ 4 CIRH 2 DMQ 1 DJG 1 BOK (WQLA 687) BAWB 160 SDIG 70 SOMI 14 SNINC 34 SNBK 30 SDMA 15.

MARYLAND-DELWARE-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—SCM, Edgar L. Hudson, W3BAK-W3CCS, W3EOU, W3CXL, R.M.'s: W3BWT, Chief R. M. Sgt. Ed, and many others are in Class B to modulate the rig on 14, 3.9 and 28 me. 8EBP has an 861-welcome to OWH who moved in from the 4th District. 3ECA, 3EWK, 3GJI, 3WJ, 3SNX and 3SNK have direct contact with the Canal Zone and P.I. 3GS is now experimenting on 28 mo. 3EGK is looking longingly at 28 me. 3EGK is a newly appointed Official Observer. UR is looking for an antenna. W8DSS--C.R.M.: 8JTT, R.M.'s: 8BJO, 8QAE--JTT again leads with a smart total and makes the B.P.L. Nice work, Bob. CQW is QRL in Buffalo. POJ is getting out FB. GPS wants HRO receiver. AWN sends in usual FB report on Jamestown Club and station activities. 3EGK is a newly appointed Official Observer. 8MRQ has a new rig on 24 me. 8SCC is a newly appointed Official Observer. 8CSX is a newly appointed Official Observer. 8CSX is a newly appointed Official Observer.

Traffic: WSFTK 1171 EFM 713 (WLNJ 123) ZI 379 AFV 437 VE 333 (WLN 10) DSC 322 FBM 28 EWF 8 COT 6 BS 50 FOF 40 FFE 53 AVJ 4 9H 3 AEJ 4 EKL 146 NF 61 (WLMJ 194) BDI 33 ZX 32 DQV 2.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Charles Smith, W8CUG--KUN needs Louisiana for 6041 EEI 30. 3EGK is busy with Net reorganization to pound much brass.

Traffic: WSAFO 1171 EFM 713 (WLNJ 123) ZI 379 AFV 437 VE 333 (WLN 10) DSC 322 FBM 28 EWF 8 COT 6 BS 50 FOF 40 FFE 53 AVJ 4 9H 3 AEJ 4 EKL 146 NF 61 (WLMJ 194) BDI 33 ZX 32 DQV 2.

Traffic: WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, Charles Smith, W8CUG--KUN needs Louisiana for 6041 EEI 30. 3EGK is busy with Net reorganization to pound much brass.
**Announcing—**

**50s PORTABLE TRANSMITTER**

Output: 50 watts CW
15 watts PHONE
Input: 12 or 32 volts dc

- CRYSTAL CONTROL
- BAND SWITCHING
- 3 FREQUENCIES
- ANTENNA MATCHING CIRCUIT

Write for full technical data

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
12 Boylston Street  Brookline, Mass.

---

"Pleased" with the Hi-Fidelity of the Model 1750 . . . the Reproducer with the New PARA CURVE HIGH FIDELITY DIAPHRAGM

It’s what OTHERS say that COUNTS!

Read the following letter:

Pass Christian, Miss.
OCT. 14, 1935

Gentlemen:

Recently I received one of your new No. 1750 Para-Curve Reproducers and I am more than pleased with its Hi-Fidelity performance. Please rush 1 Model 1750 to match a new Philco Model 650X.

Edith A. Helwick

$17.50 LIST

Write for complete catalog, dealer’s discount and name of nearest distributor. Wright-Decoster distributors are always anxious to cooperate with you.

WRIGHT-DECOSTER, Inc.
2259 University Ave.
St. Paul, Minn.

(Calibration Methods)

The most convenient method of calibration is direct comparison with a reliable source, matching tones aurally if necessary or, preferably, on an oscilloscope. Such a source should preferably be variable, of course, but if a reliable 1000-cycle oscillator and an oscilloscope are available, a decent calibration of the higher frequencies can be inspection on a cathode ray oscilloscope) except at the very low frequencies, and even then the wave shape is very close to the sinusoidal.

High-quality transformers are used for coupling into and out of the power amplifier stage. These transformers and the General Radio tuning condenser are the major "luxury" components in the unit, and between them constitute a goodly part of the cost. For this reason, it may be pointed out that cheaper parts can be used, reasons of economy dictating, and actual performance will not suffer greatly. The principal loss will be in operating ease. It will be more difficult to accurately calibrate the low audio-frequency range, and the over-all output variation with frequency change will be increased. But, provided a stable receiving-type condenser and moderately good audio transformers without hysteresis distortion due to d.c. loading are used, the thing will work and the pocketbook will suffer less.

Careful matching of the 2A3 output tubes is essential or the frequency characteristic will make a sharp rise at 60 cycles and little 60-cycle serrations will show around the edges of the higher frequency waves. This is accomplished by separate adjustable legs in the voltage divider, providing individual grid bias to each tube. The potentiometers should be adjusted so that plate currents are equal (40 ma. each), a pair of headphones or an oscilloscope being connected across the output meanwhile to make sure that this point coincides with minimum hum level.

In this instrument, the output potentiometer is a 1000-ohm affair, and is connected across the paralleled secondary windings in the output transformer to reflect the proper load impedance (5000 ohms) to the 2A3 plates. If higher output voltages are required, a 4000-ohm potentiometer can be used across the windings connected in series. Other types of transformers should of course be chosen with this point in mind.

In any event, the potentiometer must be capable of absorbing the maximum output of the unit, in this case about 1.5 watts. A copper-oxide rectifier is used in connection with the plug-in milliammeter to check output voltage. (Incidentally, it has been found that little faith can be placed in the calibration curves accompanying these devices; it is best to run an accurate curve when the b.f.o. is completed, comparing readings with a reliable a.c. voltmeter with a negligible or compensated frequency characteristic.) A double-pole double-throw switch is provided for switching the audio output from the output terminals to the suppressor-grid circuit of the signal generator unit, for modulation purposes.

CALIBRATION METHODS

The most convenient method of calibration is direct comparison with a reliable source, matching tones aurally if necessary or, preferably, on an oscilloscope. Such a source should preferably be variable, of course, but if a reliable 1000-cycle oscillator and an oscilloscope are available, a decent calibration of the higher frequencies can be
An amazingly versatile unit both electrically and mechanically, employing the basic Lamb silencing circuit, the unit is designed to function on a wide variety of super hets employing one i.f. stage. The can may be mounted in any position inside, or outside, the receiver. The chassis is then slid into place and fastened by two screws. Overall dimensions, less tubes, 3½" x 6½" x 2" high. A 6K7 i.f. stage is followed by a 6J7-6H6 and a 6L7. The latter operating at low gain. Excellent stability — slight mis-alignment of the receiver i.f. transformers — a.v. c. circuit undisturbed — series filaments operating through a line cord — receptacle for the receiver line cord — frequency range 430-520 Kc. The “Silent Can” may be used on Browning 35’s, Tobe Communication Receiver, ACR-136, Sky-Rider S-9, and a host of all-wave sets. The “Silent Can” wired and tested with instructions and a set of RCA tubes sells at...

$10.95

Please give name and model number of receiver when ordering.
If your nearest dealer cannot supply you, order direct from

LEEDS RADIO COMPANY
45 VESEY STREET +
NEW YORK CITY

CODE TEACHER

It's easy to learn the code with the Instructograph. Book of Instructions shows you how to study to best advantage. You can rent Instructograph on very attractive terms and rental may be applied on purchase price. A postcard will bring you full details.

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY, Dept. Q-4
912 Lakeside Place
Chicago, Ill.
Representatives for Canada
Toronto Radio College of Canada, Ltd., 863 Bay St.

PRECISION CRYSTALS

Highest quality crystals one-inch square, carefully ground for frequency stability and maximum output. Be sure of your transmitter frequency — use PRECISION CRYSTALS.

* X* cut PRECISION Crystals carefully ground for maximum power supplied within 0.1% of your specified frequency and calibrated to within 0.03% are priced as follows: 1750, 3500 and 7000 kc. bands — $3.00 each. Add $1.00 to above price if plug-in, dustproof holder is desired. (Holder as illustrated to fit G.R. jacks or round holder to plug into a tube socket can be furnished) G.R. jacks to plug illustrated holder into — $1.15 pair.

Low frequency drift crystals (Type LTC) having a drift of less than 5 cycles per million per degree C. are supplied at the following prices: 1750 and 3500 kc. bands — $3.50 each; 7000 kc. band — $4.00 each. Holder $1.00.

*A*T cut crystals for commercial use quoted on at your request. When ordering our product you are assured of the finest obtainable. Now in our sixth year of business.

PRECISION PIEZO SERVICE
427 Asia Street
Baton Rouge, La.

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
THE NEW 803 TUBE

forstold over a year ago in the "PROGRESSIVE TRANSMITTER GUIDE"—is now embodied in the "PROGRESSIVE." Before building or remodeling your station rack and panel fashion write for FREE "Progressive Transmitter Bulletin"—Form 208. Simply address

GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP.
518 S. Throop Street, Chicago

"The Crystal Specialists Since 1925"
PIEZO-ELECTRIC CRYSTALS
Guaranteed Accurate to Better than .01%
SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
UNIVERSITY PARK, HYATTSVILLE, MD.

Get Your NEW
MARTIN VIBROPLEX
JUNIOR
ONLY
$10

The BUG that satisfies the world's finest operators—can be trusted to satisfy you. All Standard Vibroplex features: 2¾-pound japanned base. Heavy contact points. The only difference is in size. Just what you need to develop a good fist. A bargain at this low price.

OTHER VIBROPLEX MODELS
Famous Improved Vibroplex, Black or Colored, $17; Nickel-Plated, $19. Newest Model Vibroplex, No. 6, Black or Colored, $17; Nickel-Plated, $19.

Remit by money order or registered mail

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.
832 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Say You Saw It in QST—It Identifies You and Helps QST

secured by application of Lissajou's figures. The low frequencies can be compared with 60 cycles from the oscilloscope sweep circuit; since this frequency is taken direct from the a.c. mains, it can be relied upon to be perfectly synchronized. By this method an accurate calibration up to 1000 cycles or so can be secured without too great difficulty, if a little patience is used and results are double-checked.

This is the only satisfactory method of calibrating the low audio frequency range without use of an auxiliary standard that it has yet been possible to devise. An alternative method of calibrating the high frequency range that requires only a broadcast receiver as additional apparatus has been suggested by J. J. Lamb, however. The procedure is as follows: Tune the broadcast receiver, preferably a t.r.f. set with good gain, to a b.c. station operating on 1100 kc. Couple its antenna circuit to the grid circuit of the fixed frequency oscillator, removing the grid cap from the variable-frequency oscillator tube meanwhile. The 10th harmonic of 110 kc. is 1100 kc., so if the trimmers in the fixed frequency oscillator are adjusted to zero beat with the b.c. station, the frequency of the oscillator will be precisely 110 kc. Next, replace the grid cap of the variable-frequency oscillator, couple it to the b.c. set in the same fashion, and in turn adjust it to zero beat, with the main tuning condenser at minimum capacity and the zero-beat adjustment at mid-scale. With zero-beat achieved all around, the fixed frequency oscillator can now be disregarded. The b.c. set should next be to a station operating on 1050 kc. The b.f.o. dial is then rotated until the variable-frequency oscillator is in zero beat with this station, and the exact adjustment recorded. This is the 1000-cycle point on the calibration scale. The b.c. set is tuned to a station on 1060 kc., zero beat again found, the dial setting again noted, and the 2000-cycle point is determined. This is continued until a station on 1000 kc. has been checked and the 10,000 cycle point on the b.f.o. reached. With these 11 points, an accurate calibration curve can be drawn between 1000 and 10,000 cycles—accurate, that is to say, to a probable 5 cycles, since the b.c. stations are not allowed to vary more than 50 cycles.

Such accuracy is rather more than can be maintained in practice, unless an auxiliary checking method is used for zero-beat resetting. The simplest method is to use an oscilloscope with 60-cycle sweep for resetting. Another, requiring a few moments and some care, is to count cycles against the second hand on a watch. This will enable resetting to better than a cycle, but takes a few minutes and is pointless unless stabilized power supply is used. A tuned reed can also be employed; but this becomes a more elaborate proposition than was originally contemplated. Anyway, what's a cycle or two in routine work? Percentages are more important than exact values and this unit can be relied upon to preserve

1 Cathode Ray Tubes at Work, by John F. Rider; RCA Instruction Manual, or other cathode-ray oscilloscope instruction book.
FIRST with the LATEST!
ADDITIONS TO THE
TRANSMITTING LINE

HERE are some new and timely items that will be of vital interest to every ham operator. What are your requirements?

Class B Output Modulation Transformers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-8208</td>
<td>Plates of Elmac 50T's (100 watts audio power) to R.F. load</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2Q</td>
<td>6¾</td>
<td>5¼</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8209</td>
<td>Plates of Elmac 50T's (250 watts audio) to R.F. load</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2Q</td>
<td>7¼</td>
<td>5¼</td>
<td>9½</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8210</td>
<td>Plates of Elmac 100T's (500 watts audio) to R.F. load</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2Q</td>
<td>9¼</td>
<td>7¼</td>
<td>7½</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8225</td>
<td>Plates of H.D. 203A's (500 watts audio) to R.F. load</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6½</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTO TRANSFORMERS can be used for increasing low line voltages or for power reduction during transmitter adjustment. Tapped at 60-90-100-110-120-135 volts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Mfr.</th>
<th>H.</th>
<th>W.</th>
<th>D.</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-8211</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>6½ x 4½</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8212</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>6½ x 5½</td>
<td>7¼</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>19½</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-8213</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>7½ x 6½</td>
<td>7¼</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895
500 West Huron St. Chicago, U.S.A.

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR

Universally recognized as the standard elementary guide for the prospective amateur

describes, in clear understandable language, apparatus incorporating features hitherto confined to more advanced stations. Although completely modernized, the station can still be built at a minimum of expense, and the designs have been made flexible so that parts out of the junk box readily can be substituted. While easy to build, the performance of the equipment is such that any amateur can own and operate it with satisfaction and pleasure. Complete operating instructions and references to sources of detailed information on licensing procedure are given, as well as a highly absorbing narrative account of just what amateur radio is and does.

Published by the AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC. - West Hartford, Connecticut

Price 25¢ postpaid
(no stamps, please)
"IF THERE WERE A BETTER WAY than CANDLER Home Training in Code, in High-Speed Telegraphing and in Touch Typewriting, I would know it." — McELROY.

CANDLER SYSTEM — for 25 years the dominant source of Sound Telegraphic Technique. An impressive alumni of skilled Amateurs and Com'! Operators, the wide confidence of the profession and Communications Companies.

FREE — 1936 Book of Facts — Describes Home Training for beginners, for Amateurs who want their com'! licenses, for Com'! ops who want to prepare for better jobs. Contains McElroy's Personal Experiences and other helpful information. Send for it. No obligation.

CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Dept. Q-4
ASHEVILLE, N. C.

RADIO COURSES
RADIO OPERATING: Prepare for Gov't License Exam.
RADIO SERVICING: Including Short Waves, AMATEUR GODS, New Course in ELECTRONICS.
Day and Evening classes — Booklet upon Request
NEW YORK YMCA SCHOOLS
4 West 63rd Street, New York City

CATHODE-RAY MONITORING OF RECEIVED SIGNALS

In general it is not practical to attempt to use a single c.r. tube for both receiver and transmitter. A switching arrangement could possibly be worked out, but this article will not involve itself with that. It is not unlikely that means could be worked out in some cases whereby monitoring of one's own transmission could be done in the station receiver so that the one c.r. installation could serve all purposes. This, however, is a problem whose solution depends on being able to run the receiver at the same time the transmitter is on, without overloading the receiver.

Fig. 1 shows the method of cutting out a.v.c. on the Pfanschi, in order to increase deflection sensitivity. A short lead from the second i.f. plate is recommended. Capacity of this connection will have to be compensated for by re-adjustment of trimmer on the secondary of the second i.f. transformer.

It is necessary to stress the importance of linearity on the part of the receiver (up to the point where the c.r. tube is connected). Without linearity the results obtained can only be regarded as highly questionable and of no accurate quantitative value. About the best way of determining linearity in the receiver is to get a good reliable percentage ratios. In this connection, it may be mentioned that, while it is very difficult to secure high frequency stability in a b.f.o. owing to the fact that a very small percentage change at 100 kc. becomes a very large percentage change at 100 cycles (.1 per cent becomes 100 per cent, for example), this unit, once properly warmed up, can be depended upon to hang very close to a mean value of 4 or 5 cycles over an appreciable length of time, even without a compensated power supply. It will oscillate around the mean frequency by that amount, that is to say, due to line vagaries, but it will not drift appreciably. This is due, of course, to the careful attention to both electrical and mechanical details affecting stability, and the fact that the oscillators are made as nearly identical as possible, so that drift in any direction will be approximately equal.

So much for the beat-frequency audio oscillator. The signal generator will be described in Part II, for that is definitely a story by itself.
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Where to buy it

A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

ASTATIC
Crystal Microphones and Pickups

ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc. YOUNGSTOWN, OH. Winner Manufacturers of Quality Crystal Products

JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 92-96 Merrick Rd.
NEWARK, N. J.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 230 Central Ave.
NEWARK, N. J.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 25 Park Place
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harvey's Radio Shop 103 W. 43rd St.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 100 Sixth Ave.
NEW YORK, N. Y. (BRONX)
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 542 East Fordham Rd.
PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 343 Blvd. of the Allies

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
"Chrome" protected
RADIO BATTERIES
'Look for the Black and White Stripes
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

ALBANY, N. Y.
Uncle Dave’s Radio Shack 356 Broadway
Baltimore, MD.
Radio Electric Service Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street
HARTFORD, CONN.
Stern & Company, Inc. 210 Chapel Street
JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 92-96 Merrick Rd.
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Radio Service Lab. of N. H. 1008 Elm Street
MONTREAL, CANADA
285 Craig Street, West Canadian Electrical Supply Co., Ltd.
NEWARK, N. J.
Wholesale Radio Service Company 219 Central Ave.
NEWARK, N. J.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 230 Central Avenue
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 25 Park Place

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harrison Radio Company 12 West Broadway
NEW YORK, N. Y. (BRONX)
Wholesale Radio Service Company 542 E. Fordham Rd.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Service Company 100 Sixth Avenue
PITTSBURGH, PENN.
343 Blvd. of the Allies
Federated Purchaser, Inc.
PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Tri-State Radio Equipment Co. 403 Penn Avenue
READING, PENN.
George D. Barbey Company 404 Walnut Street
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
T. F. Cushing 349 Worthington St.

Super SKYRIDER
the hallicrafters

ALBANY, N. Y.
Uncle Dave’s Radio Shack 356 Broadway
Baltimore, MD.
Radio Electric Service Company 303 W. Baltimore Street
BOSTON, MASS.
Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street
GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y.
Adirondack Radio Service 40 Clyde St.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Radio Inspection Service Co. 227 Asylum Street
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Radio Service Lab. of N. H. 1008 Elm Street
NEWARK, N. J.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 219 Central Ave.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Henry & Young 86 Meadow Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Gross Radio, Inc. 51 Vesey St.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Harvey's Radio Shop 103 W. 43rd St.
NEW YORK, N. Y. (BRONX)
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 542 East Fordham Rd.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 100 Sixth Ave.
PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Tri-State Radio Equipment Co. 403 Penn Ave.
PITTSBURGH, PENN.
Tydines Company 620 Grant St.
RICHMOND HILL, NEW YORK
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
T. F. Cushing 349 Worthington St.

Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them. 115
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A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

E.F. Johnson Company
Waseca, Minn.

E. F. Johnson Company

JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y., 92-26 Merrick Rd.
MONTREAL, CANADA, 285 Craig Street, West
NEWARK, N. J., 230 Central Avenue
NEWARK, N. J., Wholesale Radio Service Company
NEW YORK, N. Y., 25 Park Place
NEW YORK, N. Y., Harrison Radio Company
NEW YORK, N. Y. (BRONX), 542 E. Fordham Rd.
NEW YORK, N. Y., Wholesale Radio Service Company
PITTSBURGH, PENN., 603 Grant Street
PITTSBURGH, PENN., 343 Blvd. of the Allies
PITTSBURGH, PENN., 403 Penn Avenue
READING, PENN., 404 Walnut Street

RCA de Forest
RCA Radio Tube Division of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

ALBANY, N. Y., 31 Hudson Avenue
ALBANY, N. Y., Uncle Dave’s Radio Shack
BALTIMORE, MD., 303 W. Baltimore Street
BOSTON, MASS., H. Japoe Company
BOSTON, MASS., Radio Shack
CHARLESTON, W. VA., Virginian Electric, Inc.
HARTFORD, CONN., Hart & Young
JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y., 92-26 Merrick Rd.
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, 230 Central Avenue
NEWARK, N. J., Wholesale Radio Service Co.
NEW HAVEN, CONN., 86 Meadow Street
NEW YORK, N. Y., 100 W. 34th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y., 25 Park Place
NEW YORK, N. Y., 16 West 22nd Street
NEW YORK, N. Y., 136 Liberty Street
NEW YORK, N. Y. (BRONX), 542 E. Fordham Road
NEW YORK, N. Y., 100 Sixth Avenue
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 12 West Broadway
PHILADELPHIA, PENN., Eugene G. Wile
PHILADELPHIA, PENN., Raymond Rosen & Company
PHILADELPHIA, PENN., 512 Market Street
PITTSBURGH, PENN., 343 Blvd. of the Allies
PITTSBURGH, PENN., 603 Grant Street
READING, PENN., Bright & Company
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., T. F. Cushing
WASHINGTON, D. C., 938 F Street, N. W.

 Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or of other equipment sold by them.
A directory of suppliers who carry in stock the products of these dependable manufacturers.

**AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT**

RCA Victor Division of RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

**ALBANY, N. Y.**
Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 356 Broadway

**BOSTON, MASS.**
H. Jeppe Company 46 Cornhill

**BOSTON, MASS.**
Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street

**CAMDEN, N. J.**
Radio Electric Service Company 811 Federal Street

**ERIE, PENN.**
J. V. Duncombe Company 1011 West 8th St.

**GREENWICH, CONN.**
Mech Stationary Company 952 Greenwich Ave.

**HARTFORD, CONN.**
Hatry & Young 203 Ann Street

**HARTFORD, CONN.**
Radio Inspection Service Co. 227 Asylum Street

**MONTREAL, CANADA**
285 Craig Street, West Canadian Electrical Supply Co., Ltd.

**NEWARK, N. J.**
219 Central Avenue Wholesale Radio Service Company

**NEW HAVEN, CONN.**
Hatry & Young 86 Meadow Street

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Bruno-New York, Inc. 460 W. 34th St.

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Sanford Samuel Co. 136 Liberty Street

**NEW YORK, NEW YORK**
Grand Central Radio, Inc. 124 E. 44th Street

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Wholesale Radio Service Company 106 E. Fordham Rd.

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Wholesale Radio Service Company 100 Sixth Avenue

**PHILADELPHIA, PENN.**
Radio Electric Service Company 3145 N. Broad Street

**PHILADELPHIA, PENN.**
N. E. Cor. 7th & Arch Streets Radio Electric Service Company

**PHILADELPHIA, PENN.**
M & H Sporting Goods Co. 512 Market Street

**PITTSBURGH, PENN.**
Cameradio Company 603 Grant Street

**RICHMOND HILL, N. Y.**

**JAMAICA, L. I., N. Y.**
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 92-26 Merrick Rd.

**NEWARK, NEW JERSEY**
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 230 Central Avenue

**NEWARK, N. J.**
Wholesale Radio Service Company 219 Central Avenue

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Wholesale Radio Service Company 542 E. Fordham Rd.

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Wholesale Radio Service Company 100 Sixth Avenue

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Sun Radio Company 227 Fulton Street

**NEW YORK, N. Y.**
Federated Purchaser, Inc. 25 Park Place

**PITTSBURGH, PENN.**
343 Blvd. of the Allies Wholesale Radio Service Company

**PITTSBURGH, PENN.**
Tri-State Radio Equipment Co. 403 Penn Avenue

**PITTSBURGH, PENN.**
Tydings Company 690 Grant Street

**READING, PENN.**
George D. Barbey Company 404 Walnut Street

**SPRINGFIELD, MASS.**
T. F. Cushing 349 Worthington Street

**Use SHURE MICROPHONES**

**Microphone Headquarters**

**ALBANY, N. Y.**
Uncle Dave's Radio Shack 356 Broadway

**BOSTON, MASS.**
Radio Shack 46 Brattle Street

**BUFFALO, N. Y.**
Radio Equipment Corporation 326 Ele St.

**GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y.**
Adirondack Radio Service 40 Clyde St.

Listings on this page do not necessarily imply endorsement by QST of the dealers or other establishment sold by them.
USE Electrod "Variorhm" Dividers and get exactly the right plate, screen and suppressor voltages for those new pentodes. Five sizes from 25 to 200 watts to suit all power packs. 85c to $3.75 each list.

Write Dept. Q-4 for Complete 1936 Catalog of Resistors for All Purposes

HENRY RADIO SHOP
211-215 North Main Street, Butler, Missouri

phone station which is equipped with a c.r. tube to transmit at various levels of modulation using tone (60 cycles is OK, although a somewhat higher frequency would be more suitable). I suggest test transmissions at 25, 50, 75 and 100 per cent modulation. These transmissions should be repeated with low, medium and high power. In the receiver in use here no adjustments for linearity were found necessary. However, allow the writer to quote from the article by W. C. Lent, QST for Aug., 1935:

"Linearity in a receiver can be obtained if the following requirements are met: (1) The dynamic output characteristics of all the radio stages, whether they be working at high or intermediate frequency, must be entirely linear over the range of the signal grid-swing. This requires a proper choice of tubes together with the adjustment of the load impedance into which each tube works. (2) If the receiver is of the superheterodyne type, the relation between translation gain and signal input of the first detector must be a straight line when plotted. This can be obtained by a proper adjustment of the first detector bias and the input to the first detector from the high frequency heterodyning oscillator."

Several previous issues of QST and the A.R.R.L. Handbook have covered the processes of modulation completely and there is no need of repetition here. In work of this kind, however, there are several things which should be borne in mind. First, a fully modulated wave contains 50 per cent more power than when unmodulated, in the case of modulation by a pure sine wave. A carrier 100 per cent modulated with voice contains less than this amount of additional power, a considerably lower increase in effective antenna current than the familiar 22.6 per cent showing 100 per cent modulation on voice peaks. It is here that the c.r. tube really shows its usefulness because it indicates amplitude, and responds accurately and instantaneously without regard to waveshape. A completely modulated wave varies in terms of amplitude involved, from its carrier amplitude to a value twice as great and to zero. It is in terms of amplitude that the cathode ray tube detects it, it is independent of power or effective current.

By use of the marked celluloid scale previously referred to in this article and the formula,

\[
\frac{A_t}{A} \times 100 = \% \text{ modulation},
\]

the percentage of modulation can be determined from patterns of the type shown in Fig. 2.

Strays

Interested in a 271-foot mast? W6AM has one that supports any number of beam antennas. Among some of the items in use on that mast are the following: 3 3/4-mile coils of 3/8-inch tarred rope; 4 1-mile coils of guy wire; 200 pounds of No. 14 copper wire; 8000 feet of No. 12 wire; several hundred strain insulators of various lengths up to 18 inches and 2000 spacer bars and transposition blocks.
NEW ECONOMY MICROPHONE by "Microphone Headquarters"

The SHURE 3B
(Two-Button Type)

There are no "short cuts" to highest quality performance, but advanced engineering and accurately controlled quality production have made possible the new Shure Model 3B — a two-button microphone with quality performance never before available at such low cost!

The 3B is a full-size two-button microphone with rugged cast frames and built-in protective grill, finished in bright nickel. $5.50 set price, only.

(Hand Models, with and without automatic switch, also available.)

Ask your Jobber, or Write

SHURE MICROPHONES
SHURE BROTHERS MICROPHONE HEADQUARTERS
215 WEST HURON STREET • CHICAGO, U.S.A.

GULF RADIO SCHOOL
Radiotelegraphy
Radiotelephony
SECOND PORT • 1007 Cordesdale Street
U. S. A. • NEW ORLEANS, LA.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Each Side Pri. Volt. Wt. Lbs. Price
1000-1500-850 400 43 $7.50
1500-1800-850 750 48 $11.00
2000-1800-850 750 43 $10.50
2000-1800-1000 1000 57 $15.00
2000-1600 Prices are net, 20% deposit on C. D. orders.

Write for quotations on special jobs or rebuilding service.

SPEAR MANUFACTURING CO.
Waterville, Ohio

New RCA Receiver $119.50
ACR 175

RCA Amateur Receiver, with four times the band spread of the ACR 136. 5 to 600 meters. Crystal filter, iron core I. F. Transformers. 10 metal tubes.

M. & H. SPORTING GOODS CO.
Philadelphia, Pa. 612 Market Street
Atlantic City, N. J. 1709 Atlantic Avenue

PYRANOL CONDENSERS

2 mfd. 2000 volt trans. condensers $2.90

Impregnated and filled with Pyranol. We rate these at 2000 volts working and we know of cases where they are in use at a 50–75% overload. Made by one of the world’s largest manufacturers of electrical apparatus.

INTERNATIONAL PLATE TRANSFORMERS
Outstanding for Value. 750 and 1000 volts each side of c.t. at 300 mills. Cased completely in steel, crackle finish. Model 2900 $5.95
Model 3900 — Same in appearance. 750–1000–1500 each side of c.t. 300 mills. $6.95
We know of nothing that equals the value received in these two items.

INTERNATIONAL CHOKES
SMOOTHING — SWINGING — CASED
12H — 200Mill $2.50 1/4 T.H. $2.25
12H — 300Mill $2.50 1/4 T.H. $2.25
12H — 400Mill $2.50 1/4 T.H. $2.25

INTERNATIONAL RELAY RACKS $13.50
Another Outstanding Value
This rack is standard construction, according to WE. specification, see January QST for details.

866 TUBES
H.D. Insulator Tops $1.00
46 Brattle St. Boston, Mass.

TO MATCH—
A 599x signal
An effective transmitter
A WAC certificate
A well layout
A well-operated station

YOU WANT—
The swanky BUCKRAM-BOUND edition of the HANDBOOK
See page 87 this issue
$2.50 postpaid

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
West Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

VALPEY CRYSTALS
STEP BY STEP PRECISION MADE

Type VM2. Mounted crystal within 5 kc of specified frequency 1.7, 3.5
7 Mc Bands $3.00
Type VM2. Mounted crystal within 5 kc 1.7, 3.5, 7 Mc Bands $2.15
Type VC2. Mounted crystal within 5 kc 1.7, 3.5, 7 Mc Bands $2.85
Type VM2A, AT cut mounted. Drift less than 4 cycles per Mc per degree C 1.7, 3.5, 7 Mc Bands $4.95
Type VC2A. AT cut unmounted drift less than 4 cycles 1.7, 3.5, 7 Mc Bands $3.50

The Valpey Crystals
377 Summer Street, Medway, Mass.
32% OF THE APPLICANTS FOR AMATEUR LICENSE PRIVILEGES FAIL THE EXAMINATION

Why?

Inadequate technical background? Perhaps.
Lack of practical operating experience? Very likely.
Code incompetency? Yes.
Insufficient background of general information? Unquestionably.

A major step toward making certain that you will not fail is thorough study of

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S LICENSE MANUAL

Includes:

- Corrected text of the amateur regulations up to date.
- Corrected answers to typical examination questions relating to regulations, where the same are changed by the amendments to regulations.
- Corruptions in the text concerning permissible 'phone bands and portable privileges, under new regulations.
- Additions to the text about licensing, to incorporate the existing arrangements in Alaska, Puerto Rico and Hawaii, the right to have code tests administered by government radiotelegraph operators; and a similar paragraph extending to cripples the right to have their material dictated or typewritten.
- Several notable changes in the way of improved answers to questions in the Class-A 'phone examination, bringing them in line with the modern engineering concept of modulation.
- Several other improved answers to questions appearing in the Class-B-C examinations.

UP TO DATE IN EVERY RESPECT. VALUABLE ALIKE TO THE BEGINNER AND THE ALREADY-LICENSED

25 CENTS POSTPAID... (No stamps, please)

[ No. 9 in the series entitled
The Radio Amateur's Library ]

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE

WEST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
CREI TECHNICAL TRAINING IS "JOB INSURANCE"

Don't sit back and watch the other fellow get ahead. Radio plays no "favorites." The GOOD men get the GOOD jobs. TECHNICAL TRAINING makes it possible for YOU to get ahead to a better job and better pay. Preparing yourself today is the best insurance for a better job tomorrow. We can help you get ahead, as we have done for hundreds of others.

You Can Become a Radio Engineer and Enjoy a Bright Future in a Field Where Training Pays!

CREI courses are planned for EXPERIENCED radiomen who want to become ENGINEERS. Every phase of radio engineering is covered in three forms of study—home study, residence or combination of both.

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14th and Park Road
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't sit back and watch the other fellow get ahead, Radio plays no "favorites." The GOOD men get the GOOD jobs. TECHNICAL TRAINING makes it possible for YOU to get ahead to a better job and better pay. Preparing yourself today is the best insurance for a better job tomorrow. We can help you get ahead, as we have done for hundreds of others.

You Can Become a Radio Engineer and Enjoy a Bright Future in a Field Where Training Pays!

CREI courses are planned for EXPERIENCED radiomen who want to become ENGINEERS. WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
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High Quality Wireless Key

This SIGNAL standard wireless key is designed to carry heavy currents. Furnished with either 3/16", 1/4", or 3/8" coin silver contacts. Equipped with navy type key lever knob and has lacquer finish over brass construction. Priced from $3.95 to $4.25 list.

SIGNAL's line of Wireless Keys, Telegraph Instruments and Wireless Practice Sets is complete. Send for our bulletin.

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Menominee, Michigan, U. S. A.

RADIO ENGINEERING

RCA Institutes offers an intensive course of high standard embracing all phases of Radio. Practical training with modern equipment at New York and Chicago schools. Also specialized courses and Home Study Courses under "No obligation" plan. Illustrated Catalog on request.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Dept. ST-35
75 Varick St., New York 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago
Recognised Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909

Make This OSCILLOSCOPE

Low cost, easily constructed kit for amateurs and experimenters. With it view and demonstrate wave form! Use it for making resonance and r.f. indicators and audio oscillators. Comes with an improved brilliant tube having unexcelled fidelity response and long life. Now better adapted to r.f. operation. Nothing like it for accuracy and performance. Definition of wave form clean-cut and clear. $2.00 Net

PREPAID with Improved Tube, Clips, Mirror and Motor Adaptor. "Tube only, $1.50"

SUNDT ENGINEERING CO.
4246 LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

(Allied of Littelfuse Labs. — Makers of Instrument Fuses — Radio and Aide Fuses — High Voltage Fuses — Aircraft Fuses — Fuse Mountings Neon Potential Fuses and Indicators)

SUNDT ENGINEERING CO.
4246 LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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As much Current as you want—

with

WARD LEONARD
Ring Type
RHEOSTATS

These power rheostats provide a fine continuous adjustment. No steps to consider. The contact arm travels smoothly around the windings providing as much or as little resistance as desired. These and other Ward Leonard rheostats, resistors and relays for the amateur are shown in the new Bulletins 507 and 507B. Send for it today.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
41 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Please send me bulletins 507 and 507B.

Name

Address

City

State

Call Signal

LEARN RADIO

New Classes Forming! Send for 49-page catalog, explains fully. 300 licensed graduates placed in past 4½ years in broadcasting, shipping, police radio, aviation, etc. We teach all branches. Oldest, largest and best equipped school in New England. Equipped with Western Electric sound and broadcasting equipment and RCA valve transmitter. Course prepares for United States Government telegraph or telephone license.

MASS. RADIO SCHOOL, 18 Boylston Street, BOSTON

LEONARD adjustment. No steps to consider. The contact arm and these power rheostats provide a fine continuous

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
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The 836

(Continued from page 90)

standard four-prong base, and has the plate connection coming out to a top cap.

Ratings on the 836 are as follows:

- Heater voltage: 3.5 volts
- Heater current: 5.0 amps.
- Peak inverse voltage: 5000 volts
- Peak plate current: 1.0 amp.
- Average plate current: 250 ma.

A pair of the tubes in the full-wave rectifier circuit should be good for 500 milliamperes at 2000 volts d.c.—a full kilowatt. Under normal operating conditions the tube drop at full load current is about 55 volts.

The 35T

Eitel-McCullough, Inc., have just announced a new type to be known as the 35T—the number meaning, in conformity with previous Eimac designsations, that the safe plate dissipation is 35 watts. The new tube has the features which have distinguished forerunning Eimac types—low interelectrode capacitances, rugged filament and tantalum electrodes. The tube is quite small in size, considering the power rating, making it especially suitable for compact transmitters.

Characteristics and ratings are as follows:

- Filament voltage: 5.0 volts
- Filament current: 4.0 amps.
- Amplification factor: 30

Interelectrode capacitances:

- Grid-plate: 2 pf.
- Grid-filament: 2.5 pf.
- Plate-filament: 0.3 pf.
- Max. plate voltage: 1500 volts
- Max. plate current: 100 ma.
- Max. grid current: 20 ma.
- Max. plate dissipation: 35 watts

The 35T need not be used at maximum plate voltage, being capable of an output of 35 watts at 500 volts (with 75% efficiency) and correspondingly greater outputs at intermediate voltages, as a Class-C amplifier. More than 100 watts output can be secured at maximum ratings.

A pair of 35T's in Class B audio will give outputs ranging from 60 watts at 500 volts to 150 watts at 1500 volts. We hope to have more information on operating the tubes in our next issue.

Los Angeles Emergency Committee

A group of Los Angeles amateurs have organized for the express purpose of providing emergency communication in time of disaster. The group is known as the Amateur Radio Communication Committee, a subcommittee of the Communication Committee of the Los Angeles Major Disaster Council. The Disaster Council is organized to cover all phases of relief work in time of emergency. The work of the Amateur Radio Committee is to provide communication between Headquarters and the various district concentration centers, which number fifteen.

The Committee organization consists of a Chairman, Dr. W. C. Vance, W6EQJ; Vice-Chairman, W. W. Matney, W6EQM; Secretary, E. C. Ward, W6TX; three Area Commanders, W. E. Johnson, W6AYF, H. Bacon, W6FPH, and W. M. Ketteringham, W6RMH; District Chiefs and necessary personnel, including Technical Adviser, Finance Officer, etc.
HAM-ADS

(1) Advertising shall concern to radio and shall be of nature of interest to radio amateurs or experimenters in their work.

(2) No display of any character will be accepted, nor can any special typographical arrangement, such as all or part capitals, italics, or other means tend to make these advertisements stand out from the others.

(3) All advertising copy must accompany cash. No copy or contract discount or agency commission will be allowed.

(4) Closing date for HAM-ADS is the 25th of the second month preceding publication date.

(5) A special rate of 75¢ per word will apply to advertising which, in the opinion of the editor, is obviously non-commercial in nature and is placed and signed by a member of the American Radio Relay League. The advertising of bona fide, surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an individual or group, or in the opinion of the editor, non-commercial advertisement for special equipment, by a member of the American Radio Relay League, as bona fide amateur, is allowed. An attempt to deal in commercial terms will cancel the 75¢ rate. Provisions of paragraphs (4), (5), and (6) apply to all advertising in this column regardless of which rate may apply.

Having made no investigation of the advertisers in the classified columns, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for their integrity or for the grade or character of the products advertised.


RADIO engineering, broadcasting, aviation and police radio, servicing, marine and Morse telegraphy taught thoroughly.

Vincent 485, RK18s, etc., $7.75 pair postpaid. Latest list. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.

SKYRIDERS cheap—sell or trade. Also can use cameras, binoculars, etc. Wells-Smith Radio Corp., 26 North Wells St., Chicago.

GALLBOOKS—new DX calls, new prefixes, thousands of new QSL cards, two color, cartoons, message blanks, stationery. Dodge's Institute, Byrd St., Valparaiso, Ind.

RECEIVERS—new and used, sold and traded in. Hammarlund, Patterson used sets, 60% off list. W3DQ, 405 Delaware Ave., Wilmington, Del.

CALL BOOKS—Universal for two or four 46s, 210s, 66s, W2GOJ, KXH, etc., 50 sets postpaid, 70 watts audio from 46s, 100 watts from 10s. Write for details, W3SG, Douglas, Mich.

RECEIVERS—new and used, sold and traded in. Hammarlund, Hennessy, National, Radioset, Skylark, Schenard, Skyrider, Roberts Service, 15 Lawrence Ave., Dumont, N. J.

FOR sale. Six 750 volt, 150 watt generators, $11 each. Also a few other generators and motors. Wilmot Auto Supply Co., 1921 Wilmot St., Chicago.

QSL cards, two color, cartoons, message blanks, stationery, Snappy service. Write for free samples to-day. W1BE, 16 Buckingham Ave., Long, Mass.

CALL BOOKS—new DX calls, new prefixes, thousands of new W and WE calls, in the SPRING 1936 Radio Amateur Gall.

QSL cards, two color, cartoons, message blanks, stationery. Write for free samples to-day. W1BE, 16 Buckingham Ave., Long, Mass.

SKYRIDERS—sell or trade. Also can use cameras, binoculars, etc. Wells-Smith Radio Corp., 26 North Wells St., Chicago.

SW3 (10 coils) power pack, "SRR", extras. Write best offer for sale. 4911 Farnam, Omaha, Neb.

Camera Laboratory, Sandpoint, Idaho.

MIMEOGRAPH—Dick model 30. New. All accessories. $20. Nebel, 1104 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED old radio sets or parts for Ham antique collection. All letters answered. W6LM

CLASS "B"—44-46's, all Thordarson, Triplet, 70 watts. Complete tubes, power supplies $50. Write W9WTF, 4911 Parnam, Omaha, Nebraska.

REBUILT Vibroplexes $5-$7. New large base bugs. Specialized machine work. Let me make those pieces that require a lathe. W1TYC.

SPECIALIZED machine work. Let me make those pieces that require a lathe. W1TYC.


MOTOR-Generator bargain. 110 d.c., to 110 a.c. 60 cycles 200 watts out. Complete with line filter, regulator, etc. good job. Bargain $25. Westinghouse 110 d.c. motor 41 H.P., compound $8. W3BY, ant 1000 vac us micra transmitting condenser, typewriter, ham goods. Menor, 583 West 18th St, New York.

HAVE Electric Specialty Co. 1,000 volt generator, Radio Supply Co. 500-1,500 cycle, VHF, and typewriter, saxophone, microphone opt 7 Harold Long, 912 Indiana Ave., LaPorte, Ind.

ASW3 receiver 10, 20, 40, 80 bandspread coils $25. All band receiver transmitting. W1EUD, 230 Kelsey St., New Britain, Conn.

SWAP station, fifty dollars or 50 Hornet and toils, binoculars Pro. W3BIM.

SELL—3 tube ac ham receiver, complete coils, tubes, power supply. $12.30 postpaid. W2GWO.

QSLs. Free samples. Printer, Corinth, Iowa.

CRYSTALS 80 and 100 meter bands 95¢. A stock of 1,000 crystals in cases. The requisites for good work. Send for list. Guaranteed. Your approximate frequency, 80 or 160 meter band. Your call and QRA in list. BOX 1999. W9UII.

INTRODUCTORY offer. One order to an individual. Send $1, and call letters for 100 two color modern QSL cards (not filled with advertising—send for samples) and six F.M.C. porcelain case micas low loss transmitting and receiving condensers. Any capacity up to 600 mm. 5% capacity tolerance 2,000 volt test. Actually a $7.50 value for $1. Capacity chart included. Filtermatic Mfg. Co., Tacony, Phila., Pa.

HC quality crystals now furnished mounted in bkeholder holders. "X", "V", and "Y" cut, "v" cut, "x" cut. Four cycle coefficient, $3.25. 50M "X", $1.95. Guaranteed. Request catalogue. Ham Crystals, 1104 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

MICROPHONE, Dick model 30. New. All accessories. $20. Nebel, 1104 Lincoln Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPECIAL rubber stamp your call letters, street and city—3 lines. Bruce Williamson, Brookville, Pa.

VELOCITY microphone, Brune, shielded, with Thordarson transformer to grid. Both $7. WSBTX, Fayetteville, Ark.


RADIO Good. Menor, 583 West 18th St, New York.

SW3 (10 coils) power pack, "SRR", extras. Write best offer for information 2320 So. 22nd St., Phila., Pa.

MIM888 graphite plate tubes. Never used. Pair 511B $20. FOB W2GWO.

FIRST $50. takes complete station. Collins xmtr type 4-A with 80, 160 coils, three crystals, two keys, microwave and modulator. National SW-3 with three sets coils; pw supply. Equipment in A-1 condition. Must have cash, W1FXV, Lancaster, Westinghouse.

SELL or trade 400 watt 1600 volt 250 milla power trans.; 750 volt 150 milla pde power supply; 350 volt 100 milla pde supply; vibroplex; 2 tube ac dc SW receiver; xtals; meters; mica. Want movie camera. Ralph Semeschak, W2WNB, Ananamous, N. Dak.

SW3 (10 coils) power pack, "SRR", extras. Write best offer for information 2320 So. 22nd St., Phila., Pa.

LOSS, $500 (10 coils) power pack, "SRR", extras. Write best offer for information 2320 So. 22nd St., Phila., Pa.

ALTERNATOR 60 CY. for sale. 110 v. Findlay, Ohlo.

WANTED new HRO complete in original packing. W1COJ

SPECIAL 250 one color QSL's $1. Samples. W5A1A

QSLs, 3 colors, quality Buff card, $1. hundred: $1.50-$20. Samples on request. WBNOS.

WANTED old radio sets or parts for Ham antique collection. All letters answered. W6LM

CLASS "B"—44-46's, all Thordarson, Triplet, 70 watts. Complete tubes, power supplies $50. Write W9WTF, 4911 Parnam, Omaha, Nebraska.


WESTINGHOUSE 110 d.c. motor 41 H.P., compound $8. W3BY, ant 1000 vac us micra transmitting condenser, typewriter, ham goods. Menor, 583 West 18th St, New York.
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NEW RCA 852 $15, W8ANT

CRYSTALS—2750 to 2000 kilocycles, 3500 to 4000 kilocycles; X or Y, 1" square, ground to your specified frequency $2.75. Approximately 1", within seven kilocycles of specified frequency $1.85. Exact frequency marked on each crystal, Oscillating blanks 50c. Rough-cut blanks 50c. Small irregular shaped blanks 25c. Write for $1.00. Fairbrook singled holders, 55c. William Threm, WSFN, 4051 Davis Avenue, Cheviot, Ohio.

WANTED: complete 1935 files of "QST," both Western and Southern editions. Also single copies or complete yearly files of "QST", 50c. Write for 1935 and 1936, Sumner B. Young, "Maplewoods," Wayzatta, Minn.


QSL's samples W8LQM, 942 Linwood Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.

QSL cards, Type C, 75c—100—$1.75—500. Send for sample. G. Scharf, 1543 Highland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

CRYSTALS: new zero coefficient "V" cuts, 160—80 meters your approximate frequency $1.85. 31/2", $1.50. X cut $1.25. Exact specified frequency $1.65. $2.50—$1.05. Calibration accuracy 99.99%. Holders $1. Blainwa, Southwest Fleso Service, Box 709, Abilene, Texas.

"W8DAN crystals. Custom made at mass production prices both as sold devices, 140 to 160. $2.50 to $4. See last Hamad.

USED RCA 850—$12.50, W8ANT

QSL's, Mile-Hi quality 300 2 color $2. W8TOR

CRYSTALS: guaranteed excellent oscillators, approximately one inch square, 80—160 meter bands, within 5 kc. Y cut $1. X cut $1.50. Forstall, Herbert Addison, 2252 North LeClaire Ave., Chicago, Ill.

"BLUELY crystallize" your transmitter! Descriptive folder free! Write your questions, desires to WS8ED


RM-60's! Peterson WS8ED

BLANKS 50c Faberadio


035AS-3 pack, 80, 40, 10 meters, pair. Trade. Satisfaction guaranteed. W2GZL, Elizabeth, New Jersey.


MOVING, 800 rmp, 500 w. power—$55; 210 xmt xmt $80; handgrip receiver (tubes, batteries) $15; monolock (tubes, batteries) $5; Super Skynder. W7FLU-W9F, Hawk Springs, Wyo.

SIBL; silver Marshall receiver. Superhet. Cash or terms. 1528 S. 48th, Des Moines, Iowa.

"T-9" 40 meter crystals as low as $1.50, also 80's; see March QST Ham ads. None better. "Edison's", Temple, Texas.

QSL's—150 two colors $1. Samples! stamp! W8PJY, Elmer, N. J.


USED 859's $6, up. W8ANT

TRANSMITTERS: special apparatus, to order. Superior workmanship. 124 Say You Saw It in MOUNTED 40 meter crystals. $3. W8ANT

RYSTALS guaranteed excellent oscillators, approximately one inch square, 80 to 160 kilocycles, within seven kilocycles of specified frequency $1.85, AT $1.50, X $1.25. Exact specified frequency $1.65, $2.50—$1.05. Calibration accuracy 99.99%. Holders $1. Blainwa, Southwest Fleso Service, Box 709, Abilene, Texas.

"W8DAN crystals. Custom made at mass production prices both as sold devices, 140 to 160. $2.50 to $4. See last Hamad.


ALLSTAR SR. $30, WIDECE.

QSL cards-attractive different. Stamp for samples. W8DDS, 2165 West 65th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

QSL's! The finest obtainable, at the lowest price. Free samples to Hams. W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

CRYSTAL: small pro complete $30, silver $5 complete with coil $36, F8T with tubes $22, F8T complete 200 watt transmitter using two RK-20a in final $59. W8ARA, Butler, Mo.

CANADIANS write W8ED for your receiver needs. Peak presllector $22.

AIR-WOUND coils W8ANT

QUARTZ $2, lb. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois


QSL's that are different. Radio Headquarters, Ft. Wayne, Indiana

5 ft. panel with 4 shelves, 3 power supplies Weston 0—50 meter, 47 xtal and 41 buffer including RCA tubes wired and installed. Have most of unfinished final parts $26.00. New Bavu transmitter complete $212. Xnor kit including tube power & filament supplies $10. Bum, 805 Ebner, Columbus, Ohio.

HOLDERS $1. Faberadio

COLLINS 30FXB's, 30FX and other transmitters taken in trade. All first class condition. Marine Radio Company, 124—11 94th Avenue, Richmond Hill, N.Y.


METERS repaired—reasonable prices. Braden & Apple Co., 305 Park Drive, Dayton, Ohio.

QSL, listener cards, Best reply getters. Samples (stamps). W8EEN, 1527 Cone, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR sale—three new receivers at reduced prices ACR—136 $59.00, Sargent $58.00, SW8—cobs—power pack—tubes $20. Write Joe N. Davies, W8ANT, Southern Ohio's only amateur owned amateur business, Box 902, R.R.9, North Bend Road, Mt. Airy, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FREE folder. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois

CUSTOMBUILDERS offers you a new service any radio company can't do. Special wire and specifications no charge for quotations. Custombuilders, Dept. C 113 West 57th, New York City.

FLORIDA hams 40% discount on Hammarlund, Thordarson, Billey, Cardwell, etc. Rush service. W4Q, Radio Accessories, Orlando, Florida.

W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OLD W9DOQ is still at it, the best place to buy a new receiver or trade in an old one, also ham parts, transmitters, etc. Palmer's Trading Post, Route 1, Duluth, Minn.


MT. Airy, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FLORIDA hams 40% discount on Hammarlund, Thordarson, Billey, Cardwell, etc. Rush service. W4Q, Radio Accessories, Orlando, Florida.

W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FREE folder. Faberadio, Sandwich, Illinois

CUSTOMBUILDERS offers you a new service any radio company can't do. Special wire and specifications no charge for quotations. Custombuilders, Dept. C 113 West 57th, New York City.

FLORIDA hams 40% discount on Hammarlund, Thordarson, Billey, Cardwell, etc. Rush service. W4Q, Radio Accessories, Orlando, Florida.

W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OLD W9DOQ is still at it, the best place to buy a new receiver or trade in an old one, also ham parts, transmitters, etc. Palmer's Trading Post, Route 1, Duluth, Minn.


MT. Airy, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FLORIDA hams 40% discount on Hammarlund, Thordarson, Billey, Cardwell, etc. Rush service. W4Q, Radio Accessories, Orlando, Florida.

W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OLD W9DOQ is still at it, the best place to buy a new receiver or trade in an old one, also ham parts, transmitters, etc. Palmer's Trading Post, Route 1, Duluth, Minn.


MT. Airy, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FLORIDA hams 40% discount on Hammarlund, Thordarson, Billey, Cardwell, etc. Rush service. W4Q, Radio Accessories, Orlando, Florida.

W2FJE, 145 Lafayette Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Your Nearest Dealer Is Your Best Friend

Your nearest dealer is entitled to your patronage. You can trust him. He is equipped with a knowledge and understanding of amateur radio. He is your logical and safe source of advice and counsel on what equipment you should buy. His stock is complete. He can supply your needs without delay. His prices are fair and consistent with the high quality of the goods he carries. He is responsible to you and interested in you.

Patronize the dealer nearest you — You can have confidence in him

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Specialties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allentown, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co. 1024 Hamilton Street</td>
<td>Complete stocks transmitting equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland</td>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co. 303 W. Baltimore Street</td>
<td>Everything for the amateur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham, England</td>
<td>Radio Mart 19 John Bright Street</td>
<td>Drop in and meet Bill Nightingale—G5NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, New York</td>
<td>Dymac Radio 216 E. Genesee St. — Tel. Cl. 2080</td>
<td>Complete Stock Amateur Parts — Standard Discounts — W8AWK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, New York</td>
<td>Radio Equipment Corp. 326 Elm Street</td>
<td>Ham, service and sound equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester, New Hampshire</td>
<td>Radio Service Lab. of N. H. 1008 Elm Street — Tel. 218-W</td>
<td>Branches — Portland, Me. and Barre, Vt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal, Canada</td>
<td>Canadian Elec. Supply Co., Ltd. 285 Craig St., W.</td>
<td>Quality parts and equipment for discriminating buyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Consolidated Radio Corp. 612 Arch Street</td>
<td>Ham receivers, Transmitting tubes, Collins transmitters, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Radio Electric Service Co., Inc. N. E. Cor. Seventh &amp; Arch Sts.</td>
<td>All nationally-advertised lines in stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Cameradio Company 601-3 Grant Street</td>
<td>“Ham” Headquarters for Pennsylvania-Ohio-W. Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, Rhode Island</td>
<td>W. H. Edwards Co. 32 Broadway</td>
<td>National — Hammarlund — RCA — and other leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, Rhode Island</td>
<td>Kraus &amp; Company 89 Broadway</td>
<td>Everything for the amateur and servicemen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester, New York</td>
<td>Radio Service Shop 244 Clinton Avenue, North</td>
<td>Complete stock amateur-BCL parts. Standard discounts. W8NUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syracuse, New York</td>
<td>Roy C. Stage, W81GF</td>
<td>Complete stock of standard Ham &amp; BCL parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield, Mass.</td>
<td>S. S. Kresge Company 1540 Main Street</td>
<td>Standard Discounts. Free technical service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>George’s Radio Co. 816 F Street, N.W.</td>
<td>Washington’s largest distributor of radio parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeling, West Virginia</td>
<td>Cameradio Company 30 Twelfth Street</td>
<td>Complete stock of amateur Equipment at standard discounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You Are Protected When You Buy From QST Advertisers

"Advertising for QST is accepted only from firms who, in the publisher's opinion, are of established integrity and whose products secure the approval of the technical staff of the American Radio Relay League."

Quoted from QST's advertising rate card.

Every conceivable need of a radio amateur can be supplied by the advertisers in QST. And you will know the product has the approval of the League's technical staff.

For Your Convenience

QST's

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE

Say You Saw It in QST — It Identifies You and Helps QST
RCA-805 125 watts plate dissipation

$18.00 amateur's net price

You liked the RCA-838 so well that we decided to bring out another tube of the same general family. So we designed the RCA-805, which has the plate lead brought out of the top, and is extra-well insulated to stand higher voltages. Like the 838, the new tube is especially attractive in Class C r-f service with grid leak bias, since the plate current drops to a safe value if grid excitation is accidentally removed. The 805 is also particularly useful as a Class B modulator. This new tube may be operated with full inputs at frequencies up to 30 megacycles.

RCA-804 $15.00 amateur's net price

As a Class C r-f amplifier pentode, RCA-804 is capable of delivering power outputs up to 80 watts with less than one watt of driving power. The RCA-804 is also well adapted for use as a high-power crystal oscillator. It requires no neutralization in well-shielded circuits. Plate dissipation is 40 watts in most services. The RCA-804 is also useful in grid or suppressor-grid modulated applications.
Will you win this transmitter phone and CW kit, fully mounted... Ready-to-Wire

Variactor Carrier Control modulation is now being used by many amateurs in their own phone rigs. These new Ready-to-Wire transmitter kits employ the Variactor system exclusively. A 50 watt kit in cabinet (back view illustrated) will be given away FREE to the amateur who suggests a NAME that will best describe this series of transmitter kits using Variactor Carrier Control.

Contest closes July 1st, 1936. Judges are: Robert Kruse, Frank Jones, and L. M. Cockeday, three nationally known radio editors. Mail suggested names direct to UTC.

SECTION ONE
50 watt RF unit. Consists of crystal-controlled pentode oscillator, pentode buffer-doubler, push-pull final amplifier and choke input mercury vapour rectifier system having a regulation better than 5%. Readings on 5 circuits instantaneously through one meter. Used by itself this unit is a highly efficient 50 watt CW transmitter.

SECTION TWO
Consists of a high gain speech amplifier and Class B modulating stage. It has an output of 30 watts, and when used to modulate the RF amplifier at 100% modulation, the distortion level is less than 5%. This amplifier is designed for use with high level crystal microphones and will operate with any of the carbon type.

SECTION THREE
VARIACTOR Controlled Carrier Unit. Has a separate power supply for 50 watt Class C stage and Variactor units for carrier control. Instantaneous switchover provided from carrier control to constant carrier. When used with 500 watt Class B Linear stage DX coverage is increased, efficiency of the Linear stage is easily doubled. Reduces interference between stations tremendously.

These new units represent the last word in transmitter KIT design. Nothing has been overlooked to obtain maximum performance and efficiency, and yet the kits are PRICED WITHIN REACH OF EVERY AMATEUR.

A list of the manufacturers whose parts are used in these assemblies reads like the blue book of Ham Radio: UTC, Cordwell, Cornell Dubiller, Hammarlund, Isolantite, Aerovox, IRC, Triplett, Yaxley, Johnson, Electrad, etc... Tubes by RCA.

The units are furnished completely assembled and mounted on black enamel chassis with front rack panels and etched silvered overall plates. All you have to do is wire them... even the wire is furnished. Full working prints accompany each assembly.

Begin with a 50 watt CW unit and later use it to excite a 750 watt CW Class B Linear Stage or start with the 50 watt VARIACTOR controlled carrier phone rig and use it later to excite a 500 watt phone Class B Linear Stage. Units may be purchased separately and are complete in themselves.

Full Scale Working Print Brochure covering all construction plans for the 50 watt, 500 watt and 750 watt units may be purchased from your distributor or direct for 25c. Free with purchase of each sectional unit.

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.
76 SPRING STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y.
EXPORT DIVISION - 15 LAIGHT STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.

QST for April, 1936, EASTERN Edition
The first thing one notices about the TML is that it is big without being clumsy, for its oversize plates permit high voltage ratings without excessive length. The second surprise is the price, for the TML is built in the same sized production lots as midget condensers. In short, it provides performance without a price penalty. It is the ideal unit for the high level modulation 1 kw job.

Type TML has the further distinction of being the first transmitting condenser to be available with the PW type precision worm drive, self-locking, and permitting mounting parallel to the panel.

A few popular sizes are listed below and intermediate sizes are available at proportionate prices. Split-stator models are available. Though not listed, approximate prices and sizes may be judged by the fact that each section of a split-stator condenser has about 40% of the capacity of a single section in the same frame.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Peak V</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Plates</th>
<th>Cat. Symbol</th>
<th>Net Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75 Mmf</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>18½”</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>TML-80E</td>
<td>$14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Mmf</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>8¾”</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>TML-50D</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 Mmf</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>18¼”</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>TML-150D</td>
<td>14.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 Mmf</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>8¾”</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>TML-75B+</td>
<td>9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245 Mmf</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>18½”</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>TML-250B+</td>
<td>15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Mmf</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>18½”</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>TML-500A+</td>
<td>19.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precision worm drive unit, 20 to 1 ratio, Net Price, extra $5.70. Catalogue symbol of drive: PWL
This new RCA amateur receiver incorporates every desirable feature of design, construction and operation, including several remarkable new developments.

$119.50 net
f. o. b. factory

Translate these features into performance

1. 5 to 600 meters, continuous
2. Ultra-selective crystal filter
3. "Magic Eye" tuning and signal strength indicator
4. Actual signal input read directly in microvolts
5. Iron Core i-f Transformers (permanent alignment, high gain)
6. Metal Tubes
7. 11 tubes, 2 I.F. stages
8. Increased sensitivity
9. Greater selectivity with or without crystal
10. Improved signal-to-noise ratio
11. Improved a. v. c.
12. Greater band spread
13. Separate dynamic speaker
14. Pre-selection
15. Band change by switch
16. Individual coils for each band
17. Unusual stability
18. Iron-core heterodyne oscillator calibrated in cycles
19. Audio tone control
20. Unique stand-by pilot light
21. Handsome, rugged metal cabinet
22. Improved velvet drive tuning control—no back-lash
23. Direct-reading, calibrated dial
24. Single-control tuning
25. Convenient and accurate logging
26. Two-speed, positive dial drive
27. All controls on front panel
28. Controls conveniently located low on panel
29. Headphone jack
30. Built-in power supply
31. Power transformer operates on 25 to 60 cycles
32. And the price, complete with tubes, crystal, speaker—only $119.50 net, f. o. b. factory

Available for immediate delivery